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Abstract
This thesis details the development of effective light-activated antimicrobial polymers for use
in healthcare environments, with the aim of reducing hospital-acquired infections (HAIs). The
overuse and misuse of antibiotics is the most important factor that has led to increased
incidence of multi-drug resistant HAIs. In the hospital setting where there is an abundance of
immunosuppressed patients and often hygiene protocols are not strictly followed, HAIs can
spread quickly, leading to increased length of hospital stay, morbidity and mortality and high
healthcare costs. Self-disinfecting surfaces can reduce the incidence of HAIs by reducing the
levels of bacteria on frequently touched hospital surfaces that serve as bacterial reservoirs,
thus reducing the risk of HAI transmission.

Quantum dots (QDs), extremely small nanoparticles that exhibit unique size-dependent
properties, combined with photosensitisers display potent strong bactericidal activity upon
incorporation into polymer surfaces. When irradiated under ambient white light, polymer
surfaces induce the lethal photosensitisation of a range of Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria through the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS cause irreversible
damage leading to cell apoptosis and death by attacking bacterial cells in a non-specific
fashion thus making the development of resistance unlikely. Polyurethane substrates were
impregnated with QDs and photosensitiser dye (crystal violet) using a modified version of the
simple and easily scalable dipping procedure known as the “swell-encapsulation-shrink”
technique. Solely cadmium-free, indium-based QDs were used in this study, thereby
circumventing issues regarding toxicity arising from the release of cadmium ions from
traditional, commonly prepared QDs such CdTe, CdSe and CdS. Materials were characterised
using techniques such as UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy and
transmission electron microscopy. The prepared polymer substrates were activated under
white light conditions mimicking those used in the hospital (~500 – 6000 lux). In order to
deduce the photochemical pathway responsible for light-activated antibacterial activity,
whether Type I, Type II or both, the antimicrobial surfaces were tested in a series of
microbiological assays using specific ROS inhibitors and quenchers.

The surfaces were tested against a range of nosocomial pathogens including Escherichia coli,
Staphylococcus

aureus,

epidemic

methicillin-resistant

Staphylococcus

aureus

and

Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The novel materials described in this thesis demonstrate very
strong self-disinfecting properties even under low light levels, demonstrating their potential for
use in hospitals to reduce HAIs without the use of antibiotics.
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Impact Statement
One approach to tackling the rising incidence of resistance to antibiotics is the use of
antibacterial surfaces. Light-activated antibacterial surfaces, based on antimicrobial
photodynamic therapy (aPDT), are attractive as bactericidal activity is reliant on the generation
of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Since ROS operate by oxidising multiple intracellular sites
of the microorganism, development of resistance is highly unlikely, which is crucial to the longterm effectiveness of these materials.

The incorporation of quantum dot (QD) and photosensitiser crystal violet (CV) into polymers
via the dipping procedure known as swell-encapsulation-shrink provides a reproducible and
easy means to fabricate light-activated antibacterial surfaces. This process has been shown
to be feasible in this and other studies and can continue to be utilised in academia to embed
a range of nanoparticles and photosensitisers into different flexible polymers. In this work, a
simple approach to nanoparticle quantification in the polymeric bulk is outlined that can be
applied to future academic studies in tandem with other analytical methods. Also, the
successful application of cadmium-free QDs in antibacterial surface applications for the first
time opens the way for further investigation and attention to these low toxicity alternatives to
cadmium-containing QDs, which are more studied but highly unlikely to see clinical application
due to Cd’s low permissible exposure limits and restrictions placed on it’s use in medical
applications.

Outside academia, the single-step swell-encapsulation-shrink process allows for easy scaleup and implementation to polymer production lines, making surfaces produced by this method
very attractive commercially. Further, the potent antibacterial activity of QD and CV embedded
(QD + CV) polymers offers an alternative to reducing the incidence of hospital-acquired
infections by reducing the bacterial load on surfaces. Due to the flexibility, ease of modification,
low cost and durability of polymers, high-touch surfaces such as overbed tables, rails,
doorknobs, supply carts and intravenous pumps can be easily coated with the QD + CV
materials in a cost-effective manner. The antibacterial surfaces are also economical as they
do not require specialised lighting because they are effective at both low (ambient levels) and
high light intensities, allowing use under general lighting conditions. Finally, the installation of
antibacterial QD + CV PU surfaces in areas such as hospitals, nursing homes, farms and food
processing plants could reduce or even prevent bacterial colonisation of surfaces, helping to
prevent bacterial infections thus protecting hospitalised patients, care residents, medical
personnel and consumers.
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INTRODUCTION
The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the potential of quantum dots (QDs) and
photosensitisers (PS) as effective light-activated antimicrobial agents in self-disinfecting
surfaces. It has been reported that nanoparticle-photosensitiser combinations show enhanced
photo-activity compared to nanoparticle or dye alone for photodynamic therapy (PDT).
Exploiting the concept of PDT, this thesis details the development of potent light-activated
antibacterial polymers that act against bacteria by generating reactive oxygen species (ROS)
through photo-induced energy transfer (to produce singlet oxygen 1O2) and electron transfer
(to produce radicals such as superoxide anion O2●– and hydroxyl radical ●OH). These surfaces
were initially intended to address the increasing problem of hospital acquired infections (HAIs)
by reducing the bacterial load on frequently touched surfaces in healthcare facilities. In view
of this, indium-based QDs were selected over the more common but intrinsically more toxic
cadmium-based QDs. Also, a clinically approved photosensitiser, crystal violet was employed.
A literature review outlining the background and theory behind QD nanoparticles, PDT and
HAIs follows in CHAPTER 1.

The first objective of this thesis was to study the properties of the selected indium-based
quantum dots when combined with the selected photosensitiser in solution phase (CHAPTER
2). To investigate the potential of the QD-PS complexes to act as donor/acceptor pairs based
on Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and photo-induced electron transfer (PET)
processes, the indium-based QDs were combined with crystal violet (CV) in suspension and
examined using steady state and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements. The
formation of 1O2 was examined using near-infrared detection of 1O2 phosphorescence.

The second objective was to examine the effectiveness of surfaces containing QDs alone as
light-activated antibacterial surfaces (CHAPTER 3). A simple, easily scalable technique, swellencapsulation-shrink, was used to incorporate indium-based red-emitting QDs as well as
green-emitting QDs into medical-grade polyurethane. Antibacterial tests using laboratory
strain Escherichia coli and a white light source similar to that used in hospitals, emitting at
6000 lux with polyurethane surfaces containing increasing QD concentrations. The QD
polymers were found to show poor photo-antibacterial activity. Quantification studies using
UV-vis absorbance measurements showed that QD uptake by polyurethane was suboptimal
1

and thus poor antibacterial activity was attributed to insufficient ROS generation due to low
levels of nanoparticles in the polymer.

The third objective of this work was to investigate the photo-antibacterial action of polymer
encapsulated with a combination of indium-based QDs and CV (CHAPTER 4). Incorporation
of QDs and CV into the polymers using a two-step swell-encapsulation-shrink process result
in little to no improvement on the light-activated antibacterial action observed by CV alone, in
contrast to what has been reported previously. Thus, conditions required for efficient energy
transfer interactions were considered and a modified one-step swell-encapsulation-shrink
process was developed. Controlling conditions in this manner to encourage better FRET
resulted in a synergistic enhancement of the surfaces’ photo-antibacterial activity for both red
QD-CV surfaces and green QD-CV surfaces. The QD-CV surfaces displayed excellent
potency against both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, achieving > 3 log10 kill within
4 h of 6000 lux white light illumination.

Photodynamic therapies ideally require light sources with strong light output or special light
such as lasers because the light source employed must emit enough energy at the right
wavelength to activate the photosensitiser to generate ROS. Most hospital and healthcare
facilities use less than optimal lighting conditions for PDT, with recommended lighting levels
for many areas in the hospitals set at less than 1000 lux. To mimic hospital conditions more
realistically, the light intensity was reduced from 6000 lux to 500 lux. CHAPTER 5 details the
investigation of antibacterial effectiveness of green QD-CV surfaces at low light intensities
against Gram-negative bacteria. At ambient levels, the QD-CV surfaces were effective against
multi-drug resistant E. coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, inducing > 3 log10 kill within 24 h.
The potency of the photo-bactericidal response of the QD-CV surfaces at both low and high
light intensities as well as their easy production makes these materials exciting candidates for
commercial production.

The final objective of this thesis was to probe the mechanisms involved in generation of ROS
in the QD-CV antibacterial surfaces (CHAPTER 6). A wide range of methods – steady state
photoluminescence

measurements,

and

time-resolved

photoluminescence

lifetime

measurements, O2 phosphorescence measurements, chemical detection assay for O2●–,
1

redox potential analyses of the QDs, CV and oxygen, electron paramagnetic resonance
2

measurements and microbiological assays to detect various ROS – were employed. To an
extent, these methods allowed the distinguishing of Type I and Type II photochemical
mechanism that generate ROS and to evaluate which processes contributed more greatly to
the photo-bactericidal activity of the QD-CV materials.

3

CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1. QUANTUM DOTS
1.1.1. Introduction
Nanomaterials are state-of-the-art tools for modern scientific and technological advances. As
the size of inorganic and organic materials is reduced to the nanometre scale, optical and
electronic properties change and largely vary from the bulk form, becoming size- and shapedependent. These properties open up new and promising applications from solar energy
conversion to biomedicine. Quantum dots (QDs) are among the most interesting
nanomaterials to have emerged over the last 20 years due to their novel optical and electronic
properties, including tuneable emission wavelength, extreme signal brightness, resistance to
photobleaching and the simultaneous excitation of multiple fluorescence colours.1-4

Quantum dots are zero-dimensional systems where electrons and holes are confined in all
three dimensions.5 QDs typically range from 1 to 10 nm in diameter with emission wavelengths
that can be tuned from the ultraviolet through visible to the near-IR region by changing QD
composition, size, and shape. Typically, QDs are spherical in shape with an inorganic
semiconductor core (consisting of group II and VI elements such as CdSe and CdTe) enclosed
within a shell of another semiconductor that has a larger bandgap such as ZnS (Figure 1.1).
Generally, the composition of the semiconductor nanoparticle (NP) determines the range of
accessible wavelengths because quantum confinement can only produce a blue shift in the
emission relative to the band gap energy of the bulk material. For a particular composition, the
degree to which the photoluminescence (PL) emission peak can be tuned depends upon the
Bohr radius of the material and the range of sizes that can be produced in practice.
Manipulating the composition and shape of the QDs requires control of the chemistry of QD
synthesis and capping.6 To date, the most synthesised and studied QDs are cadmium
containing NPs of the II-VI periodic groups e.g. CdTe, CdSe, CdS, due to their superior optical
properties as well as established synthetic methods.7-9 However, many other non-cadmium
containing QDs have been synthesised including InP, InAs, PbS, PbSe, ZnS and ZnSe QDs.1014
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Figure 1.1 Basic structure of quantum dots.

Brus et al. reported the first colloidal QDs in 1983, deriving a close relationship between size
and band gap for semiconductor NPs by applying a sphere model approximation to the wave
function for bulk semiconductors and employing a bottom-up chemical synthesis rather than
a top-down epitaxial approach to obtain semiconductor NPs.15-17 Then in the mid-1990s,
Murray, Guyot-Sionnest, Bawendi, and others pioneered refined synthetic methods that
yielded nearly monodisperse, crystalline QDs.9, 18, 19 For example, Murray et al. successfully
synthesised colloidal CdS, CdSe, and CdTe QDs with size-tuneable band-gap emission and
absorption.18 A breakthrough in biological applications of QDs was made in 1998 when
Alivisatos et al. and Chan and Nie reported the synthesis of water-soluble QDs and the
conjugation of QDs to biomolecules enabling the use of QDs as biological agents.20, 21 Since
then, rapid progress has been made in the systematic refinement of QD synthesis to produce
monodispersed and high stable NPs with diverse properties, surface chemistries and
applications.

1.1.2. Bulk Semiconductor Physics and Quantum Confinement
The electrical properties of bulk conductors (metals), bulk semiconductors, and insulators can
be understood in terms of energy bands and energy band gaps (Figure 1.2). The highest
energy band that is occupied at room temperature is known as a valence band and the next
available band in the energy structure is known as a conduction band. The difference in the
energy level between the valence and conduction band (band gap), typically expressed in
5

electron volts (eV) determines the conductivity of the solid materials. In metals, the valence
band overlaps with the conduction band, forming a continuous band, meaning that electrons
are free to move with little or no additional electric field applied. Insulators are characterised
by a large energy band gap between the valence and conduction bands such that when an
electric field is applied, electrons cannot acquire enough kinetic energy to overcome the band
gap and occupy the conduction band. Materials known as semiconductors have a narrow band
gap between the valence and conduction bands. At low temperatures, there is little thermal
energy available to push valence electrons across this gap, and the semiconductor behaves
as an insulator. At higher temperatures, though, the ambient thermal energy becomes enough
to force electrons across the gap, increasing the conductivity.22

Figure 1.2 Band structure of bulk insulators, semiconductors and conductors

When a valence band electron is excited across the band gap into the conduction band by the
absorption of a photon equal to or greater than the energy band gap, it leaves behind a
positively charged vacancy or ‘hole’ in the valence band. In the presence of an electric field,
the negatively charged electron and positively charged hole may be mobilized to yield a
current, but their lowest energy state is an electrostatically bound electron-hole pair, known
as the exciton. The excited electron may relax back to its ground state in the valence band,
annihilating the exciton. This process is known as radiative recombination and is accompanied
by the emission of a photon. Alternatively, the exciton may undergo charge transfer
interactions and recombine non-radiatively.
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The exciton has a finite size within the crystal defined by the Bohr exciton radius which can
vary from 1 nm to more than 100 nm depending on the material. In analogy to the Bohr model
of the hydrogen atom, the Bohr exciton radius (𝑎𝐵 ) can be written as:

𝑎𝐵 =

ℏ2 𝜀 1
1
(
+
)
𝑒 2 𝑚𝑒 𝑚ℎ
Equation 1.1

where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, 𝜀 is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, 𝑒 is
the charge of the electron, 𝑚𝑒 the effective mass of the electron and 𝑚ℎ the effective mass of
the hole. When the radius of the semiconductor NP is smaller than the Bohr exciton radius,
the motions of the electron-hole pair become spatially confined to dimensions smaller than in
the bulk.6 Due to this quantum confinement effect, the electronic structure and optical
properties of QDs significantly differ from their bulk counterparts. The confinement induces
quantisation of the bulk energy bands into discrete electronic levels and the increase in band
gap energy (Figure 1.3). As the size of the semiconductor nanocrystal decreases, the band
gap increases, producing a blue shift (shorter wavelengths) of both absorbance and PL. This
quantum confinement effect is analogous to the quantum mechanical model known as “particle
in a box”, in which the energy of the particle increases as the size of the box decreases. In
bulk materials, numerous energy levels are available and subsequent transitions between
these states gives rise to a broad emission peak. In QDs, only a few states are allowed, thus
the energy transitions are discrete and yield a narrower emission peak compared to the bulk
material. Because of these atom-like discrete electronic states under strong quantum
confinement, QDs are sometimes described as artificial atoms. The discrete electronic states
bring about many new size-dependent properties that are both physically interesting and
useful in many different applications.23, 24
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Figure 1.3 Quantisation of energy bands in bulk semiconductors to discrete energy levels in
semiconductors nanoparticles due to quantum confinement

1.1.3. Properties of Quantum Dots
QDs have large excitation (absorption) bandwidths extending, and generally increasing in
intensity at wavelengths shorter than the size-tuned band gap energy. This allows efficient
excitation of several different colour probes with a single light source, a feat that is impossible
with organic dyes which tend to show high absorptions over very narrow ranges. Broad
absorption spectra also allow the freedom to select any excitation wavelength below the band
gap energy. It also potentiates a large effective Stokes shift between the excitation wavelength
and QD PL emission typically on the order of many tens of nanometres, and can potentially
exceed 100–200 nm. Fluorescent dyes, on the other hand, experience small Stokes shifts
typically ~10-20 nm.4, 25

Using optimised synthetic methods, a high level of control over QD PL emission maxima may
be achieved (Figure 1.4). This allows the development of probes with tuneable emission
wavelength that span the entire visible electromagnetic spectrum. Progress in QD synthesis
enables excellent control over particle size and size distribution. The wavelength range
covered by different sizes of the same QD is much broader than the one obtained with different
dye molecules, from the blue to the near infrared region. As a result, it is possible to select a
wavelength that is especially suited to a particular application and subsequently synthesise a
QD-based probe by selecting the appropriate semiconductor materials and nanocrystal size.
QDs exhibit narrow and symmetric emission peaks (FWHM ~15-50 nm) compared to organic
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dyes which often have broader and asymmetric emission profiles. For simultaneous
multicolour staining, labelling or detection procedures, narrow emission linewidths are
important to avoid cross talk.26

Figure 1.4 (A) Absorption and (B) emission spectra of CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs: from left to right. QDs
with peak emission at: 525,545, 565, 585, 605, 625, 655, 705, and 800 nm. Reproduced with permission
from Ishikawa et al., 2011.4

Properly passivated QDs display a strong resistance to photobleaching and superior thermal
stability, making continuous or long-term monitoring of slow biological processes as well as
the use of intense laser excitation possible.27, 28 On the other hand, organic fluorescent dyes
can begin to photobleach immediately upon exposure to light29 and despite improvements,
organic dyes and particularly NIR fluorophores generally suffer from poor photostabilty.30, 31
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Figure 1.5 Fluorescence decay behaviour of to a typical QD (CdSe/ZnS, multi-exponential, mean
lifetime of 10.3 ns) compared to typical organic dyes (mono-exponential, lifetimes of 1.5 ns (Cy5) and
3.6 ns (Nile Red)). Reproduced with permission from Resch-Genger et al., 2008.32

High brightness of QDs resulting from the combination of high quantum yields (QY) and large
molar absorption coefficients is very advantageous for imaging applications, with studies
reporting QDs to be 20 times brightness than conventional organic dyes.33 The fluorescence
lifetime of typical organic dyes ranges from 1–5 ns while QDs fluorescence lifetimes can be of
order of 10 to a few hundred ns (Figure 1.5). The long PL lifetimes of QDs are advantageous
for distinguishing QD signals from background fluorescence using fluorescence lifetime
imaging (FLIM) and for achieving high-sensitivity detection.20, 34, 35

1.1.3.1. Potential Drawbacks
Though QDs exhibit superior optical properties, they also bear some drawbacks. On their own,
core QDs are unstable, prone to oxidation and often suffer from low QY and so a shell is
needed – this increases the NP size, particularly if water-soluble functionalisation is required,
which is disadvantageous since the properties of the QD change with size.36 In addition, due
to less than optimal surface chemistry, QDs can aggregate, reducing their stability.37 Further,
the large sizes of QDs (compared to conventional PS) could sterically hamper access to
cellular targets.32 Furthermore, the cytotoxicity of QDs, particularly relevant for imaging cells
and in vivo applications, is a major issue. Often, cytotoxicity is determined by NP compositions
and the preparation of the surface layers. Studies have ascribed QD cytotoxicity to factors
such as release of toxic ions e.g. Cd2+ and Se2+, reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation
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upon illumination and photo-oxidation,38, 39 cytotoxic surface ligands40 and NP aggregation;
while others observed no cytotoxicity of QDs.41-43

Another limitation of QDs is the phenomenon known as blinking, where the continuously
illuminated QDs emit detected luminescence for limited times, interrupted by dark periods
during which no emission occurs similar to effects that have also been observed for fluorescent
dyes and proteins.32, 44, 45 Although this phenomenon can also be observed with molecular
fluorophores, it is more prominently associated with QDs. Blinking is thought to be caused by
two processes: from an Auger-assisted ionisation process or from trapping of one of the
charge carriers at or near the particle surface (Figure 1.6). In the former process, when a
neutral QD is excited upon irradiation, it may relax back to the ground state by emitting
photons, which makes the NPs appear bright. However, charged particles may appear dark
when they relax by ejecting electrons in an Auger electron emission (instead of releasing
energy in the form of an emitted photon, the energy is transferred to another electron, which
is ejected from the QD, resulting in the re-ionisation of the QD). The latter process is based
on charging and discharging of surface electron traps. If these traps are unoccupied, they can
intercept energetic or “hot” electrons, thereby preventing the electrons from relaxing to a state
that would otherwise lead to photon emission.46 The fluorescence blinking phenomenon,
universal to all QDs, adversely affects applications in photovoltaic and energy storage devices
as well as certain bioimaging and tracking applications, however, researchers have exploited
this intrinsic property to develop super-resolution microscopy. Because fluorescence
intermittency is only observed for single QDs (in a QD ensemble, the probability that different
QDs all blink simultaneously is very low therefore blinking is not observed), it can be used to
resolve closely spaced QDs and thereby achieve resolution several times greater than the
resolution limit of the microscope.47-51 Nevertheless, structural modifications of QDs that
reduce blinking have been developed.52, 53 For example, Ren et al. recently synthesised a
completely non-blinking core/shell (Zn)CuInS/ZnS QDs by synthesising core CuInS then
eliminating interior traps by forming graded (Zn)CuInS alloyed QDs and subsequently
modifying the surface traps of QDs by introducing ZnS shells onto (Zn)CuInS QDs.54
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(A)

(B)

Figure 1.6 Models depicting blinking. (A) Blinking resulting from an Auger-assisted ionisation process.
Here, ON and OFF periods correspond to a neutral nanocrystal (X 0) and a charged nanocrystal (X¯),
respectively. (B) Blinking resulting from the charging and discharging of surface electron traps. Surface
traps can act as reactive sites. The OFF state is due to the activation of surface traps (R) that capture
hot electrons at a rate that is higher than the intraband relaxation rate, preventing relaxation to ground
state via photon emission. (The ground and the excited electron states are shown as 1Se and 1Pe,
respectively; 1Sh is the band-edge hole state). The position of the Fermi level, EF, relative to the trap
energy, ER, is determined by the electrochemical potential and controls the occupancy of the surface
trap R. Reproduced with permission from Galland et al., Nature 2011.46

1.1.4. Synthesis of Quantum Dots
Historically, the synthesis of small semiconductors was developed using techniques similar to
those used to produce colloidal gold NPs. However, early procedures yielded nanocrystals
with large size distributions, low fluorescence QY and the poly-dispersity within these samples
made the resolution of size-dependent properties difficult.55, 56 A major breakthrough towards
the synthesis of monodisperse, high quality QDs was made by Murray et al. in 1993 and since
then rapid development has led to excellent control of QD synthetic chemistry.57
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1.1.4.1. Hot Injection Colloidal Synthesis of Quantum Dots
The traditional approach for the synthesis of QDs, which was pioneered by Murray et al. in
1993, is called high-temperature colloidal synthesis or hot injection synthesis.57 This process
relies on the heating of specific organic solvents and injection of semiconductor precursors.
For instance, to prepare CdSe QDs, typically a room temperature mixture of the Cd precursor
(dimethylcadmium, Cd(CH3)2) and Se precursor (tri-n-octylphosphine selenide, TOP-Se) is
rapidly injected into hot (300 °C) trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) solution under an inert
atmosphere (nitrogen or argon flow) in a three-neck round-bottom flask. Alternatively, a
cadmium precursor is dissolved in the TOPO solvent in an inert atmosphere and heated to
300 °C. Under continuous vigorous stirring, the selenium precursor dissolved in TOP (room
temperature) is swiftly injected into the vessel. TOPO simultaneously serves as the metal
precursor and solvent which allows the reaction mixture to reach high temperatures of up to
320 °C. These conditions lead to rapid particle nucleation followed by particle growth and
annealing at lower temperatures. During the growth period, the QD size can be monitored by
measuring aliquots taken at various intervals or by means of a spectroscopic probe fitted within
the reaction vessel. Once the preferred size has been obtained, growth is quenched by cooling
the solution down. After preparation, the NPs are coated with a monolayer of TOPO surfactant,
ensuring solubility in non-polar solvents and acting as a stabilising agent to prevent particle
aggregation.58 QDs with different sizes can be obtained over a period of a few hours by
controlling the growth temperature. The maximum particle size and rate of growth may also
be controlled to a degree by adjusting the initial precursor concentration and the length of
growth time. During the growth period, extra precursor material can also be added to the
reaction mixture to improve size distributions and increase QD size.

High temperature colloidal synthesis has been employed to produced CdSe, CdTe and CdS
QDs with relatively high fluorescence QY and narrow size distribution and bright tunable
luminescence. The discovery of new precursors and ligands in subsequent years has led to
further progress in this approach. This includes the use of naturally occurring, inexpensive and
lower toxicity cadmium precursor cadmium oxide (CdO) in place of Cd(CH3)2, which is
extremely toxic, pyrophoric and expensive. Other environmentally more benign precursors
that have been proposed as alternatives to Cd(CH3)2 include cadmium acetate and cadmium
carbonate.59, 60 Yu et al. also demonstrated that the use of non-coordinating solvent octadene
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(ODE) instead of coordinating solvent TOPO has not only feasible but offered advantages in
size-tunability and dispersity.61

Formation of a ZnS shell causes a considerable increase in the QY of luminescence. To coat
the QD cores, capping material precursor can be added slowly to the raw reaction mixture
following the annealing step (Figure 1.7). Dropwise addition of shell precursor at lower
temperature (than the nucleation temperature) promotes epitaxial deposition of the material
rather than nucleation of new NPs. Aliquots can be analysed to determine when the shell has
reached its optimal thickness by observing the resulting fluorescence yield from the particles.
The core/shell QDs obtained from these procedures are highly fluorescent, photostable, and
sufficiently monodisperse for use as labels in biological studies, though further modifications
are required to make QDs soluble in water and biocompatible.62

Figure 1.7 Synthesis of CdSe/ZnS core/shell quantum dots by high temperature colloid synthesis.
Reproduced with permission from Bailey et al., Physica E, 2004.62

High-temperature colloid synthesis, which has proved rather successful the production of IIVI semiconductor NPs, is attractive for the synthesis of InP QDs. However, employing the
conditions, solvents, ligands and precursors used in the fabrication of CdSe QDs has yielded
unsatisfactory results for III-V NPs such as InP. Nucleation and crystal growth in this system
occur very slowly and the growth of NPs of a specified size requires very long periods of time
(hundreds of hours).63-65 In addition, the strength of covalent bonding in InP makes it difficult
to separate the nucleation and growth of the NPs, complicating the acquisition of
monodispersed particles and leading broad size distributions and broad photoluminescence
spectra with wide FWHM of 40 – 60 nm or more, compared to less than 40 nm for CdSe.66-68
14

However, by careful selection of corresponding conditions and precursors, colloidal synthesis
of InP QDs with a narrow particle size distribution may be achieved within practical time
periods. For example, the use of safer and cheaper octadecene (ODE) instead of
organophospine solvents as the uncoordinating solvent significantly reduced the duration of
synthesis, allowing the fabrication of 3 nm InP QDs, characterised by a variance of the size
distribution function of 4.7%, within a few hours rather than previous several days. 11 Also the
use of new indium carboxylate precursors such as indium(III) laurate, indium(III) myristate,
and indium(III) stearate to replace indium(III) acetate and indium(III) chloride has enabled the
synthesis of highly uniform InP QDs with the use of ODE alone, without the addition of
coordinating solvents, ligands, or surfactants.12 Unfortunately, low luminescence QY and low
chemical stability is observed immediately after synthesis of InP QDs by this method. This is
caused by the presence of numerous deep surface traps, such as unsaturated bonds and
packing defects, on InP QDs and a higher activation barrier of escape from the traps compared
with II-VI semiconductors.69, 70

The QY can be increased by epitaxial growth of shells using semiconductors with wider band
gap (mainly ZnS shells)71, 72 or by chemical modification of the NP surface.73, 74 Post-synthetic
treatment of InP QDs with HF or NH2F solutions (chemical annealing) have been reported to
increase QY by more than 10 times to 30% and also impart intense band-to-band
luminescence.73

Photochemical annealing (UV radiation) has also been combined with

chemical annealing to improve the properties of InP QDs.75

1.1.4.2. One Pot Organic Synthesis of Colloidal Quantum Dots
Hot-injection synthesis produces high-quality photo-stable QDs with low defects due to precise
control of injection speed, stirring rate and precursor temperature. However, low batch
reproducibility is a major problem with this approach due to difficulties controlling the reaction
temperature upon injection the room temperature precursor into the hot solvent in the batch
reactor, in turn, stalling progress in large-scale production. A number of one-pot, lower
temperature strategies to produce QDs in larger quantities have been developed. Pradhan
and Efrima described a generic method for producing high-quality metal sulfide NPs of a
controllable and narrow size distribution using metal salts of alkylxanthates. Here, metal
xanthtes were heated in the presence of hexadecylamine (HDA) which is an electron-donating
solvent, allowing the formation of metal sulphide at temperatures as low as 70 °C without the
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use of any air-sensitive techniques. By controlling the reaction temperature, control of NP size
was achieved, with a lower temperature resulting in larger NP size and vice versa.76

Ouyang and co. developed a one-pot non-injection colloidal synthesis approach to multiple
families of CdSe NPs of sizes ranging of 1.7 – 2.2 nm by using cadmium acetate dihydrate
(Cd(OAC)2.2H2O) and elemental selenium as Cd and Se sources respectively, with
octadecene (ODE) as the reaction solvent and fatty acid as the surface ligand. All reagents
were loaded at room temperature into a three-necked round bottom flask fitted with an aircooled condenser and the growth of the CdSe particles was carried out at 120 – 240 °C,
resulting in high-quality CdSe NPs exhibiting strong bandgap photoluminescence.77 The onepot non-injection organometallic synthesis methods have been applied to other types of QDs
types including CdSe, CdTe, CuS, PbS and Ag2S.77-81
Continuous flow processes were also developed to improve the consistency and
reproducibility of QDs.82

1.1.4.3. Solubilisation of Quantum Dots
High quality colloidal QDs produced by hot injection or one pot synthesis are well soluble in
non-polar solvents due to organic and hydrophobic stabilising ligands. However, they are
insoluble in water and other biologically relevant media and do not possess the appropriate
moieties for conjugation to biomolecules such as DNA, peptides and antibodies. Therefore,
surface modification of QDs to make them water-soluble and thus enable use in biomedical
applications is necessary. Generally, preparation of hydrophilic QDs can be grouped into two
main categories: (i) exchange of hydrophobic ligands for hydrophilic ligands and (ii) creation
of a secondary hydrophilic shell around the hydrophobic QD shell (Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.8 QD solubilisation and functionalisation. QDs stabilised by organic surfactants can be
solubilised into aqueous solution by formation of a 2nd shell with molecules that possess both
hydrophilic (w-) and hydrophobic (w-) moieties. Examples include cross-linked polymers, amphiphilic
copolymers and phospholipids ((a) – (c) respectively). Solubilisation may also be achieved through
exchange of organic surfactants with molecules that are able to coordinate to the QD surface on one
end and react with biomolecules on the other end. Examples are mercaptoacetic acid (MAA),
dithiothreitol (DTT), dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA), oligomeric phosphines, cross-linked dendrons and
peptides ((d) – (i) respectively).The curved arrow indicates sites available for further functionalisation..
Adapted with permission from Michalet et al., Science, 2005.83

1.1.4.3.1. Ligand Exchange
Ligand exchange consists involves replacing the hydrophobic superficial ligands with new
water-soluble bifunctional ligands that presenting anchoring groups to bind to the QDs surface
on one end and hydrophilic solubilising groups that can react with biomolecules on the other
end (Figure 1.8(d) – (i)). Examples of water-soluble bifunctional molecules used for ligand
exchange method include are thiol-containing molecules, oligomeric phosphines, aminated
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polymers, dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA), PEG derivatives and peptides.83, 84 QDs generated with
this method are useful for biological environment, however ligand exchange is usually
associated with decreased QY and a tendency to aggregate and precipitate in biological
buffers.

1.1.4.3.2. Addition of Secondary Hydrophilic Shell
Problems associated with replacement of the hydrophobic surfactants from organic QDs can
be alleviated by keeping the hydrophobic ligands on the surface, and forming a secondary
water-soluble shell that allows phase transfer from organic to aqueous (Figure 1.8(a) – (c)).
The second shell may be fabricated through formation of a micelle-like surrounding the organic
layer of QDs, encapsulation into an additional inorganic (e.g., SiO2) shell or formation of a
water-soluble polymeric coating. Examples of molecules used for QDs encapsulation are
phospholipid micelles, polymer beads, polymer shells and silica shells and amphiphilic
copolymers such as cyclodextrins.83,

85

QDs transferred to the aqueous phase via these

methods usually retain high QY of luminescence. However, although encapsulation in a
silicate or polymer-phospholipid shell ensures stability in a wide range of pH values, it leads
to a substantial increase QD size, which adversely affects intracellular mobility and fluorescent
studies based on resonance energy transfer. For example, CdSe/ZnS QDs have been
reported to experience increases in diameter from 4 – 8 nm to 20 – 30 nm after phospholipid
and block-copolymer shell encapsulation.3 Additionally, some methods of hydrophilic
encapsulation such as silinisation are complicated and cannot be done on a large scale as
coating with silica shells must be carried out in dilute conditions.

1.1.4.4. Aqueous Synthesis of Quantum Dots
In most cases, water-soluble QDs may be prepared via synthesis in aqueous solutions of thiolsubstituted compounds. A number of water-soluble thiol-capped CdTe QDs have been
prepared and studied. The general procedure involves the dissolution of a cadmium salt in
water and the addition of a thiol-substituted capping ligands such as mercaptoacetic acid,86, 87
mercaptopropionic acid,88 dihydrolipoic acid,89 cysteine,90 2-mercaptoethanol and 1thioglycerol91, 92 is added to the solution under vigorous stirring. NaOH is added to adjust the
pH of the mixture to that suitable for the selected capping agent then oxygen is evacuated by
bubbling inert gas through the mixture. Subsequently, NaHTe solution or H2Te gas is added
to the reaction then refluxed to obtain water-soluble CdTe QDs.93 Though improvement of QD
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properties can be achieved by additional procedures such as prolonged refluxing and UV
irradiation, water-soluble QDs produced in this fashion are usually characterized by a broad
size distributions and very low QY.85 Additionally, synthesis of QDs in aqueous media usually
occurs slowly, sometimes taking days. The hydrothermal method and microwave irradiation
have emerged as techniques to develop fast, controlled synthesis of high quality QDs.94, 95

1.1.4.5. Hydrothermal Synthesis
Hydrothermal synthesis involves the heating of QD precursors in an autoclave at temperatures
up to 200°C over a few hours under high pressure. This method has been used to prepare
CdS, ZnS and CdSe QDs with narrow size distribution, high photostability and good QY.96-98

1.1.4.6. Microwave Synthesis
Microwave irradiation accelerates the synthesis of water-soluble QDs as a result of extremely
fast and uniform heating of the reaction mixture. For example, CdTe QDs emitting at ~730 nm
were prepared by microwave irradiating (300 W) the CdTe precursor in a closed vessel for
only 45mins at 160 °C, a process would have taken 2-3 days with conventional aqueous
synthesis methods.99 The microwave assisted synthesis method tends to result in higher
fluorescence QYs than the hydrothermal method however weak luminescence is often
observed with CdTe QDs. It can be used to prepare water-soluble core QDs such as CdTe,
ZnSe, CdS and CdSe,

100-103

alloyed QDs,88,

104

as well as core/shell QDs.105-107

The

microwave assisted synthesis method is also suitable for fabricating hydrophobic QDs in nonpolar solvents14, 108-110 and even for the synthesis of ZnSe QDs solvent-free.111

Despite advances in aqueous QD synthesis, QDs prepared by organic synthesis and capping
followed by surface modification is still favoured as this procedure produces QDs with
comparably narrower size distributions and higher fluorescence efficiencies.

1.1.4.7. Molecular Seeding
The above synthesis methods work well for small scale QD fabrication however batch to batch
reproducibility remains a problem.112 Additionally, with increasing reaction scales, control of
particle sizes becomes challenging leading to wider size distributions. To make QDs useful for
lighting and display applications, synthetic routes must be able to reproducibly yield pure, highquality, monodispersed crystalline QDs. These synthetic methods must be scalable. Larger
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scale synthesis using a hybrid flow reactor has also been described with a typical solution flow
of 1 mL min−1, though the reaction yield is not reported.113 The “molecular seeding method”,
illustrated in Figure 1.9, has recently been used to deliver kilogram-scale quantities of red and
green QDs.114-116 In this scalable method, individual molecules of a cluster compound act as
“seeds” or nucleation points upon which NP growth can be initiated. Because suitable
nucleation sites are already provided in the system by the molecular clusters, the need for a
high temperature nucleation step to initiate NP growth is eliminated. Particle growth is
maintained by the periodic addition of further precursors, facilitated by incremental
temperature changes, providing high control over the emission wavelength and affording
substantially monodisperse NPs.

Figure 1.9 Molecular seeding synthesis of a cadmium selenide quantum dot using [M10Se4(SPh)16][X]4
(X = Li+ or (CH3)3NH+) as the molecular seed and dropwise addition of cadmium acetate (Cd(OAc) 2)
and tri-n-octylphosphine selenide (TOP-Se) as the cadmium and selenium element-source precursors,
with hexadecylamine (HDA) used as the capping agent. Reproduced from O'Brien et al. Preparation of
Nanoparticle Materials, 2011.116
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1.1.5. Optical and Electronic Applications of Quantum Dots
1.1.5.1. Displays
On account of their ability to achieve high photoluminescence QY, the tunability of the
maximum emission wavelength, narrow emission linewidth and simple device configuration,
QDs are becoming an increasingly important component in the display industry, especially in
liquid crystal displays (LCDs) with light-emitting diode (LED) backlights. This is particularly
apparent in large size, high-end televisions, where wide colour gamut (the entire range of
colours available on a particular device) and features such as high dynamic range (HDR, the
contrast between the brightest whites and the darkest blacks) are of great importance. In
practice, QDs are deployed in a component in the display system such as LCDs, using a
backlighting unit (BLU) consisting of blue LEDs which excite green and red colloidal QD
nanoparticles, generating a white light with three well separated Red, Green and Blue (RGB)
peaks. Therefore, three highly saturated primary colours can be obtained, leading to superior
image quality117, 118

There are 3 device configurations commonly used in QD display applications: “on-chip”, “onedge” and “on-surface”. (Figure 1.10)

On-Chip Geometry: The on-chip component is composed of a standard blue LED with the
rare-earth-doped down conversion phosphor replaced by QDs (Figure 1.10a). This
configuration can be adopted in current backlighting units without modification and is
advantageous due to its design simplicity and low cost (least QD material used here).
However, due to close proximity to blue LED, QDs experience high flux and temperature,
adversely impacting the stability and lifetime of QDs. Also issue relating moisture in this
configuration poses problems. As a result, this configuration has not been adopted in
commercial products.119

On-Edge Geometry: In an on-edge configuration, the QDs are dispersed in an encapsulating
resin and then loaded into a glass or transparent plastic tube and cured. The tube component
is then inserted in front of the edge-lighting LED BLU (Figure 1.10b). The rest of device
remains mostly the same but in improve the colour gamut, the colour filters and the wavelength
of the blue LED are adjusted. Lifetime and stability are much improved because the QDs are
located further away from the blue LED. However, to protect against effects from the blue flux,
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quite stable materials and packaging are required. Also, the distance of the QDs from the blue
LED impacts efficiency and colour uniformity, while the position of the edge optic on the sides
of the display limit its applicability across the display market. This design provides a suitable
alternative for on-chip geometry and a lower cost than on-surface, especially for large-screen
TVs and has been commercially produced by Hisense and Philips as a result.117, 120, 121

Figure 1.10 Schematic illustration of three different device geometries in QD-based displays. (a) onchip: QDs are placed within an LED package. (b) on-edge: QDs are placed between LED and light
guide plate. (c) on-surface: QDs are embedded in a film and placed on the top surface of light guide
plate. (LGP: light guide plate, red dots: red-emitting QDs; green dots: green-emitting QDs). Reproduced
with permission from Haiwei et al., IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics, 2017.119
Copyright © 2017, IEEE.

On-Surface Geometry: This is the most commonly used geometry. Here, QDs are dispersed
in a curable resin and sandwiched between two barrier films that add extra protection against
water and oxygen (Figure 1.10c). As a result, the resultant operating temperature should be
close to the room temperature. Both reliability and long-term stability are enhanced
significantly. The QD film replaces the diffuser sheet in traditional LCD modules. One
drawback of QDs on surface geometry is the massive material consumption, especially for
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large screen TVs. A QD surface may contain trillions of red and green-emitting QDs,
increasing costs.119, 122

Several display manufacturers (e.g. Samsung, LG, Sony, Philips, etc.) have been adopted this
promising technology with Cd-based QDs such as CdSe/CdS, CdSe/ZnCdSe/ZnS, or
CdSe/ZnCdS being the preferred materials for their narrow emission spectra and high QY.
90% of the colour gamut recommended by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU),
known as Rec. 2020, has been realised by Cd-based QDs with commercially available colour
filters.117, 123, 124 However, there are regulatory issues that complicate using Cd in QDs for
display applications. For example, the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) directive,
issued by the European Union, limits the cadmium content is limited to 100 ppm in any
consumer electronic product.125 This has led to increasing demand to eliminate cadmium and
other restricted toxic heavy metals from consumer products. Some companies are moving
toward including InP-based QDs such as InP/ZnSe or InP/ZnSeS/ZnS as a replacement for
CdSe-based QDs in their products. Compared to CdSe, InP QDs has a smaller bandgap thus
experience stronger quantum confinement effects and emission is more susceptible to particle
size variation, resulting in broader FWHMs (> 40 nm), corresponding to 70 − 80% Rec. 2020
colour gamut, depending on the colour filters employed (Figure 1.11).67

Figure 1.11 Typical emission spectra for green and red quantum dots using CdSe (solid line) and InP
(dashed line). Blue LED with emission peak λ = 450 nm is also displayed. Reproduced with permission
from Haiwei et al., IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics, 2017. 119 Copyright © 2017,
IEEE.
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1.1.5.2. Solid State Lighting
OLED technology, the current-state of the art, suffers from lacking cheap patterning methods
for various colour pixels. OLEDs are made from small organic molecules and deteriorate in
the solvent required for classic patterning techniques, making them expensive. In addition,
typically OLEDs are characterised by a doublet with a broad long wavelength tail extending
more than 100 nm, limiting the available colour gamut .This means vivid colours from OLED
displays generally come at a cost – either power loss or manufacturing and performance.122,
126

Quantum dot-based light emitting diodes (QLEDs) show potential to overcome these

drawbacks.

The first QLEDs were developed by Alivisatos and his colleagues in 1994 and consisted of a
common bilayer structure including an indium tin oxide (ITO) anode, plain CdSe QDs, a pparaphenylene vinylene (PPV) layer, and Mg cathode. These devices emitted up to 100 cd/m2
and operated up to 50 mA/cm2 however showed an external quantum efficiency (EQE) of only
0.001 – 0.01%.127 In 1995, Dabbousi et al. similarly reported a QLED where a single layer of
CdSe QDs were incorporated into polyvinylcarbazole (PVK), a photostable hole conducting
polymer and an oxadiazole derivative, an electron transport species, sandwiched between
ITO and Al electrodes. This devices exhibited a very small EQE value of ~0.0005%.128 The
performance achieved by these QLEDs despite the device simplicity and suboptimal QLED
synthesis procedures encouraged research and since the first reports, QLEDs have increased
in efficiency to levels comparable with commercial organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). This
is because of improvement in both the synthesis, understanding of photophysics, and device
structures used for these devices. For instance, Yang and coworkers demonstrated a full
range of blue, green, and red QLEDs exhibiting EQEs above 10% with low turn-on voltages,
saturated pure colours and the reported lifetimes greater than 90,000 and 300,000 h, for the
green and red devices respectively.129 Also, using core/shell QDs and multilayer QLED
structures, Manders et al. were first to achieve > 20% EQE for green QLEDs (21%) and 11.2%
EQE for blue QLEDs, with impressive lifetimes of greater than 280,000h at luminance of 100
cd/m2. For green QLEDs, the EQE was equal to that of vacuum-deposited red and green
OLEDs operated in AMOLED display technology which is commercially available.130 Again,
using tandem QLED structures where two or more electroluminescent units are serially
connected via a transparent interconnecting layer (ICL), even higher EQEs were achieved in
2018. Zhang and colleagues reported full colour (red/green/blue) tandem QLEDs with
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extremely high EQEs: 21.4% for blue QLEDs, 27.6% for green QLEDs and 23.1% for red
QLEDs, the highest values ever reported.131

These QLED devices have application mainly in displays (particularly flexible and wearable
displays) as well as areas such as phototherapy to treat various medical conditions including
psoriasis, acne vulgaris, eczema, skin cancer, wound healing, neonatal jaundice, circadian
rhythm disorders, and tumours.132, 133 QLED low cost, high efficiency, flexibility and capacity
to be a light source spread over a large area, they find application in agriculture and
horticulture where QDs can be tailored to fabricate QLEDs that do not emit green light where
chlorophyll does not absorb light. For instance, in 2013, Pickett et al. reported the use of LEDs
as a primary light source with secondary source consisting of one or more QD component.
This QLED system was used to optimise plant growth and it was reported that the value of the
energy efficiency of QLEDs used in this case ranged from 30–70 lm/W, in contrast to 10–18
lm/W for incandescent bulbs and 35–60 lm/W for fluorescent lamps.134

1.1.5.3. Energy Storage
The idea of a wide band gap semiconductor being sensitised with a narrow band gap
semiconductor to harvest sunlight and to generate charge carriers, can be dated back to the
1960s.135 Attractive properties of QDs such as excellent photo, thermal and moisture stability,
high absorption coefficient and possibility of multiple exciton generation has motivated the
investigation of quantum dot-sensitised solar cells (QDSCs), replacing organic dyes.136
Usually, a QDSC consists of a QD-sensitised photoanode, an electrolyte, and a counter
electrode and upon light irradiation: (i) the QDs absorb solar energy, exciting electrons in the
valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB) to generate electron–hole pairs at the interface
of the metal oxide and the QDs. (ii) Electrons in the CB of the QDs are quickly injected into
the CB of the metal oxide (generally TiO2) electron acceptor under the driving force of the
energetic difference in the CB between the QDs and metal oxide, and at the same time, the
holes oxidise the electrolyte. (iii) The electrons transfer through the TiO2 mesoporous film to
the fluoride-doped tin oxide (FTO) and then to the counter electrode (CE) through an external
circuit. (iv) Meanwhile, the oxidized QDs are regenerated by reduced species of the redox
couple in the electrolyte, while the oxidized species of the redox couple are reduced by the
electrons from the external circuit under the catalysis of CE (Figure 1.12).137
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Figure 1.12 Schematic representation and QDSCs, comprising a photoanode, QD (sensitizer),
electrolyte containing a redox couple, and a counter electrode. Reproduced with permission from Pan
et al., Chem. Soc. Rev. 2018.
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Over the decade, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of QDSCs has shown a significant
improvement from less than 1% to ~13%. Notably, Zhong and coworkers investigated an
alloyed Zn–Cu–In–Se (ZCISe) QD sensitiser characterised by a narrow band gap and high
conduction band edge simultaneously, achieving an impressive PCE of 11.61% when
combined with a Ti-mesh-supported mesoporous-carbon counter electrode.138 The same
group improved on the efficiency of ZCISe QD-based solar cells by using Cu-deficient ZCISe
QDs (Cu/In molar ratio = 0.7) to achieve a PCE of 12.57%.139
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1.1.6. Biomedical Applications
1.1.6.1. Imaging
The photoluminescence of QDs is very bright and stable, making them potential candidates
for biomedical imaging and therapeutic interventions. QDs conjugated with cancer specific
ligands/antibodies/peptides were found to be effective for detecting and imaging human
cancer cells. Gao and coworkers conjugated PEG-encapsulated CdSe/ZnS QDs to a prostatespecific membrane antigen (PSMA) antibody for in vivo targeting and imaging cancer cells. It
was found that the QDs-antibody conjugates were efficiently and uniformly distributed in
prostate tumours due to the specific binding between PSMA antigen in prostate cancer cells
and PSMA antibody on QDs. Intense signals for QD-PSMA antibody conjugate probe were
observed, with little or no interference from the mouse autofluorescence (Figure 1.13).140
Cadmium-free biocompatible QDs with good PL QY were recently evaluated for their capability
for lymph node mapping with the aid of an ex vivo imaging model. Subcutaneous injection of
PEG-encapsulated, ZnS-shelled indium-based QDs into the paw of rats showed a strong
retention confined to the regional lymph, fast localisation within minutes and stable
photoluminescence. Moreover, the lack of any Class A elements (Cd, Hg and Pb) in their
structure makes suitable candidates for future biomedical applications. The biocompatibility of
cadmium-free QDs was evaluated and after 24 h incubation of both human breast cancer cells
and human ovarian cancer cells with the NPs, negligible changes were recorded in QD-treated
cells compared to untreated control cells.141

Figure 1.13 Spectrally resolved in vivo fluorescence images of live mouse models bearing human
prostate tumours of similar sizes (0.5 – 1.0 cm in diameter) using QD probes with three different surface
modifications: carboxylic acid groups (left), PEG groups (middle) and PEG-PSMA antibody conjugates
(right). The site of QD injection was observed as a red spot on the mouse tail. Reproduced with
permission from Xiaohu et al., Nat Biotechnol 2004.
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QDs that emit in the near infrared region (NIR, 650–2000 nm), thus allowing for deeper
penetration of photons from the excitation source and greater escape depths for the QD
emission signal, have been successfully used in imaging. For example, Ag2Se QDs emitting
at a peak wavelength of 1300 nm were functionalised with amphiphilic C18-PMH-PEG to
obtain a stable aqueous dispersion with high photoluminescence, good photostability and a
hydrodynamic diameter of ∼43 nm. The imaging performance of Ag2Se QDs was compared
to indocyanine green (ICG), an NIR fluorescent dye. A dose of 37 mg/kg ICG provided a weak
signal and fuzzy images of the vasculature due to scattering and absorbance by tissues. On
the other hand, in vivo administration of C18-PMH-PEG-Ag2Se QDs at a dose of 6 mg/kg
produced clear, high spatial resolution imaging of the liver, spleen, and vasculature, under 808
nm laser excitation, within a few minutes following injection.142

1.1.6.2. Drug Delivery
QDs are good candidates as theranostic platforms, as they can act as the main nanocarrier
or be part of a more complex architecture as the fluorescent labels. Nanocrystals loaded with
drug formulations can provide advantages such as targeted delivery, improved uptake by cells,
and long circulation lifetime enhancing the therapeutic potential of the loaded drugs and
contribute to specific targeted therapy. Cai et al. synthesised ultrasmall QDs (~3 nm)
functionalized with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and hyaluronic acid to target glycoprotein
CD44 (transmembrane glycoprotein and a common marker overexpressed in many tumours
including lung cancer and cervical cancer) in cancer cells and Doxorubicin (DOX, a
chemotherapy drug) was loaded on to the pH-responsive ZnO QDs (Figure 1.14) . This drug
delivery platform for intracellular controlled release of drugs could release its DOX payload
under the acidic intracellular conditions and upon payload release, ZnO QDs alone showed
anti-tumour activity, significantly enhancing apoptosis of cancer cells.143 Yang and company
loaded quercetin (QE) onto CdSe/ZnS QDs as anticancer and antibacterial nano drug delivery
systems and showed that QE-loaded CdSe/ZnS QDs were more effective against drugresistant Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis and then QE or CdSe QDs alone. The
anticancer activity assay was focused on the proliferation and migration of gastric carcinoma
(BGC-823) cells, which showed an increase in cytotoxicity of two- to sixfold compared to QE
and CdSe QDs alone.144
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Figure 1.14 Schematic of doxorubicin-loaded hyaluronic acid PEG-encapsulated ZnO quantum dots
(HA−ZnO−PEG) drug delivery system and mechanism of action. Reproduced with permission from
Cai,et al., ACS Appl Mater Inter 2016.
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1.1.6.3. Sensors
High surface to volume ratio of QDs make the surfaces of QDs highly sensitive. This combined
with their photostability make QDs attractive in sensing applications. QDs can also effectively
detect metal ions (such as Hg, Pb, Cu ions), drugs, organic pollutants and small biological
molecules. Microwave-synthesised water-soluble AgInS2/ZnS QDs were used to determine
intracellular copper(II) levels. Briefly, HeLa cells were incubated with AgInS2/ZnS QDs, and
then Cu(NO3)2 was used to manipulate the intracellular copper(II) level. Compared to 17 other
cations, AgInS2/ZnS QDs showed a high selectivity for Cu2+ ions due to strong binding of Cu2+
onto the QD surface, displacing Zn2+ and subsequently forming a CuS shell which quenched
the QD fluorescence.145 CuInS2 QDs functionalised with 3-aminophenylboronic acid was used
as PL probes for the detection of benzene-based organic compounds by Liu et al. The
bioconjugated CuInS2 QDs emitted in the NIR (736 nm) and the functionalised CuInS2 QDs
containing boronic acid functional groups were reactive toward vicinal diols, forming five- or
six-member cyclic esters in an alkaline buffer which lead to photoluminescence quenching.
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The authors suggested the use of the QD probes as detectors of compounds such as
dopamine, catechol and gallate and were able to detect dopamine in human serum sample to
levels lower than the detection limit needed in physiological conditions.146

1.1.7. Toxicity of Quantum Dots
QD toxicity depends on multiple factors such as chemical composition, size, concentration,
charge, redox activity, surface coatings, as illustrated in Figure 1.15. These parameters and
others must all be considered for toxicological assessment. The desired application of
synthesized QDs will determine toxicity levels, for instance, limits of toxicity will vary greatly
for QDs for antimicrobial surfaces compared to QDs intravenously injected for drug delivery
applications. In addition, due to the diversity of QDs being synthesised, comparison and
discussion of QD toxicity is difficult. The following is a discussion of a few of the factors
affecting QD toxicity.

Figure 1.15 Factors affecting QD toxicity with respect to the QD core, QD shell/capping agents and the
QD nanoparticle as a whole.
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1.1.7.1. Type and Composition
In the literature, discussions relating to potential toxic effects of nanomaterials often point to
the fact that in their bulk forms, many of these nanomaterials are non-toxic and have been
extensively used for many years e.g. gold NPs, silver NPs and carbon nanotubes. However,
in the case of QDs, the situation is compounded by the knowledge that the bulk forms of some
of the constituent molecules of QDs – such as cadmium, selenium, and tellurium – are highly
toxic themselves. Whether these substances are toxic on the nanoscale, in the form of
quantum dots, has been discussed in several reports.147 Primarily, toxicity of uncoated QDs
such as CdTe and CdSe has been related to the presence of free cadmium ions in the particle
suspension or the potential to degrade in vivo, thus releasing cadmium, selenide or other toxic
metals. For instance, using primary hepatocytes as a liver model, Derfus et al. found that CdSe
core QDs were acutely toxic due to the liberation of Cd2+ ions from the CdSe lattice upon
surface oxidation. Free Cd2+ concentration was reported to range from 6 ppm for non-toxic
CdSe (non-oxidised) to as much as 126 ppm for toxic CdSe (air-oxidised) QDs, the latter within
the range of Cd2+ levels known to lead to significant cell death.36 Studies by Lovric et al. found
that unmodified CdTe QDs caused apoptotic-like cell death in rat pheochromocytoma cells
and induced damage to the plasma membrane, mitochondrion, and nucleus of human breast
cancer (MCF-7) cells and at a concentration of 10 µg/ml. The cytotoxicity observed in these
studies was consistent with cadmium toxicity from the QD core.148, 149 Chen et al. demonstrated
that Cd2+ release was a major contributor to the cytotoxicity of CdTe QDs incubated in human
embryonic kidney cells at 75 nM and above.150 Therefore, aqueous uncoated QDs cannot be
used directly for biological applications, as long term contact with biological fluids appears to
result in partial desorption of the capping layer, exposure of the bare NP surface. The exposed
surface can then leach toxic cadmium ions into the surrounding fluid.

In addition, many studies of NP toxicity have focused on the ability of QDs to induce oxidative
stress and/or free radical-based cellular damage. Using electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) spectroscopy and radical-specific fluorimetric assays, Ipe et al. measured and identified
radical species generated by CdS and CdSe core QDs upon UV irradiation in aqueous
solution. CdS were found to generate both hydroxyl and superoxide radicals whereas CdSe
QDs exclusively generated hydroxyl radicals.151 Cho et. al. used confocal laser scanning
microscopy to image CdTe-treated cells dyed with organelle-specific dyes and determined
that the significant lysosomal damage observed with CdTe-treated human breast cancer cells
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was attributable not only to the presence of Cd2+ but also of reactive oxygen species (ROS),
which can be formed via Cd2+ specific cellular pathways and/or via CdTe-triggered photoactivated energy transfer or electron transfer from excited QDs to oxygen. 38 While the freeradical generation is advantageous in photodynamic cancer and antimicrobial applications of
QDs, the risk they may pose to heathy tissue must be considered when assessing QD toxicity.

The high toxicity of cadmium as well as selemium and telluride has led to the generation of
cadmium-free QDs. The least toxic cadmium-free semiconductors include GaAs, InP, InAs
and InSb. Indium phosphide is similar in physicochemical properties to cadmium selenide,
thus being the best candidate for replacing CdSe but without intrinsic toxicity since InP has
neither Class A elements (Cd and Hg), nor Class B elements (As and Se).70 Beside being free
of such elements, InP QDs have a rather low toxicity, even without an additional ZnS shell,
due to the greater degree of covalent bonding. Compared to CdSe, stronger covalent bonding
increases the photo-stability of InP QDs and decreases their toxicity by reducing degradation
when they are used in active biological media. Brunettei et al. compared water soluble
core/shell CdSe/ZnS and InP/ZnS QDs with similar physical and chemical properties, except
the nature of the core and found InP/ZnS QDs were significantly safer alternatives to
CdSe/ZnS QDs. CdSe/ZnS QDs were observed to induce cell membrane damage, oxidative
stress in the cells, genetic material damage and interference with Ca2+ homeostasis. All these
effects were mainly ascribed to the presence of Cd2+ which leached for the core despite a twolayer ZnS shell. On the other hand, though an almost identical amount of In3+ ions is observed
to leach from the core of InP/ZnS QDs, very low toxicity was observed, confirmed by the data
on five different cell lines. In the neuronal cell line, a 46% decrease in cell viability was
observed after 48h from CdSe/ZnS QDs. At the same concentration, InP/ZnS QDs showed a
statistically insignificant drop in viability of <5%.152 In spite of the low toxicity of the components
composing InP QDs for cell cultures, they exhibit significant phototoxic action, by generating
ROS via the interaction of excited electrons and holes with water and molecular oxygen.153

1.1.7.2. Surface Modifications
To overcome the challenges of cadmium/selenium/telluride toxicity, QDs may be
encapsulated in various coatings. Chen et al. compared core CdTe QDs with core-shell-shell
CdTe/CdS/ZnS QDs. Intracellular Cd2+ concentrations of CdTe QDs were 10-fold higher than
that of CdTe/CdS/ZnS QDs at equal NP concentrations because the growth of the CdS layer
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together with the ZnS shell reduced the release of Cd2+ ions. This was evidenced by the near
non-toxicity of the CdTe/CdS/ZnS core-shell-shell structured QDs to human embryonic kidney
cells (HEK293T) and human erythroleukemia cells (K562) even at high concentrations and
long exposure times whereas CdTe QDs were highly toxic.154 Peng et al. saw that for four
CdSe/ZnS QDs encapsulated within the same amphipathic polymer of poly(acrylic acid) and
polyethylene glycol (PEG) coating, no obvious toxicity of was observed within the tested
concentration range (10-100 nM), due to the protection of the ZnS shell and the PEG coating,
reducing the release of Cd and Se ions as well as preventing oxidative stress to HepG2
cells.155 Chang et al. observed that bare CdSe/CdS QDs were more toxic to MCF-7 cells than
PEG-coated CdSe/CdS QDs, due to the greater intracellular uptake of QDs via endocytosis.156
The type of ligands employed in capping QDs also plays an important role in cytotoxicity. For
example, a study of CdSe/ZnS QDs with different coatings in human neonatal epidermal
keratinocytes (HEK) cells revealed that 20 nM QDs coated with carboxylic acid resulted in a
significant loss of cell viability by 24 h, however QDs coated with PEG in the same
concentration had no effect on the cell viability.157 Another study revealed that the cytotoxicity
of silk fibroin coated CdSe QDs was lower than the thioglycolic acid coated ones in human
pancreatic carcinoma (PANC-1) cells.158 Again in PANC-1 cells, cysteamine-capped CdTe
(Cys-CdTe) QDs had better cellular metabolizability and lower cytotoxicity than
mercaptopropionic acid capped CdTe (MPA-CdTe) QDs.159

Furthermore, in some cases, the material used to cap or modify QDs may have adverse
effects, causing undesirable effects such as thrombosis and off target accumulation by
reticuloendothelial cells (primarily macrophages and dendritic cells) in the liver, spleen, and
lymph nodes.160-163

Surface coatings on InP QDs may reduce the cytotoxicity arising from ROS generation. Chibli
et al. found that the generation rate of ROS depended on the thickness of a ZnS shell. Using
EPR and reporter assays, InP QDs with a single layer of ZnS shell were found to produce
superoxide and a small amount of hydroxyl radical under visible illumination. However, by
doubling the ZnS shell, the concentration of ROS formed reduced almost 2-fold. This fact was
been additionally confirmed by the data on the survival of cultures in five cell lines.153 Lin et al.
systematically studied the in vivo biodistribution and long term toxicity of InP/ZnS QDs in
BALB/c mice. Results indicated that though accumulation of indium element from injected
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PEGylated phospholipid encapsulated InP/ZnS QDs still remained at major organs even after
84 days of injection, hematology, blood biochemistry, and histological analysis indicated that
there are no acute toxic effects of the QDs-treated mice compared to the ones treated with
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution.164 Chen et al. compared the cytotoxicity of InP/ZnS
QDs with three different surface groups (NH2, COOH, OH) in lung cell lines and showed that
InP/ZnS-COOH and InP/ZnS-NH2 QDs were more cytotoxic than InP/ZnS-OH QDs as they
were able to enter the cells more easily, likely due to their smaller hydrodynamic size and the
functional groups on the surface.165

1.1.7.3. Size and Charge
The size of QD nanomaterials is an important factor affecting its toxic. Most studies have
shown that the smaller QDs have the greater toxicity. Lovric saw that CdTe QD-induced death
in rat cells (PC12), characterised by chromatin condensation and membrane blebbing, was
more pronounced with small (2.2 nm) green emitting positively charged QDs than large (5.2
nm) positively charged red emitting QDs.148 This acute size effect was confirmed in normal
human lung cells. Zheng and company studied the effect of CdTe QDs of three different sizes
and observed than in normal human bronchial epithelial cells (BEAS-2B), exposure to CdTe
QDs < 5 nm in diameter elicited dose-dependent cytotoxicity whereas QDs > 5 nm showed
negligible cytotoxicity in BEAS-2B cells.166 Tang et al. studied the toxic effects of CdSe/ZnS
QDs on zebrafish liver cells after 24 hours exposure, and the results of the study showed that
3.4 nm CdSe/ZnS QDs (IC50 = 1327 nM) were more cytotoxic than 4.4 nm CdSe/ZnS QDs
(IC50 = 3164 nM) to zebrafish liver cells. The increase of CdSe/ZnS QDs size by 1 nm resulted
in about 2.4-fold reduction in toxicity, suggesting that the smaller QDs resulted in greater
toxicity.167 Peng et al. also showed that the smaller QDs were more likely to be ingested by
human liver cancer (HepG2) cells, which may be an important reason for the greater toxicity
of smaller sized QDs.168

QDs that are taken up into cells enter via endocytosis and are removed via exocytosis. The
charge of the QDs will affect the number of NPs taken up into cells which in turn, affects cell
toxicity. Tan et al. found positively charged QDs were more toxic than negatively charged QDs
because of increased cellular uptake. The cytotoxicity of PEG-coated cationic QDs was very
low because PEG coating reduced the internalization of QDs. This is in agreement with
research by Li and company who observed mice intravenously injected with CdSe/ZnS QDs
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with three different surface coatings: polydiallydimethylammounium chloride (PDDA, positive
charge), carboxylic acid (CA, negative charge), and PEG (neutral), at a dose of 10 nmol/kg
(equivalent to 12.5 mg/kg). In mice treated with CA-CdSe/ZnS QDs or PEG- CdSe/ZnS QDs,
no animal death occurred. However, for PDDA- CdSe/ZnS QDs-treated mice, all the mice died
within 24 hours post-injection, suggesting that the surface charge of QDs had a profound
influence on in vivo toxicity.169
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1.2. PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY
1.2.1. Introduction & History
Photodynamic therapy (PDT), is a clinically approved, minimally invasive, light-activated
therapeutic procedure that was accidently discovered over 100 years ago by medical student
Oscar Raab while studying the interaction of fluorescent dyes with infusoria (aquatic
microorganims). Raab found that intense light applied to the dye acridine hydrochloride
resulted in rapid destruction of Paramecia caudatum algae.170 Further investigation into this
phenomenon by his supervisors, Hermann von Tappeiner and Albert Jesionek, confirmed that
the deactivation of bacteria was not a consequence of heat, but rather a light-activated effect,
a “photodynamic reaction”.171, 172 By the early 1900’s, patients were being successfully treated
by this process for a wide variety of cancers, particularly of the skin. Despite this early success,
PDT did not achieve enough momentum and was neglected for nearly 50 years until studies
by Lipson and Schwartz revealed that photosensitizing agents had not only tumour ablation
capabilities but also could be used to fluoresce and demarcate tumours.173, 174 Then in the
1970s, Thomas Dougherty helped to bring PDT to a worldwide audience when he revived
interest in PDT while studying porphyrin compounds by creating a commercially available
photosensitising drug, known as ‘haematoporphyrin derivative’ (HpD).175,

176

Subsequent

refinement of this compound led to the development of Photofrin, a partially purified form of
HpD, with many of the less active components removed.177 HpD and Photofrin are referred to
as first generation photosensitisers (PS) of PDT. Although Photofrin is still the most widely
employed PS and still viewed as the ‘‘gold standard’’ for this form of cancer therapy, it suffers
from severe deficiencies: chemical impurity, poor tumour selectivity, long lasting skin
photosensitivity and relatively low absorbance in the red region.178

No single product has yet been found which can be regarded as an ideal PS for PDT, however,
several hundred compounds have been developed to surmount the inadequacies of first
generation PS, known as second generation PS. The most promising candidates that have
been used experimentally and clinically include: 5-aminolevulanic acid (ALA), protoporphyrin
IX, chlorin e6, silicon phthalocyanine (Pc4) and the benzoporphyrin derivative (BPD).178-180

Since the revival of PDT, much research effort has been gone into the utilisation of PDT in
applications related to tumour detection and tumour photodestruction.175, 181-189 The procedure
involves administration of a photosensitising agent followed by irradiation with light at a
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wavelength that is effectively absorbed by the PS. In the presence of oxygen, a series of
events lead to direct tumour cell death, damage to the microvasculature and induction of
immune response and inflammatory reaction.179 Most of the PS used in the treatment of
cancerous and non-cancerous diseases are based on a tetrapyrrole structure, for example,
Photofrin, chlorophyll-based chlorins and bacteriochlorins (Figure 1.16). Examples of nontetrapyrrole based PS include Rose Bengal, methylene blue (MB), toluidine blue O (TBO) and
crystal violet (CV) (Figure 1.17).

Figure 1.16 Examples of tetrapyrrole photosensitisers used in PDT.
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Figure 1.17 Examples of non-tetrapyrrole photosensitisers used in PDT.

In addition to cancer therapy, PDT is also powerful for use in antimicrobial applications, often
referred to as antimicrobial photodynamic therapy (aPDT). In the 1960’s, the lethal effects of
photosensitising dyes were demonstrated in a wide variety of microorganisms. For example,
Macmillan et al. showed rapid killing of several species of bacteria, algae, and yeast in
aerobically irradiated TBO aqueous solutions. It was observed that 99% of bacteria were killed
within 30 min of irradiation with 21–30 mW of light at 632 nm from a continuous-wave gas
laser.190 Other dyes such as neutral red, CV, MB, rose Bengal, eosine Y, acridine orange, and
rhodamine 6G were also shown to be effective against bacteria.191, 192 For several years,
progress in aPDT was impeded by the discovery of antibiotics but with the emergence of
antibiotic resistance, there has been a recent resurgence of research into new antimicrobial
strategies based on aPDT.193

Key benefits of research and applications mediated by aPDT include:
A) Low toxicity of PS in the absence of light activation
B) Variety of administration routes (directly through topical application, intravenous
application, etc. or indirectly through incorporation of PS into devices and surface
coatings)
C) The mechanistic pathways of aPDT are independent of antibiotic resistance patterns
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D) More limited adverse effect profile and damage to the host tissue
E) No resistance following multiple sessions of aPDT
F) Broad spectrum of action compared to antibiotics since PS can act on diverse
microorganisms such as bacteria, protozoa, fungi.192

In order to optimise the photodynamic properties of PS, fresh investigations into aPDT have
yielded several chemically modified PS as well as new classes of PS.194 Gollmer et al.
developed a chemical modified MB derivative with the ability of additional hydrogen bonding
that had a strong antibacterial effect against Gram-positive S. aureus and Gram-negative E.
coli in 10 mins of irradiation (660 nm, 50 mW cm−2).195 Dovigo et al. reported that
Photodithazine® (PDZ), a commercially available water-soluble chlorin e6 derivative was able
to reduce biofouling caused by clinical isolates of Candida biofilms by irradiating with an LED
device emitting at 660 nm and delivering 25 mW cm−2 light.196 Three synthetic monosubstituted cationic bacteriochlorin structures, tested as PS for anti-cancer applications, were
also reported to show antimicrobial activity by Huang et al. Irradiating with a NIR light source
(700–850 nm band pass filter) at an irradiance of 100 mW cm−2, all the synthetic dyes were
highly effective against both Gram-positive S. aureus and Enterococcus faecalis, one against
Gram-negative E. coli and Acinetobacter baumannii and another against fungal yeasts C.
albicans and Cryptococcus neoformans.197 Thus, by functionalisation, the photoinactivation
effect of PS on both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria and other microorganisms
was potentiated.192, 194, 198
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1.2.2. PDT Mechanisms
The basic photo-physical pathways by which the combination of a PS, light and O2 results in
photosensitised cell death are shown in Figure 1.18. Illumination with light at the appropriate
wavelength activates the photosensitising agents which then interact with molecular oxygen
to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) via electron transfer (Type I) or energy transfer
(Type II) reactions.

Figure 1.18 Simplified Jablonksi diagram showing the processes involved in PDT when a
photosensitiser undergoes energetic transitions upon light absorption. The photosensitiser in its excited
singlet state can undergo radiative decay (fluorescence) or non-radiative decay via internal conversion.
It may also convert to the excited triplet state via intersystem crossing. The triplet state molecule may
decay radiatively by phosphorescence, non-radiatively via internal conversion, or interact with
molecular oxygen via resonant energy transfer (Type II reaction). The triplet state molecule may also
interact with molecular oxygen and/or other substrate molecules via electron transfer (Type I reactions).

The initial absorption of light transforms the PS from its ground singlet state (1PS) to the shortlived excited singlet state (1PS*). Excess vibrational energy is dissipated by internal
conversion and the PS may relax back to ground state by emitting a photon (fluorescence).
Alternatively, via intersystem crossing (ISC), the short-lived excited singlet state (1PS*) is
transformed to the relatively long-lived electronically excited triplet state (3PS*). The triplet
state can undergo two different photochemical reactions. A direct reaction of 1PS* or 3PS* with
oxygen or another substrate, resulting in electron transfer to form ROS such as superoxide
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(O2●–), hydroxyl radicals (●OH) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is known as the Type I
mechanism or photo-induced electron transfer (PET). The Type II mechanism involves direct
transfer of energy from 3PS* to O2 to form excited state singlet oxygen (1O2).199 ROS such as
O2●–, ●OH and 1O2 react with a large number of biological substrates and induce irreversible
cellular membrane damage and enzyme deactivation ultimately leading to cell death.200

Both Type I and Type II reactions occur in parallel, and the ratio between these processes
depends on the type of PS used, the concentrations of substrate and oxygen, as well as the
binding affinity of the PS for the substrate. The PS requires a good triplet state QY and a long
triplet state lifetime in order to promote Type I/II processes. For most PS employed in PDT,
Type II photochemical reactions represent the dominant process.201, 202

(A) PS* + Subs → PS●– + Subs●+
PS●– + O2 → PS + O2●–
PS* + O2 → PS●+ + O2●–

(B) 2O2●– + 2H+ → H2O2 + O2
(C) O2●– + Fe3+ → O2 + Fe2+
Fe2+ + H2O2 → Fe3+ + HO● + HO –
O2●– + HO● → 1O2 + HO –
Figure 1.19 Common Type I photochemical reactions during photodynamic therapy. (A) Reactions of
the photosensitiser upon activation to form superoxide (B) Dismutation of superoxide. (C) Fenton
reaction. PS*: excited state photosensitiser, PS●–: photosensitiser radical anion, Subs: substrate,
Subs●+: substrate radical cation, O2●–: superoxide radical anion, 1O2: singlet oxygen, H2O2: hydrogen
peroxide, HO●: hydroxyl radical, HO –: hydroxide, Fe3+: oxidised iron cation, Fe2+: reduced iron cation.

PS* + 3O2 → 1PS + 1O2

3

O2 + Subs → oxidative damage

1

Figure 1.20 Type II photochemical reactions during photodynamic therapy. 3PS*: excited triplet state
photosensitiser, 1PS: ground state photosensitiser, 3O2: ground state molecular oxygen, 1O2: excited
state singlet oxygen, Subs: substrate
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In Type I photochemical reactions, electrons (or protons) are transferred to oxygen or other
adjacent molecules to generate a mixture of radical anion or cation intermediates respectively.
For example, the PS radical anion can transfer an electron to molecular oxygen to form O2●–
(Figure 1.19A). O2●– is only moderately effective at causing oxidative damage on its own
compared to 1O2, but it can undergo dismutation, catalysed by superoxide dismutase (SOD)
to produce oxygen and H2O2, which can pass through bacterial cell membranes to cause
oxidative damage (Figure 1.19B).203 In cells, where small amounts of metal such as copper
and iron are present, O2●– ions can act as reducing agents to produce ROS. The donation of
an electron from O2●– reduces the metal ions which in turn catalyse the conversion of H2O2
into highly reactive ●OH in a process known as the Fenton reaction (Figure 1.19C).204
Moreover, O2●– can react with HO● to produce 1O2 in a secondary process.205

On the other hand, Type II photochemical reactions involve the transfer of energy (not
electrons) to molecular oxygen. Here, the 3PS* can transfer its energy directly to ground state
molecular oxygen to mediate the formation of 1O2, described as one of the most potent ROS
(Type II reaction, Figure 1.20). 1O2, as an uncharged molecule, can easily diffuse through the
cytoplasm and biological membranes, enabling it’s interaction with many important
biomolecules resulting in photo-oxidative damage to vital cellular functions.201

ROS such as HO● (formed via Type I electron transfer reactions) and 1O2 (formed via Type II
energy transfer reactions) are extremely reactive. Because of the high reactivity and short halflife of these ROS, only cells that are proximal to the area of ROS production, i.e. the area of
PS localisation and subsequent illumination, are directly affected by PDT. For example, the
half-life of 1O2 in biological systems is less than 0.04 µs and, therefore, the radius of the action
of singlet oxygen is <0.02 µm.206 The extent of damage induced by PDT is dependent on
several factors including the PS type, dose administered, light exposure, amount of oxygen
available, the extracellular and intracellular localisation of the PS and the time between the
PS administration and light exposure. All of these factors are interdependent.207
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1.2.3. Photodynamic Therapy by Quantum Dots
The basic principle underlying PDT is photoactivation of a PS, resulting in the generation of
ROS such as H2O2, O2●–, ●OH and 1O2, through a series of electron and energy transfer
reactions between the PS and molecular oxygen, (as illustrated in Figure 1.18) In anticancer
PDT, targeted tumours are treated by applying a PS and irradiating with light to form ROS that
immediately react with cell organelles, resulting in cancer cell death. Similarly, in aPDT,
bacterial killing is a result of ROS attacking multiple sites in the bacterial cell, making the
development of resistance unlikely. An ideal PS should be:
1. a compound with a consistent composition
2. synthesised simply with easily available precursors
3. nontoxic in the absence of light
4. possess target specificity and localise in target tissues with high selectivity and
specificity
5. strongly absorbing with a high extinction coefficient at wavelengths with optimal tissue
penetration
6. high quantum yield of ROS formation
7. highly resistance to photobleaching
8. minimally self-aggregating in biological media
9. quickly eliminated from the body.

Most conventional PS used both clinically and experimentally have some major drawbacks,
for instance, instability in aqueous solutions, prolonged cutaneous sensitivity, chemical
impurity, poor selectivity in terms of targeting diseased tissue, low extinction coefficients and
weak absorption at the therapeutic wavelength.208 Due to their unparalleled photo-stability,
broad-band absorption (particularly in the NIR for cancer applications) and large two-photon
absorption cross section, QDs have attracted much attention as potential PS for PDT.32, 209, 210

In relation to PDT, QD NPs possess several characteristics which make them attractive as a
new therapeutic agents for PDT/aPDT:
1. they are compounds with a consistent composition
2. fairly simple and standardised synthesis (particularly CdX/ZnY QDs; X = S, Se, Te, Y
= S, Se)
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3. relatively non-toxic in the absence of light but potentially ROS-producing under light
exposure
4. surface can be coated to be water-soluble and biocompatible
5. large surface area can be functionalised for specific targeting of diseased tissues
6. the large extinction coefficient and large two-photon cross section could be exploited
for inducing photosensitisation at deeper depths
7. exceptionally high threshold for photobleaching.

When QDs are photoactivated, an electron is promoted from the ground state (QD) to the
excited state (QD*), yielding an electron-hole pair. The excited electron can return to the
ground state via two different pathways: radiative relaxation or non-radiative relaxation.
Radiative recombination results in the emission of light in the form of fluorescence.
Alternatively, excited state electrons may localise in surface traps with the bandgap, either
repopulating the excited state (non-exciton emission) or thermalising into deeper trap states
(non-radiative relaxation). Surface-trapped electrons are long-lived and can interact with
surrounding molecules, leading to the formation of ROS via electron or energy transfer.
Because of the large surface area of QDs, non-radiative relaxation at surface sites and surface
traps competes with radiative recombination however, ultrafast radiative carrier relaxation
processes in the band edge dominate relatively slow energy transfer to molecular oxygen
resulting in poor ROS (particularly 1O2) production efficiency.211 For example, a study by
Yaghini et al. found that illuminated PEG-encapsulated CdSe/ZnS QDs alone did not generate
any detectable 1O2 in aerated aqueous solution with an upper limit to the QY estimated as
<0.003. The O2●– yields were found to be low as well (0.35%).212 Similarly, Tsay et al. found
no evidence of the generation of 1O2 by peptide-coated CdSe/CdS/ZnS QDs in the absence
of a PS.213 In contrast, porphyrin- and phthalocyanine-based conventional PS produce ROS
at much higher efficiencies (>75%).211

Therefore, both conventional PS and QDs have a number of advantages and limitations when
individually applied for PDT. However, the advantages and limitations of QDs and PS drugs
complement each other. Thus, several hybrids and conjugates of QD and PS have been
investigated in an effort to exploit the photostability of QDs and the ROS efficiency of PS. In
such a configuration, the excited singlet and triplet states of the PS may be indirectly
generated by non-radiative energy transfer, also called Förster resonance energy transfer
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(FRET) from photoactivated QDs. The indirect photoactivation preserves the PS by minimising
photobleaching. Due to the broad absorption spectra of QDs, there are also more options for
excitation sources with the QD-PS hybrids. Moreover, the large surface area and
biocompatibility of QDs allow them to be conjugated with multiple PS molecules.

1.2.4. Fӧrster resonance energy transfer (FRET)
FRET involves the non-radiative transfer of excitation energy from an excited donor
fluorophore (D), after absorption of a higher energy photon, to a ground-state acceptor
fluorophore, (A) which can radiatively emit a lower energy photon.214 Efficient FRET
interactions require two key criteria be satisfied:
•

Finite spectral overlap between donor photoluminescence and acceptor absorption,

•

Close proximity of the donor to the acceptor, typically within 10 nm, is required as
energy transfer efficiency inversely varies with the sixth power of the separation
distance between the donor and acceptor pair, r.

As the process is driven by dipole–dipole interactions, it is also strongly dependent on the
relative orientations of the donor and acceptor dipoles.215, 216 The rate of non-radiative energy
transfer from a donor to an acceptor 𝑘 𝑇 (𝑟) is given by:

𝑘 𝑇 (𝑟) =

1 𝑅0 6
( )
𝜏𝐷 𝑟
Equation 1.2

where 𝑟 is the distance between the donor and acceptor, 𝜏𝐷 is the lifetime of the donor in the
absence of energy transfer, 𝑅0 is the Fӧrster distance. The Fӧrster distance is the separation
at which the probability of energy transfer is 50%, i.e. half of the donor molecules decay by
energy transfer and the other half decay by the usual radiative and non-radiative processes.
A simplified expression for the Forster distance in Å is given by:

𝑅0 = 0.0211(𝜅 2 𝜙𝑛−4 𝐽(𝜆))

1⁄6

Equation 1.3

where 𝜅 is the orientation faction (𝜅 2 = 2/3), 𝜙 is the quantum dot fluorescence quantum yield,
𝑛 the refractive index and 𝐽(𝜆) the overlap integral. The overlap integral 𝐽(𝜆), a quantitative
measure of the degree of resonance between the donor emission and the acceptor absorption
is calculated using the equation:
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∞

𝐽(𝜆) = ∫ 𝑓𝐷 (𝜆)𝜀𝐴 (𝜆)𝜆4 𝑑𝜆
0

Equation 1.4

where 𝑓𝐷 (𝜆) is the dimensionless fluorescence intensity of the donor in the absence of the
acceptor, 𝜀𝐴 (𝜆) the molar absorption extinction coefficient of the acceptor, in units of M -1cm-1
and 𝜆 is the wavelength in nanometres.215 Experimentally, the FRET efficiency (E) is
determined from changes in the steady-state or time-resolved fluorescence measurements,
using the following equations:
𝐸 =1−

𝑓𝐷
𝑓𝐷𝐴
Equation 1.5

Or
𝐸 =1−

𝜏𝐷
𝜏𝐷𝐴
Equation 1.6

where 𝑓𝐷 and 𝑓𝐷𝐴 are the donor fluorescence intensity in the absence and presence of the
acceptor respectively; similarly, 𝜏𝐷 and 𝜏𝐷𝐴 denote the amplitude-weighted fluorescence
lifetime of the donor excited state in the absence and presence of the acceptor. FRET
manifests in a loss of the donor fluorescence coupled with simultaneous enhancement of the
acceptor fluorescence signal if the acceptor is an emitter. Similarly energy transfer results in
a shortening of the excited state lifetime of the donor coupled with a lengthening of the
acceptor exciton lifetime.216

FRET occurs when there is appreciable overlap between the emission spectrum of the donor
and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor therefore careful selection of an appropriate
donor/acceptor pair ensures high transfer efficiency. FRET is a powerful photophysical
technique that has been extensively used in a variety of in vivo and in vitro biological
investigations, including the monitoring of DNA hybridization and sequencing, protein
conformation studies, diffusion dynamics, and the monitoring of intracellular receptor–ligand
binding and cellular membrane dynamics.215, 217-220 Fluorescent organic molecules have been
widely used as energy donors and acceptors in a variety of FRET-based biological studies
due to their small size, compatibility, and relatively large detection optical signals. However,
they suffer from some drawbacks including pH sensitivity, susceptibility to photo/chemical
degradation, relatively narrow absorption spectra, broad emission spectra, low photobleaching
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threshold and small Stokes shifts.214, 215, 221 Therefore the use of these fluorophores in a FRET
configuration can result in significant direct acceptor excitation and substantial overlap
between donor and acceptor emission.

Several reports have shown that QDs can substitute the organic dyes due to unique optical
and spectroscopic properties.32, 210, 222 They offer several advantages over organic dyes and
can overcome a number of problems encountered by organic dyes in the FRET process as
well as improve the performance of organic dyes when coupled together. Because of the broad
absorption spectra of the semiconductor QDs, great flexibility in the selection of the donor
excitation wavelength is afforded. Thus efficient excitation of the donor can occur at a
wavelength where direct excitation of the acceptor is minimal. In addition, QDs have narrow
and symmetric emission spectra reducing spectral cross-talk between the donor and the
acceptor emission.

The first demonstration of efficient non-radiative energy transfer in QDs was reported by the
Bawendi group.223 In a thin film made of two close packed CdSe QDs with different diameters,
energy transfer was observed with the smaller CdSe QDs (38.5 Å, PL maximum at 555 nm)
acting as energy donors and the bigger CdSe QDs (62 Å, PL maximaum at 620 nm) acting as
energy acceptors. Steady-state fluorescence data showed a clear decrease in the PL from the
smaller QDs along with an increase in acceptor (bigger QDs), which was corroborated by timeresolved fluorescence experiments. The first biologically relevant FRET investigation using
QDs as energy donors was reported by Willard et al. which investigated the replication and
telomerisation of surface bound DNA. Since then several groups have investigated the FRET
efficiency using QDs and its application in biological systems.224

1.2.4.1. QDs as Donors
Samia et al. first demonstrated the concept of FRET-based production of 1O2 by QD–PS pairs
in a preliminary study investigating the application of QDs in cancer PDT. A complex was
prepared by linking CdSe QDs to a silicon phthalocyanine (Pc4) PS through alkyl amine
groups. Pc4 was selected for its high 1O2 efficiency (43%) under direct photo-activation. In the
QD–Pc4 pair, QD acted as the energy donor to Pc4, and Pc4 as both an energy acceptor from
QD and an energy donor to 3O2, resulting in the generation of 1O2 and a FRET efficiency of
77%.225 Following the first investigation of QD–PS pair, many researchers were attracted to
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the energy transfer properties of covalent and noncovalent QD–PS pairs composed of QDs
as energy donors and various chromophores such as porphyrins, phthalocyanines, inorganic
complexes, and other organic dyes as energy acceptors. Below are a few examples of FRETbased applications employing QDs as donors.

1.2.4.1.1. Biosensing
Systematic studies by Mattoussi and his group have probed FRET interactions between
CdSe/ZnS QDs and proximal dyes. In their work QD NPs (capped with dihydrolipoic acid
(DHLA)) were conjugated to engineered proteins containing site specifically labelled dye
acceptors.226-232 In this configuration, each QD was surrounded by a fixed number of proteins
(MBP (maltose binding protein)) which attached to the QD either by electrostatic attraction or
metal-affinity coordination. Therefore, QD-MBP acted as energy donors and dye-labelled
proteins as energy acceptors. Steady-state fluorescence measurements showed that as the
fraction of dye-labelled proteins per QD increased the QD PL systematically decreased. In the
case where the acceptor was an emitter (cyanine dye), a concomitant enhancement of cyanine
PL was measured. In much of their work, QD-MBP functioned as a probe for maltose, thus
acting as a sugar sensor.227, 231 MBP was also able to bind to cyclodextrin (a dark quencher),
but with less affinity than maltose. Attachment of the cyclodextrin to the MBP led to the
fluorescence quenching of the QD-MBP through FRET; however in the presence of maltose,
the quencher-labelled cyclodextrin was displaced from the MBP binding site and maltose
concentration dependent recovery of QD fluorescence was observed i.e., quantitative maltose
sensing (Figure 1.21).

Figure 1.21 Schematic representation of a QD-protein-dye donor/acceptor pair for biosensing.
Reproduced with permission from Medintz et al., Nat. Mater., 2003.227
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1.2.4.1.2. pH and ion Sensing
Several intracellular processes are controlled by changes in the concentration of local protons,
therefore probes that are capable of accurately monitoring pH changes are highly desired. By
coupling QDs to pH sensitive fluorescent molecules, researchers have developed highly
sensitive pH sensors.233-235 For example, Nocera and coworkers conjugated a pH-sensitive
squaraine dye to CdSe/ZnS QDs (rendered hydrophilic via encapsulation in a poly(acrylic acid)
capping layer), promoting proximal FRET interactions between QD and dye (Figure 1.22A).
Because the dye’s absorption profile is a function of pH, the efficiency of the FRET interactions
also became a function of the environmental pH. In particular, it was shown that modulation
of the FRET efficiency by varying the solution pH values below and above the pKa of the dye
(~8.5) produced net ratiometric dependence between the QD and dye emissions (Figure
1.22B), providing a unique tool to measure the solution pH, by simply analysing the ratio of
the QD and dye peak intensities or comparing them to the value at the isosbestic point.233 QDbased FRET systems have also been developed to detect metal ions.236, 237

(A)

(B)

Figure 1.22 (A) Schematic of a pH sensor constructed from CdSe/ZnS QDs coupled to a pH-sensitive
squaraine dye. (B) The emission profile of the QD−squaraine dye conjugate changes as a function of
pH (red solid, 6.0; orange dotted, 7.0; yellow dotted, 8.0; green dotted, 9.0; and blue solid, 10) with λ ex =
380 nm. Adapted from Snee et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2006.233 Copyright © 2006, American Chemical
Society

1.2.4.1.3. Probes for Enzymatic Activity
Using FRET for signal transduction is a common approach reported for detecting protease
activity.238-241 For example, Rao and company reported the assembly and testing of QDsubstrates for sensing the activity of -lactamase (Bla), a bacterial enzyme that hydrolyses
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drugs such as penicillin and cephalosporins and which is responsible for bacterial antibiotic
resistance. CdSe/ZnS QDs (peak emission at 605 nm) were the FRET donor, and a
carbocyanine dye (Cy5) the FRET acceptor. The QD surface was coated with streptavidin,
and a biotinylated lactam was labelled with Cy5. Binding of biotin to streptavidin immobilised
the lactam-tethered Cy5 at the surface of the QD, thus quenching the QD fluorescence
emission. When -lactamase was present, the lactam ring was cleaved by the enzyme,
releasing Cy5 from the QD surface and restoring the QD fluorescence emission (Figure 1.23).
Addition of the lactamase enzyme to a solution of the QD-substrates resulted in time
dependent changes in FRET efficiency and allowed monitoring of enzyme activity over time.238

Figure 1.23 Schematic presentation of the design of the QD-based nanosensors for detecting Bla (βlactamases). The Bla substrate is labelled with the FRET acceptor carbocyanine dye; (Cy5), and
immobilized to QDs via the biotin and streptavidin binding. Bla activity cleaves the lactam ring and
releases Cy5 to restore the QD fluorescence emission. Reproced with permission from Xu et al.,
Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun., 2006.238

1.2.4.1.4. Photodynamic Therapy
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are known to initiate cytotoxic reactions in cells and tissues,
making PDT a useful therapeutic tool to treat several types of cancer with high selectivity as
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only tissues that are exposed to both the photosensitiser and photoexcitation in the presence
of oxygen are affected. Rose bengal and chlorin e6, two photosensitisers (PSs) that generate
singlet oxygen with relatively high yield, were covalently conjugated to CdSe/ZnS QDs and
tested. By measuring the 1O2 phosphorescence signal at 1270 nm (excitation at 532 or 355
nm) and showed that indirect excitation of the photosensitiser within the QD-PS conjugate via
FRET resulted in a higher yield of singlet oxygen compared to direct excitation of the PS at
the same wavelength. Singlet oxygen QY as high as 0.31 for the QD-PS complex was
measured using 532-nm excitation.242

1.2.4.1.5. DNA Replication
Replication of DNA is an important natural process that occurs in live cells before they divide.
The conjugates of QD–DNA have been widely used for detection of nucleic acids including
DNA, RNA, mRNA and miRNA, and other molecular ligands. QDs conjugated to
oligonucleotides have been used as FRET donors to monitor DNA replication processes in
solution.230, 243, 244 Hybridisation of oligonucleotides brings the acceptor in close proximity to
QDs resulting in energy transfer from the QDs to the acceptors. A QD-based DNA nanosensor
that used QDs as energy donors was developed by Zhang and his group to detect single point
mutation in clinical samples. The nanosensor showed more than 100 times superior
performance compared to popular molecular beacons.245 Several other FRET-based
bioanalysis of nucleic acids have also been demonstrated by other groups.246-250

1.2.4.2. QDs as Acceptors
Further, QDs have been employed as energy acceptors in a number of studies as in principle,
they are excellent candidates due to their large absorption cross-section, which can be an
order of magnitude larger than organic dyes. The ideal FRET acceptor has (i) a large molar
absorption coefficient across the entire range of donor PL for a sizeable spectral overlap
integral, (ii) a large Stokes shift so that FRET acceptor PL is well resolved from the donor PL,
and (iii) negligible absorption at the excitation wavelength of the donor.5 QDs satisfy the first
and second criteria well, but critically fail to satisfy the third, having strong absorption at all
UV-visible wavelengths shorter than their PL emission. If fluorescent dyes serve as FRET
donors, excitation of the dye will unavoidably excite the QD as well and an excited QD cannot
serve as a FRET acceptor. Also due to the large size of the QDs, matching the dipole-dipole
orientation is less likely when the QDs are acceptors. Therefore QDs are poor acceptors for
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molecular dye donors. However, by selecting chemiluminescent donors (donors originate from
chemical reactions rather than optical excitation therefore QDs remain in the ground state,
making them excellent acceptors),251-254 bioluminescent donors (biological analogue of
chemiluminescence; chemical energy is converted into light energy within a biological system,
typified by the action of luciferase enzymes on luciferin substrates),255-258 lanthanide donors
(luminescent lanthanide ions have excited-state lifetimes ~1000-fold longer than QDs, and are
effective FRET donors for QD acceptors when the experimental system is properly configured
and optimized)259-262 or other QDs as donors223, 263-267, direct excitation of QD acceptors can
be overcome.268

1.2.5. Charge Transfer
As discussed, electron-hole pairs generated by QD photoexcitation can recombine radiatively,
emitting photoluminescence. However, a number of non-radiative relaxation pathways
compete with radiative recombination of the exciton. Photoinduced charge transfer can occur
from an excited state QD to a proximal redox active species, resulting in separation of carriers
and QD ionisation. The transfer of an electron to molecular oxygen (or another acceptor)
resulting in ROS is referred to as the reductive process, and the transfer of a hole to an
electron donor such as hydrogen peroxide is called the oxidative process. The QD PL remains
quenched until the charge on the QD is neutralised.153, 269 Moreover, since charge transfer can
occur to both the core states and the surface states of QDs, surface states are an important
feature of the electronic structure of QDs. Charge can potentially transfer to the surface states
of ground state QDs to yield an ionised QD where the PL is not completely quenched. Thus
surface traps act as charge acceptors and yield further non-radiative pathways that compete
with radiative recombination of the exciton: Auger recombination and defect-mediated
recombination (see section 1.1.3.1).270, 271 Efficient yields of charge transfer processes with
external moieties requires efficient charge transport to the QD surface and adsorbate site if
binding takes place. Efficient PET was demonstrated in InP/ZnS QDs by Chibli et al. who
showed, with spin-trap EPR spectroscopy and reporter assays, that InP/ZnS QDs produced
considerable amounts of O2●– and a small amount of ●OH upon visible illumination.153 Although
charge transfer reactions involving QDs are complicated and not fully understood, applications
of QDs based on PET have been widely reported in the literature. For example, Jeong et al.
synthesised a NIR-emitting PbS/CdS/ZnS QDs conjugated to a methylene blue (MB)containing
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metalloproteinase (MMP), a hallmark of the cancer microenvironment, PET occurred from the
PbS/CdS/ZnS to MB, quenching QD PL but in the presence of MMP, the part of PA-NIRQD
containing MB was cleaved, preventing PET and restoring QD PL, enabling visualisation of
colorectal tumour sites. High-resolution, real-time, non-invasive fluorescence imaging was
demonstrated on ex vivo mouse colon cancer where within 10 min, increases in fluorescence
of up to 300% was observed with the PA-NIRQD.272 Also, Courtney et al. synthesised greenemitting CdTe QDs that induced light-activated growth inhibition of a number of MDR bacterial
strains via PET with molecular oxygen. Using 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFH-DA)
assays, flow cytometry and reduction potentials, the authors deduced that the green-emitting
CdTe QDs generated O2●– via electron transfer from photoexcited QDs and subsequent
reactions led to the generation of more ROS, such as H2O2.153
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1.3. HOSPITAL ACQUIRED INFECTIONS
1.3.1. Introduction
A hospital-acquired infection (HAI), also known as a nosocomial infection, is an infection
acquired by patients while receiving treatment for any medical or surgical conditions and can
occur in acute care settings within hospitals or in other outpatient healthcare settings such as
same-day surgical centres and dialysis centres.273 Nosocomial infections are a serious risk to
patients, staff and visitors, causing significant complications with existing medical conditions,
disability, anxiety and discomfort, even mortality to those infected. On average, infected
patients require 2.5 times longer stays in hospital than uninfected patients resulting in
increased costs for patients and healthcare facilities worldwide.274 A study by Plowman et al.
estimated than patients that acquire a HAI incurred hospital costs 2.9 times higher than
uninfected patients.275 Each year it is estimated that 2 million patients develop a HAI in the
United States, representing nearly 5% of all hospitalised patients. These infections directly
contribute to approximately 88,000 deaths and add an additional $4.5 billion to healthcare
costs.276 In Europe, over 80,000 patients on any given day have at least one healthcareacquired infection, about 6% of hospitalised patients, amounting to 3.2 million infected patients
every year.277 On a national level, 300,000 patients a year in England acquire a healthcareassociated infection as a result of care within the NHS. In 2007, methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) bloodstream infections and Clostridium difficile infections
were recorded as the underlying cause of, or a contributory factor in ~9000 deaths in hospital
and primary care in England; and healthcare-associated infections were estimated to cost the
NHS approximately £1 billion a year.278 Action to address these problems – including new
legislation, focused investment, regulation and performance monitoring – have had mixed
results. The number of C. difficile cases reached a low of 13,362 cases in 2013/14 and since
then the number of C. difficile infections has fluctuated. Similarly, from 2007/08 to 2013/14,
total cases of MRSA infections in the UK decreased by 81%. Despite this reduction, the
number of MRSA cases increased slightly in 2015/16 and has fluctuated since then. On the
hand, the total number of Escherichia coli infections increased by 34% between 2012/13 and
2018/19, and E.coli represents 55% of all Gram-negative bloodstream infections.279

1.3.2. Transmission of Hospital-Acquired Infections
Pathogens that cause HAIs may derive from the patient’s own microbiological flora such as
from the gastrointestinal tract, the respiratory tract or the skin. These types of infections are
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known as endogenous infections. On the other hand, exogenous nosocomial infections are
infections caused by pathogens that were not primarily part of the patient’s microbiological
flora but were transmitted to the patient during their hospital stay. It is impossible to completely
eradicate a patient’s physiological flora so endogenous HAIs are always a risk though
precautions (such as skin disinfection before surgical procedures) may be taken to prevent
some. However, all exogenous HAIs, in principle, are preventable through infection control
measures.276

In a health-care facility, the sources of microbial contamination and subsequent transmission
may be medical personnel, patients, or the inanimate environment.280 Contact is by far the
most common way of acquiring HAIs, either directly or indirectly. Direct contact transmission
requires a direct person-to-person contact, which results in the physical transfer of a pathogen
between an infected or colonised person and a susceptible host. Patient-to-patient
transmission does not usually occur in health-care facilities however the drawing of blood,
patient care activities, physical examinations and other kinds of medical care provide ample
opportunities for symptomless medical workers to infect immunosuppressed patients or vice
versa, for infected patients to directly transfer a large number of microorganisms to medical
personnel. Indirect contact transmission involves contact of a susceptible host with
contaminated objects as medical devices and nursing equipment. Indirect transmission may
also occur when colonised or infected hosts touch and contaminate an object, an instrument,
or a surface. Subsequent contact between that item and another patient is likely to
contaminate the second individual who may then develop an infection. Indirect contact is the
most frequent route of transmission of HAIs and as medical personnel regularly come in close
contact with patients, the hands of clinical personnel serve as important drivers of HAIs,
particularly taking into account the low compliance rates of healthcare workers in hand
hygiene.281 For example, after a Acinetobacter baumannii nosocomial outbreak in a
neurosurgical intensive care unit, a direct correlation was found between the number of
environmental isolates obtained during screening and the number of patients who were
colonised or infected with the same strain during the same calendar month.282 Furthermore,
in a study by Boyce et al., 42% of 12 nurses who had no direct contact with patients
contaminated their gloves by touching objects in the rooms of patients with MRSA in a wound
or urine.283
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Disinfection of surfaces, particularly surfaces in the immediate environment of patients, has
been described to reduce acquisition of nosocomial pathogens such as vancomycin-resistant
enterococcus and A. baumannii.284,
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It is therefore advisable to control the spread of

nosocomial pathogens at least in the direct inanimate environment of the patient by routine
surface disinfection.286 Inanimate objects can act as a reservoir for bacteria and several
studies have found that the most relevant nosocomial pathogens such as Acinetobacter spp.,
E. coli, Klebsiella spp., Pseudomonas aeruginosa, S. aureus, norovirus, C. difficile and
Enterococcus spp. can persist on surfaces for many days and even months.285, 287-290

1.3.3. Antimicrobial Resistance
Over the last 60 years, antibiotic drugs have been used to inhibit or kill bacteria. However,
microbial resistance to these drugs has developed on a very large scale over time, greatly
reducing their effectiveness, and is an ever growing problem. Antimicrobial resistance (AMR)
poses serious challenges for the remedy and management of infections around the world,
resulting in higher doses of drugs, addition of treatments with higher toxicity, longer hospital
stays, and increased risk of complications and fatal outcomes.291, 292 The most vulnerable
groups are children and the elderly with high susceptibility to infections and reduced immune
response. Other risk groups are people with compromised immune systems, such as cancer
patients and people who are HIV-positive, for whom adequate antibiotic therapy to prevent
and treat severe infections is essential for their survival. In addition, AMR jeopardizes
advanced medical procedures such as organ transplants and implants of prostheses, where
antibiotics are crucial for patient safety and to avoid complications.293, 294

Mortality as a result of infectious diseases represents a fifth of global deaths.295 This is likely
to increase due to the global emergence of drug-resistant bacteria as well as the decelerating
development of new antibiotics threatens present and future medical advances. The burden
of AMR is estimated to grow to $100 trillion and cause 10 million deaths annually by 2050,
killing more people than the number that currently die of cancer.296 In the UK, official figures
suggest AMR claims the lives of 5,000 people a year however experts estimate that the real
figure may be at least twice as high.297 Getting global figures on the problem is difficult but
reliable estimates suggest 700,000 are already dying each year – one person a minute.298
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The development of AMR is a natural process that occurred long before the introduction of
antibiotics to healthcare, however overreliance on and misuse of antibiotics has accelerated
the development and spread of drug resistance.299 Resistance can be acquired as a result of
genetic events causing changes in the pre-existing bacterial genome, such as point mutations
and gene amplifications. The other main mechanism is horizontal gene transfer between
bacteria both within and between species, introducing transposons, integrons or plasmids into
a microorganism.300-302 The genetic alterations in bacteria cause resistance to antibiotics in
one or more of four principal ways,291, 299 as shown in Figure 1.24:
1. Reduction of drug accumulation, through decreasing drug permeability, or increasing
active efflux (pumping out) of the drugs across the cell surface,
2. Degradation of antibiotic by microbe,
3. Not absorbing the antibiotic, inactivation or modification of the drug,
4. Altering the usual molecular target for the antibiotics, making the drug ineffective.

Figure 1.24 Mechanisms of resistance. Adapted from Per Nordberg et al., Priority Medicines for Europe
and the World. ‘A Public Health Approach to Innovation – Antibacterial Drug Resistance, 2004.294
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1.3.4. Resistance in Common Nosocomial Pathogens
Staphylococcus aureus is one of the most virulent human pathogens and is the leading cause
of bone, joint and soft tissue infections acquired in hospital and in the community. It also
causes blood stream infections and endocarditis, and it is a frequent cause of food poisoning.
Some strains of the S. aureus bacterium are resistant to the action of methicillin antibiotic, and
other related β-lactam antibiotics (e.g., penicillin and cephalosporin). Since the 1980s the
frequency of isolates of MRSA among S. aureus has increased from close to zero to nearly
70% in Japan and the Republic of Korea and around 40% in the USA. 303 MRSA has evolved
a resistance not only to β-lactam antibiotics, but to several other classes of antibiotics, with an
increasing number of MRSA strains susceptible only to vancomycin and other glycopeptides,
and now, decreased vancomycin susceptibility has now emerged within all pandemic MRSA
lineages.304

Escherichia coli is the most common Gram-negative bacterium isolated from blood cultures in
clinical settings.277 It is the most frequent cause of community and hospital-acquired urinary
tract infections, is associated with peritonitis, causes synergistic wound infections and is one
of the most important food-borne pathogens. Broad-spectrum penicillins such as amoxicillin
were the treatments of choice before resistance started to emerge and to a large extent made
them ineffective. In 2002, the proportion of E. coli isolates resistant to aminopenicillins was
more than 30% for almost all countries in Europe.294 In 2012, more than 50% of E. coli isolates
were resistant to at least one of the antibiotics usually administered for treatment.305 Extendedspectrum β-lactamase (ESBL) is a plasmid-associated β-lactamase that has been found to be
produced by the members of Enterobacteriaceae family, predominantly Klebsiella
pneumoniae, and E. coli. ESBL can hydrolyse penicillins, many narrow spectrum
cephalosporins,

many

extended-spectrum

cephalosporins,

oxyimino-cephalosporins

(cefotaxime, ceftazidime), and monobactams (aztreonam). In the 2017 EARS-Net study,
87.4% of the third-generation cephalosporin-resistant E. coli isolates were ESBL-positive as
was the case with K. pneumoniae (76%).305 Carbapenem resistance is a recently emerging
threat mediated by a range of carbapenamases, which confer resistance to virtually all
available β-lactam antibacterial drugs.

Following E. coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the second most commonly isolated
microorganism in hospital-acquired infections. P. aeruginosa is an opportunistic pathogen that
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rarely affects healthy individuals, but causes high morbidity and mortality in cystic fibrosis (CF)
patients and immunocompromised individuals.306 It causes hospital-acquired pneumonia,
bloodstream and urinary tract infections and is the leading cause of ventilator-associated
pneumonia.307 Management of P. aeruginosa in hospitals and institutional environments is
problematic due to the intrinsic tolerance of the bacterium to many detergents, disinfectants
and antimicrobial compounds. Furthermore, treatment is being rendered increasingly
challenging due to the emergence and spread of resistance to the few therapeutic options that
remain, particularly the acquisition of carbapenemases by some strains of P. aeruginosa; over
30% of P. aeruginosa isolates from HAIs were resistant to carbapenems in Europe.305, 308

1.3.5. Prevention Strategies
1.3.5.1. Hand Hygiene
As the hands of health-care workers are the most frequent vehicle of HAIs, hand hygiene
(hand washing and hand disinfection) is the primary preventive measure. Cross-infection via
the hands of healthcare personnel is estimated to be responsible for 20 – 40% of HAIs.309
Therefore, the decontamination of hands, both prior and following to patient contact, is vital in
minimising the spread of bacteria.310 Thorough hand washing with adequate quantities of
water and soap removes more than 90% of superficial, flora including all or most
contaminants. Killing all transient flora with all contaminants within a short time (a few
seconds) requires hygienic hand disinfection using alcohol or alcoholic preparations. However
hand disinfection with alcohol does not replace the need for regular and thorough hand
cleansing with soap and water.311

1.3.5.2. Cleaning
One of the most basic measures for the maintenance of hygiene, and one that is particularly
important in the hospital environment, is cleaning. Cleaning is the removal of foreign material
(such as organic matter and soil) from objects using soap, detergents or enzymatic products.
Hospital surfaces are cleaned hourly, daily or weekly depending on if the surfaces appear
dirty, there are spillages, or after patient discharge. In the UK, routine cleaning is performed
manually by using equipment such as mops, wipes, cloths, buckets and brushes and vacuum
cleaners. Critical surfaces such as frequently touches surfaces must be cleaned thoroughly
and regularly. Soaps and detergents act as solubilising agents and possess no antimicrobial
activity, therefore the efficacy of the cleaning process is completely dependent on the
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mechanical process. Thorough cleaning will remove more than 90% of microorganisms.
However, careless and superficial cleaning is much less effective and could even have a
negative effect, by dispersing the microorganisms over a greater surface and increasing the
chance that they may contaminate other objects.280 For example, a P. aeruginosa outbreak
was reported in a haematology-oncology unit as a result of contamination of the surface
cleaning equipment when non-germicidal cleaning solutions were used to decontaminate the
patients’ environment instead of disinfectants.312 Therefore, the CDC recommends the use of
bleach and other chemical disinfectants such as aldehydes, alcohols and quaternary
ammonium compounds to eliminate microorganisms.313

1.3.5.3. Disinfection
Disinfection refers to the use of chemical agents on inanimate surfaces to destroy or inhibit
microorganisms, with the exception of high numbers of bacterial spores. There is no ideal
disinfectant and the best compromise will depend on a number of factors including:
1) The number and location of microorganisms
2) The innate resistance of the microorganisms
3) The concentration and potency of the disinfectants
4) Duration of exposure to germicide
5) Nature of contaminant (organic or inorganic matter)
6) Presence of biofilms (these can be resistant to disinfectants and harder to remove)
7) Chemical and physical factors (e.g. temperature, pH, humidity and water hardness)

A range of biocides (chemical agents that inactivate microorganisms) are available for use as
antiseptics including alcohols (mainly ethanol and isopropanol), chlorine and chlorine
compounds, quaternary ammonium compounds and phenolics, formaldehyde, iodophors,
peracetic acid, hydrogen peroxide, glutaraldehyde and ortho-phthalaldehyde.314-318 Many
disinfectants can be used alone or in combinations in the health-care setting. Depending on
the level of activity, disinfectant may be classified as:
(i)

High-level: can be expected to destroy all microorganisms, with the exception of
large numbers of bacterial spores. Examples: glutaraldehyde, peracetic acid.

(ii)

Intermediate: inactivates Mycobacterium tuberculosis, vegetative bacteria, most
viruses, and most fungi; does not necessarily kill bacterial spores. Example:
chlorine compounds, alcohols, iodophors.
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(iii)

Low-level: can kill most bacteria, some viruses, and some fungi; cannot be relied
on to kill resistant microorganisms such as tubercle bacilli or bacterial spores.
Examples: phenolics, quaternary ammonium compounds.280

1.3.5.4. Sterilization
Sterilization refers to a physical or chemical process that completely destroys or removes all
microbial life, including spores.317 By definition, it effects a reduction in the number of
microorganisms by a factor of more than 106 (i.e. >99.9999%). Sterilization can be achieved
by both physical and chemical means. Physical methods are based on the action of heat
(autoclaving, dry thermal or wet thermal sterilization), on irradiation ( -irradiation), or on
mechanical separation by filtration. Chemical means include gas sterilization with ethylene
oxide, hydrogen peroxide, peracetic acid or other gases; and immersion in a disinfectant
solution with sterilizing properties (e.g. glutaraldehyde).313, 317

1.3.5.5. Behaviours and Practices Affecting Cleaning and HAIs
Efficacy of cleaning and adherence to infection control protocols is not dependent only on the
strength of the cleaning solutions alone but also the prevailing safety culture in healthcare
facilities. Despite the risk of exposure to infectious agents, compliance to infection control,
hygiene and personal protective equipment (PPE) protocols is often quite low, and is attributed
to a number of factors.

First, there is a general lack of quality training for hospital cleaning staff and other healthcare
personnel regarding modes of HAI transmission, proper hand hygiene and PPE usage.319 In
one study at an intensive care unit, over a 9-month period, the acquisition of VancomycinResistant Enterococcus (VRE) dropped 3-fold after a period of educational intervention to
improve environmental cleaning and a period of multimodal hand hygiene intervention.320

Secondly, for hospital cleaning staff, barriers encountered while preforming their work has an
impact on cleaning practices. One report listed not having sufficient time to perform daily
cleaning and discharge cleaning properly as well as interruptions to assist with other tasks as
challenges to achieving optimal cleaning and disinfection in hospitals.321
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Third, institutional attitudes and policies toward safety, hygiene and infection control are
important in cultivating a strong safety culture. Organisational commitment to infection control
is reflected in the availability of and participation in training and refresher courses, supervisor
and peer adherence to hygiene and infection control policies, organisational support for staff
and patient safety and health— promoting hygiene even at the expense of efficiency, positive
reinforcement of individual compliance behaviour, and negative reinforcement of
noncompliance. Gershon et. al. found that employees who perceive a strong organisationwide commitment to safety have been found to be more than 2.5 times more likely to adhere
to safety protocols than those who lack such perceptions.319, 322

Thus, identifying root causes of noncompliance and designing interventions to address these
issues ensures effective and consistent practices that reduce HAI transmission and keep
acquisition of HAIs low.
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1.4. ANTIMICROBIAL MATERIALS & SURFACES
1.4.1. Antimicrobial Action of Metal Nanoparticles
Metals such as silver (Ag), copper (Cu), gold (Au), titanium (Ti), and zinc (Zn) have been
known to have antimicrobial activity for centuries. For instance, vessels made of Cu and Ag
have been used for water disinfection and food preservation since the time of the Persian
kings.323 The properties of metal nanoparticles have been widely studied for their antimicrobial
activity. Metal and metal oxide NPs such as gold (Au), calcium oxide (CaO), silver oxide
(Ag2O), titanium dioxide (TiO2), silicon (Si), copper oxide (CuO), zinc oxide (ZnO), and
magnesium oxide (MgO) have demonstrated antimicrobial activity against a spectrum of
microorganisms.324-326

1.4.1.1. Silver Nanoparticles
Among the best-known metal used as an antimicrobial agent, Ag NPs have received
considerable attention due to their broad inhibitory behaviour towards nearly 650 species of
microbes, and more importantly against antibiotic resistant bacterial strains. In general, the
potency of Ag NPs to induce cell damage is shape- and size-dependent. Pal et al. reported
that truncated triangular Ag NPs showed stronger antimicrobial activity against E. coli than
spherical and rod-shaped Ag NPs.327 Size-wise, investigations by Bera and co-workers found
that smaller Ag NPs showed enhanced antimicrobial activity against Gram-positive (S.
epidermidis and Bacillus megaterium) and Gram-negative bacteria (P. aeruginosa) as the
smaller particles easily penetrated the cell wall.328, 329 A number of mechanisms have been
proposed for antibacterial activity of Ag NPs. These NPs have the ability to anchor to the
bacterial cell wall and subsequently penetrate it, causing structural changes in the cell
membrane such as in permeability, and afterward cell death.330 The formation of “pits” on the
cell surface increasing the accumulation of Ag NPs on the cell surface has also been
proposed.331 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy suggests that when in
contact with bacteria, Ag NPs form free radicals that can damage the cell membrane and make
it porous leading to cell death330, 332, 333 However, the release of Ag ions by Ag NPs is proposed
as the main toxic mechanism. Ag ions interact with disulfide or sulfhydryl groups of enzymes
that lead to disruption of metabolic processes which in turn cause the cell death.334
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1.4.1.2. Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles
ZnO NPs are “generally recognized as safe” by the U.S. Food and Drugs Administration and
exhibit minimal toxicity to humans, high photo catalytic activity and are more biocompatible
than TiO2 nanoparticles.326, 335 ZnO NPs have pronounced antimicrobial activity compared to
their microparticles due to increased surface to volume ratio and surface abrasiveness of the
nanostructures, and the bactericidal efficacy of the ZnO NPs increase with decreasing size.336,
337

ZnO NPs can inhibit the growth of both Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria as well

as spores resistant to high temperature and high pressure.338 The growth of pathogens such
as S. aureus, E. coli, Pseudomonas fluorescens, Streptococcus pyogenes, Bacillus subtilis
and Enterococcus faecalis has been effectively inhibited in the presence of ZnO NPs.336, 339,
340

ZnO NPs also have potent antimicrobial activity against common food-bourne pathogens

such as Campylobacter jejuni, Shigella dysenteriae, Salmonella enteritidis and Listeria
monocytogenes.341-343 Distinctive mechanisms put forward in the literature include: direct
contact of ZnO NPs with cell walls, destructing bacterial cell integrity,344-346 release of
antimicrobial ions mainly Zn2+ ions,347, 348 and ROS formation.349-351 However, the toxicity
mechanism varies in various media as the species of dissolved Zn may change according to
the medium components besides the physicochemical properties of ZnO NPs.335

1.4.1.3. Titanium Dioxide Nanoparticles
TiO2 NPs have a wide spectrum of antimicrobial activity against a range of pathogenic
microorganisms including bacteria, fungi, parasites and viruses and similar to ZnO NPs, they
already see application in food, drugs and cosmetics.352-356 TiO2 NPs produce ROS under UV
light and this photocatalytic ability helps to effectively eradicate microbes by damaging lipids
and proteins, compromising cellular integrity.354 However, the use of TiO2 NPs under UV light
is restricted because of genetic damage in human cells and tissues.357 Doping TiO2 NPs with
metal ions has been shown to overcome this problem and also significantly enhance
antibacterial properties by shifting the absorption range from UV to visible light.357, 358

1.4.1.4. Copper Nanoparticles
In the bulk form, copper, like conventional silver, exhibits antibacterial properties. On the
nanoscale, antimicrobial activity of Cu NPs has also been demonstrated against diverse
species of bacteria, such as MRSA, B. subtilis, Salmonella cholerasuis and P. aeruginosa,
and yeast species such as Candida albicans.359-361 Cu NPs have been applied as coatings on
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medical devices due to their antimicrobial properties however rapid oxidation of the Cu NPs
on exposure to air limits their application.359, 362 The bactericidal activity of Cu depends on the
level of aggregation which is a common issue with Cu NPs. Minimizing aggregation results in
smaller sized NPs providing more available surface area for solubilisation of copper ions and
for interaction with bacterial membranes which leads to more toxicity. Metallic and ionic forms
of copper produce ●OH radicals that damage essential proteins and DNA.363 Cu NPs may also
restrict bacteria growth by entering the cell via nanometric pores on the cell membrane.364

1.4.1.5. Other Metal Nanoparticles
Compared to metal NPs mentioned above, gold (Au) NPs are reported to have weaker
antibacterial activity of varying degrees. Au NPs are considered valuable in the development
of antibacterial agents due to their nontoxicity, high capacity for functionalisation, ease of
detection among other factors. Good bactericidal activity against Gram positive and Gram
negative bacteria has been reported for Au NPs synthesized by reduction of the Au+ and Au3+
metal ions.365-367 Gold NPs less than 2 nm have shown strong antibacterial activity.368
Bactericidal activity of Au NPs is not due to ROS formation but has been attributed to
attachment of the Au NPs to the bacterial membrane followed by membrane potential
modification and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) level decrease as well as inhibition of transfer
ribonucleic acid (tRNA) binding to the ribosome.369

Si NPs are considered as nontoxic with good biocompatibility and have been shown to inhibit
the adhesion of bacteria to oral biofilms.370 Silica nanowires can be biocidal by interrupting cell
functions such as cell differentiation, adhesion and spreading of bacteria. Moreover,
combination of Si NPs with other antimicrobial metals has indicated improved antimicrobial
activities against E. coli, S. aureus and C. albicans.334, 371

CaO and MgO NPs also display strong antibacterial activity against both Gram positive and
Gram negative bacteria. Antibacterial action is ascribed to the generation of O2●– on the
surface of these particles, and also by increased pH due to the hydration of CaO NPs and
MgO NPs with water. It has also been proposed that MgO NPs damage the cell membrane
and subsequently causing the leakage of intracellular contents which in turn leads to death of
bacterial cells.372-376 Figure 1.25 summarises the various proposed mechanism of antimicrobial
action of metal and metal oxide NPs.
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Figure 1.25 Mechanisms of metal toxicity to microbial cells. A) Metals can lead to protein dysfunction.
B) They can also catalyse the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and depletion of
antioxidants. C) Certain metals have been shown to impair membrane function. D) Some can interfere
with nutrient assimilation. E) Metals can also be genotoxic. Solid arrows represent pathways in which
the underlying biochemistry has been elucidated, whereas dashed arrows represent a route of toxicity
for which the underlying biochemical mechanism is unclear. [ALAD: δ-aminolevulinic acid dehydratase,
FbaA: fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase, NQR: NADH:quinone oxidoreductase, PDF: peptide
deformylase, PvdS: a σ-factor (σ24) from P. aeruginosa.] Reproduced with permission from Lemire et
al., Nat Rev Microbiol, 2013.323
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1.4.2. Antimicrobial Action of Semiconductor Nanoparticles
QDs have been shown to have excellent antimicrobial activity against a range of Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria upon activation with light.377-381. For instance, Ristic and coworkers reported the treatment of a clinical isolate of MRSA and reference strain E. coli ATCC
25922 with electrochemically produced graphene QDs in phosphate buffered saline (PBS).
Following exposure of bacteria to 200 mg/mL of graphene QDs and irradiation with blue light
(465 – 475 nm) for 15 min, E. coli numbers were reduced by 80% and S. aureus numbers by
about 95%.378 Similarly, Courtney et al. prepared green-emitting cadmium telluride (CdTe)
QDs in aqueous media to which populations of MDR bacteria were exposed with and without
visible light. In the presence of 100 nM CdTe and light for 8 h, the growth of patient isolates of
MRSA and Klebsiella pneumoniae were reduced by 29% and 59% respectively. Under the
same conditions, a clinical isolate of MDR Salmonella typhimurium showed 56% growth
inhibition and two MDR E. coli isolates had 83% and 64% growth inhibition, respectively.377
They demonstrated that superoxide was generated by photoexcitation of the QDs, and
attributed the bactericidal activity to oxidative damage by this species and other ROS
generated via the Fenton process.

1.4.2.1. Combinatorial Antimicrobial Treatments with Quantum Dots
The conjugation of QDs with various materials to enhance antimicrobial performance and the
target specificity has also been reported. Luo et al. used CdTe QDs to synergistically enhance
the efficacy of rocephin, one of the most widely used antibiotic drugs. The minimum inhibitory
concentrations (MIC, the lowest concentration of a drug which prevents visible growth of a
bacterium) of rocephin and CdTe QDs for E. coli were 20 µgml-1 and 1200 µgml-1, respectively.
However the combination of the antibiotic with the QDs dramatically dropped the MICs to 0.5
µgml-1 and 120 µgml-1 for rocephin and CdTe QDs respectively.382 In a similar vein, Courtney
et al. combined superoxide-producing CdTe QDs with the set of bactericidal (ceftriaxone,
ciprofloxacin, and streptomycin) and bacteriostatic (clindamycin and chloramphenicol)
antibiotics of varied mechanisms of action. The QD-antibitoic combinations inhibited MDR
Gram-negative clinical isolates to levels where the antibiotic GIC50 (50% growth inhibition
concentration) was below the clinical sensitive/resistant breakpoint and, in some cases, 1000fold lower.383
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On the other hand, Galdiero et al. conjugated amine-functionalised QDs to indolicidin, an
antimicrobial peptide (QDs-Ind).384 Though the QDs-Ind achieved a lower antibacterial activity
against Gram-positive S. aureus ATCC 6538 than Gram-negative P. aeruginosa ATCC 1025,
E. coli ATCC 11229, and K. pneumoniae ATCC 10031, the level of activity was still always
more significant than that of indolicidin alone or the QDs alone.
In another example, Ananth and company prepared thioglycolic acid capped CdTe QDs
complexed with phenolics rutin and caffeine (which have been shown to have antioxidant and
antimicrobial properties) and studied the antimicrobial effect against E. coli. Morphological
characterisation by atomic force microscopy indicated E. coli treated with QD-rutin conjugates
showed more damage to cell wall when compared to QDs alone treated.385

1.4.3. Antibacterial Surfaces
There has been a growing interest in the development of self-disinfecting antibacterial
surfaces as cleaning and disinfection strategies are unable to eradicate the problem of HAIs.386
The transmission of drug-resistant bacteria such as MRSA do not only cause health
complications, but in a clinical setting with immunocompromised patients, transfer of bacteria
can result in mortality. Effective antibacterial surfaces have the potential of preventing the
spread of infections in a hospital environment by disrupting the cycle of transmission of
bacteria from surfaces to patients and surfaces to healthcare workers. In addition, they can
reduce microbial colonisation on frequently touched surfaces – such as door handles,
telephones, computers, keyboards, bed rails and bedside tables – without staff having to
spend hours manually cleaning surfaces.387-389 A number of different surfaces such as glass,
stainless steel and titania films have been investigated for the application of functional
antimicrobial surfaces, but polymers are the most popular due to their extensive use in clinical
applications, flexibility, ease of modification, low cost and durability.386, 390-392

1.4.3.1. Photosensitiser-Based Light-Activated Antibacterial Surfaces
The immobilisation of photosensitisers (PS) into polymers to develop antimicrobial polymers
is a common approach for a number of reasons. The antibacterial action of certain types of
PS have known for decades and have been suggested for local disinfection of wounds and
ulcers, for example.193 In addition, PS effect a non-site-specific, multi-site attack against
microorganisms in the vicinity, making the development of bacterial resistance unlikely. 393, 394
Further, various types of PS have been shown to be powerfully bactericidal via the generation
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of 1O2.193 Thus, materials with the capability to produce singlet oxygen offer the potential for
infection control in the clinical setting. 1O2 is an extremely reactive species that is very effective
in killing bacteria. However, the species is very short-lived, with a short diffusion pathway,
decaying to molecular oxygen within microseconds; thus the generation of 1O2 at polymer
surfaces does not increase mammalian toxicity of the material.395

Wilson prepared cellulose acetate polymers containing toluidine blue O (TBO) by codissolving with the PS. The author found that TBO incorporated cellulose acetate
demonstrated promising light-activated antimicrobial activity against MRSA and P. aeruginosa
(94% and 99.9% respectively) over a 24 hour period of white light illumination (60-W domestic
lamp bulb); suitable to reduce microbial loads on surfaces in occupied hospital rooms.396 In
subsequent studies by Wilson et al., it was found that the combination of PS dyes to maximise
light absorption enhanced the efficiency of the photo-bactericidal process. Cellulose acetate
coated with a 50:50 mixture of TBO and rose Bengal induced a 99.6% reduction in S. aureus
bacteria after 2h illumination with 25W fluorescent lamp; after 6h, S. aureus was completely
eliminated. Complete elimination of C. difficile and E. coli was also achieved within 4h and 16
h illumination respectively.397 Interestingly, a reverse effect is observed when a combination
of PS dyes was employed. Here, a greater effect is observed against Gram-positive bacteria
(S. aureus and C. difficile) than against Gram-negative (E. coli).

Wainwright et al. reported the immobilisation of the methylene blue analogue, new methylene
blue, in polymer resins by co-solution followed by drying and curing overnight. Both Gramtype organisms (S. epidermis and E. coli) were susceptible to the photodynamic action of the
films but Gram-positive bacteria being more susceptible. Bactericidal action was observed to
be positively correlated to the concentration of the PS and light dose. The type of polymer film
was also important, with styrene films showing higher antimicrobial activity than acrylate films;
it was postulated that this was due to different surface hydrophobicities of the polymer types.395

1.4.3.2. Light-Activated Antibacterial Surfaces – Photosensitisers Combined with Other
Materials
Hend and Nabeel pioneered a rapid method of impregnating polymers with PS.398 A simple
instant dipping method was used to coat endotracheal tubes and urinary catheters with
gendine (chlorhexidine combined with gentian violet)399 and gardine (chlorhexidine combined
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with brilliant green)400 to produce antimicrobial devices that displayed broad-spectrum
antimicrobial activity and protected against multi-drug resistant MRSA, P. aeruginosa, E. coli,
and Candida parapsilosis biofilm colonisation.

The “swell-encapsulation-shrink”, a technique pioneered by the UCL Materials Chemistry
Centre, is a simple non-covalent dipping method of impregnating polymers with NPs and has
been successfully used to incorporate PS dyes and other materials into a number of polymers
such as polyurethane, silicone, polyvinyl chloride and polydimethylsiloxane, endowing these
with antimicrobial activity.401-410 In swell-encapsulation, materials are dissolved into an
appropriate solvent or solvent mixture that is capable of swelling the chosen polymer. The
polymer is then submerged in the solution, expanding the polymer and enabling the diffusion
of the material through the polymer matrix. Subsequent evaporation of the solvent from the
polymer embeds the material into the polymer.411

Photosensitising dye-encapsulated polymers have displayed strong bactericidal activity and
Gram-positive and Gram-negative pathogens when illuminated with white light407, 409, 410, 412 or
light of specific wavelengths.402-405 Generally, polymers incorporated with PS showed no
activity until photo-irradiated, likely due to the far lower PS concentrations being used in the
polymers. A number of these studies also showed that the addition of NPs enhanced the
photo-bactericidal activity of the PS. Swell-encapsulation-shrink can and has been used to
successfully incorporate both NPs and PS dyes into polymer to enhance the photosensitising
effect of dyes. For example, Perni et al. showed that methylene blue (MB), in addition to 2 nm
gold nanoparticles, incorporated demonstrated an enhanced light-activated antimicrobial
activity against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, compared to those encapsulated
with MB only.402 Similarly, Naik et al. found that the activity of MB-incorporated polyurethane
(2.8 log10 kill) and TBO-incorporated polyurethane (4.3 log10 kill) was increased when 2 nm
gold NPs were added: 3.8 log10 kill for MB and 4.8 log10 kill for TBO.412 Sehmi et al. studied
the effect of the addition of ZnO and MgO to the photo-antibacterial activity of crystal violet
(CV)-incorporated polyurethane. Both nanoparticles when combined with CV enhanced
antibacterial activity against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, with polymers
embedded with a combination of ZnO and CV showing the strongest photo-bactericidal activity
against S. aureus and E.coli.407
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It was noteworthy that NPs embedded in to polymers on their own often did not exhibit any
antibacterial activity, with or without light exposure. However in the presence of PS, a
synergistic increase in the photosensitisation of bacteria was observed. It has been postulated
that the interaction of the dye and NP may influence photochemical pathways, affecting the
generation of ROS as supported by EPR studies, microbiological ROS scavenger assays and
1

O2 phosphorescence studies.404, 406, 409

The efficient photo-destruction of bacteria mediated by ROS generation is the objective of
antimicrobial PDT. 1O2 is often described as the most potent ROS particularly as bacteria have
no natural endogenous scavengers against this ROS. While the generation of 1O2 may be
taken as a predictor of toxicity in other applications such as fluorescence imaging, in aPDT,
the photogeneration of this species is exploited. Though 1O2 is cytotoxic in a physiological
environment, the half-life of the ROS is shorter than 1µs, with a diffusion pathway of 10 – 100
nm so when generated from surfaces, 1O2 may diffuse into bacterial cells present on the
surfaces but not far enough to reach host tissue cells.402 Therefore the toxicity of 1O2 and other
ROS towards host cells is not an issue in the potential use of PS or NP-PS encapsulated
devices in clinical applications. Compared to 1O2, O2●– has a longer lifetime and diffusion
distance and H2O2 even longer. Though H2O2 is not strictly a ROS, it is a powerful oxidant due
to its long lifespan and neutral charge which allows easy diffusion within and between cells.
●

OH, a subsequent product of H2O2 is another highly reactive ROS.413, 414 The combination of

these different ROS overwhelm bacterial cell defences and inflict indiscriminate oxidative
damage to a range of molecular substrates. Since the ROS attack different sites, the
development of resistance to this oxidative attack is unlikely.

Thus, antibacterial surfaces from polymers consisting of photosensitisers in combination with
nanoparticles have the potential to drastically reduce the transmission and incidence of
nosocomial pathogens by destroying bacteria and preventing their growth thereby protecting
against biofilm formation. This thesis explores the development of novel antimicrobial surfaces
containing PS and cadmium-free quantum dots.
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CHAPTER 2. SOLUTION PHASE STUDIES OF
MECHANISMS OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES
(ROS) GENERATION OF QUANTUM DOTSPHOTOSENSITISER COMPLEXES
2.1. Introduction
The unique photo-physical properties of QDs make them attractive in a wide range of
applications. Especially in the biomedical field, QDs have been extensively studied for
application in the imaging of tumours, drug delivery, fluorescent labelling, tumour ablation, and
more recently, antimicrobial PDT. PDT mediated by conventional photosensitisers (PS)
suffers from inherent limitations that reduce the effectiveness of this technique such as narrow
absorption and broad emission ranges. To resolve this issue, nanoparticles are currently
being explored as potential PDT photosensitisers. Special focus has been given to QD
nanoparticles in combination with PS in PDT because in this format, critical limitations of
conventional PS can be overcome.5, 32, 210, 225

When QDs and PS are in close proximity, Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) – nonradiative energy transfer from QD donors to PS acceptors – can occur, enhancing
photosensitisation. QDs make excellent FRET donors because of their high quantum yields
and brightness; their capacity to bind multiple acceptor due to their large surface area; the
broad absorption range of the QDs allows them to be excited far from the excitation range of
the acceptor molecule, minimising direct excitation of the acceptor; and; the narrow and
tunable QD emission peak can be optimally matched with the absorption spectrum of the
desired acceptor.415-419

Experimentally, FRET manifests in a loss of the donor fluorescence coupled with simultaneous
enhancement of the acceptor fluorescence signal if the latter is an emitter. Alternatively, a
shortening of the excited state lifetime of the donor coupled with a lengthening of the acceptor
exciton lifetime also indicates FRET.215, 420
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Both QD donor and PS acceptor are also capable of undergoing photo-induced electron
transfer reactions (PET), resulting in ionization of the QDs and PS and subsequently, partial
or full photoluminescence quenching, depending on how the electrons and holes interact with
QD surface states.153, 421 In fact, these interactions are more likely since PET is short-range
and requires close binding whereas FRET is longer range and able to occur even with donors
and acceptors spatially separated within a few nm

Although much research has been undertaken into the utilisation of QDs in light-activated
applications, their full potential is yet to be realised. The aim of this study is to prepare novel
QD-PS complexes embedded into polymer, with superior light activated antimicrobial
properties based on FRET and/or PET. Towards this goal, an in-depth analysis of the
spectroscopic properties of QD-PS complexes in solution was carried out as a first step. The
QDs employed were Nanoco cadmium-free, indium-based QDs, capped with electronegative
ligands (CFQD®), thus making the nanoparticles negatively charged. These NPs were
electrostatically attracted to the PS, crystal violet (CV), which is cationic dye in an aprotic
solvent system. CV is a triphenylmethane dye with antibacterial and antifungal properties.
Before the advent of antibiotics, CV was extensively used either on its own or as an adjunct
in the successful treatment of a variety of diseases.422 In areas with limited resources, CV is
still used to prevent bacterial colonisation of the umbilical stump following childbirth; oral thrush
in infants and more recently, in HIV-infected adults and children; and burn wound
management.423-426

The photophysical properties of CV are unusual because its structure allows internal rotations.
As a molecular rotor (molecule that undergoes internal rotation), the emissive properties of
CV are strongly solvent viscosity-dependent.427 CV is weakly fluorescent in fluid solvents and
does not behave as a PS as its phenyl groups can rotate freely, resulting on the formation of
twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) states with negligible fluorescence quantum
yields. However, CV is fluorescent in viscous or rigid media or when bound to proteins as
internal rotations are restricted.428-430 The motivations behind our choice of CV as the
photosensitiser in our studies include:422, 431
i.

Strong absorption in donor emission range

ii.

Weak absorption in donor absorption range, enabling excitation of QD with little or no
direct excitation of the PS
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iii.

Solubility in a range of solvents

iv.

Non-toxic

v.

Inexpensive and readily available

vi.

Clinically relevant (extensively used in the clinical setting before the advent of
antibiotics)

vii.

Well-characterised PS

In this chapter, systematic evaluations and investigations were carried out to determine the
Type I PET and Type II FRET interactions that QD-CV complexes may engage in in solution
phase. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was employed in an attempt to
identify ROS generated as a result of PET in the QD and/or CV. Steady-state and timeresolved fluorescence studies were carried out to determine donor/acceptor spectral overlaps,
donor/acceptor distances and FRET efficiencies. Finally, the potential of the QD-PS
donor/acceptor pairs to generate singlet oxygen via the FRET process was also examined
directly by near-infrared detection of singlet oxygen’s phosphorescence.

2.2. Methods & Materials
2.2.1. Synthesis of CFQD® nanoparticles
CFQD® nanoparticles based on indium/zinc/sulpur/phosphorus alloy cores surrounded by
ZnS shells were manufactured in the laboratories of Nanoco Technologies Ltd., Manchester,
UK by means of proprietary synthetic procedures based on the patented molecular seeding
process.115 Briefly, the preparation of crude indium-based quantum dots with emission in the
range of 500 - 700 nm was carried out as follows: Dibutyl ester (approximately 100 mL) and
myristic acid (MA) (10.06 g) were added to a three-neck flask and degassed at ~70 °C under
vacuum for 1 h, after which, nitrogen was introduced and the temperature increased to ~90
°C. Approximately 4.7 g of the ZnS molecular cluster [Et3NH4] [Zn10S4(SPh)l6] was added, and
the mixture was stirred for approximately 45 min. The temperature was then increased to ~100
°C, followed by the drop-wise additions of indium myristate (In(MA)3) (1 M, 15 mL) and
tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphine ((TMS)3P) (1 M, 15 mL). The reaction mixture was stirred while
the temperature was increased to ~140 °C, at which point, further drop-wise additions of
In(MA)3 dissolved in di-n-butyl sebacate ester (1 M, 35 mL) (left to stir for 5 min) and (TMS)3P
dissolved in di-n-butyl sebacate ester (1 M, 35 mL) were made. The temperature was then
slowly increased to 180 °C, and another round of dropwise additions of In(MA) 3 (1 M, 55 mL)
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followed by (TMS)3P (1 M, 40 mL) was made. By addition of the precursor in this manner,
indium-based particles with an emission maximum gradually increasing from 500 nm to 720
nm were formed. The reaction was stopped when the desired emission maximum was
obtained (~520 nm and 615 nm for green and red QDs respectively) and left to stir at the
reaction temperature for half an hour. After this period, the mixture was left to anneal for up to
approximately 4 days (at a temperature ~20 – 40 °C below that of the reaction). A UV lamp
was also used at this stage to aid in annealing. The particles were isolated by the addition of
dried degassed methanol (~200 mL) via cannula techniques. The precipitate was allowed to
settle and then methanol was removed via cannula with the aid of a filter stick. Dried degassed
chloroform (~10 mL) was added to wash the solid then the solid was left to dry under vacuum
for 1 day. This procedure resulted in the formation of indium-based nanoparticles on ZnS
molecular clusters. Washing in dilute hydrofluoric acid (HF) increased the quantum efficiency
of the resultant indium-based nanoparticles.

Growth of a ZnS shell: HF-etched indium-based core particles (20 mL portion) was dried in a
three-neck flask. 1.3 g of myristic acid and 20 mL di-n-butyl sebacate ester were added and
degassed for 30 min. The solution was heated to 200 °C, and 2 mL of 1 M
bis(trimethylsilylmethyl) sulfide ((TMS)2S) was added drop-wise (at a rate of 7.93 mL/h). After
this addition was complete, the solution was left to stand for 2 min, and then 1.2 g of anhydrous
zinc acetate was added. The solution was kept at 200 °C for 1 h and then cooled to room
temperature. The particles were isolated by adding 40 mL of anhydrous degassed methanol
and centrifuging. The supernatant was discarded, and 30 mL of anhydrous degassed hexane
added to the remaining solid. The solution was allowed to settle for 5 h and then centrifuged
again. The supernatant liquid was collected and the remaining solid was discarded. The
quantum efficiencies of the final un-functionalised indium-based nanoparticle material range
from 73% to 79% for red QDs and approximately 85% for green QDs.

2.2.2. Material Characterisation
2.2.2.1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of quantum dots
Prior to imaging, CFQDs® suspended in cyclohexane was drop cast onto 300 mesh carbon
coated copper grid (Agar Scientific) and air-dried. High resolution (HR)-TEM images were
acquired using a JEOL 2100 transmission electron microscope (TEM) with a LaB6 source
operating at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Micrographs were taken on a Gatan Orius
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charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with Digital Micrograph software. Particle size analysis
was carried out using Gatan Suite software.

2.2.2.2. Spectroscopic measurements
UV−vis absorption spectra of suspensions were recorded using the Shimadzu UV-2600
Spectrophotometer (300 − 800 nm range). Emission spectra of suspensions was recorded
with the Horiba FMax4 Fluorimeter (405 – 790 nm) at the excitation wavelength of 400 nm or
532 nm.

2.2.3. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
Aerated solutions of indium-based QDs and CV dye were prepared in cyclohexane with 250
mM 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) as the spin
trapping agent. Final concentrations: red QD – 12.5 mg/mL, green QD – 40 mg/mL and CV –
0.4 mM. The solutions were loaded on to 50 µL Blaubrand intraMARK micropipettes (VWR,
UK), sealed with Cristaseal tube sealant (Hawksley, UK) and irradiated using a light-emitting
diode (LED) lamp with peak emission at 455 nm (M455L2, Thorlabs, UK) before immediately
placing in the EPR resonator. Continuous-wave (CW) EPR measurements were conducted
either on a Bruker Elexsys E580 equipped with an EN 4118X-MD4 resonator (9.669 GHz).
The experimental parameters were as follows: 6.4 mW microwave power, 0.1 mT modulation
amplitude, 20.48 ms conversion time and 5.12 ms time constant. Magnetic field was calibrated
with a Bruker strong-pitch standard, g = 2.0038. All measurements were recorded at room
temperature. Samples were also measured in the dark to provide a baseline signal. The
individual radical components of the spectra were identified by determination of the hyperfine
coupling constants arising from the interaction of the unpaired electron with the nuclei of 1H
and 14N from DMPO based on simulations using the Easyspin toolbox in MATLAB.432

2.2.4. Time-Resolved Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements
Photoluminescence lifetime of QDs was measured using time-correlated single photon
counting (TCSPC). Solutions of QDs and QD-CV complexes at various CV concentrations
(fixed QD concentration) were prepared and placed in a 1 cm optical path quartz cuvette. A
pulsed laser diode module Edinburgh instrument Ltd., UK model EPL-405 was used to excite
the samples at 405 nm at a 1 MHz repetition rate (EPL- 405, Edinburgh Instruments Ltd., UK).
The emission was detected using a fast multialkali photomultiplier module (model H5773–04,
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Hamamatusu Photonics K.K., Japan) via a long-pass filter (OG510, Schott, UK) and a
monochromator (model M300, Bentham Instrument Ltd, UK). A Lyot depolarizer (Thorlabs Ltd,
Ely, UK) was incorporated to minimise any polarisation anisotropy artefacts. TCSPC was
carried out using a PC-mounted TCSPC board (TimeHarp 260, PicoQuant GmbH, Germany)
and lifetimes were derived using Fluofit software (PicoQuant GmbH, Germany). The
Instrument Response Function (IRF) was obtained from a non-fluorescent scattering Ludox
solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, UK). Optimum fitting with minimisation of the residuals
was confirmed using a Chi-squared value 𝜒2 < 1.4.

2.2.4.1. Derivation of Fluorescence Lifetimes
The time-resolved fluorescence intensity decays were fitted to a sum of exponentials, as
described below:
𝑛
𝑡

𝐼𝑡 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖 𝑒 − ⁄𝜏𝑖
𝑖=1

Equation 2.1

where 𝐼𝑡 is the intensity at time 𝑡, 𝐴𝑖 is the pre-exponential factor, in counts (therefore for a
50:50 mixture of two species, the values of A for each component would be 0.50), 𝜏𝑖 is the
lifetime of the ith component. Therefore, a bi-exponential fit of the time-resolved
photoluminescence decay of the donor exciton lifetime would take the form,

−𝑡⁄ )
𝜏1

𝐼𝑡 = 𝐴1 𝑒 (

−𝑡⁄ )
𝜏2

+ 𝐴2 𝑒 (

Equation 2.2

where 𝐴 and 𝜏 are the fractional amplitude and emission lifetime respectively.433 Subsequently,
the time-integrated signal, 𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 , over the whole decay is expressed as:

𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐴1 𝜏1 + 𝐴2 𝜏2
Equation 2.3

The integrated fluorescence is proportional to the weighted average of the lifetimes,
mathematically equivalent to the “mean” lifetime. This same method was used to analyse
singlet oxygen phosphorescence decays.
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2.2.5. Singlet Oxygen Phosphorescence
The singlet oxygen phosphorescence at 1270 nm of QDs and/or CV suspended in 1:1
cyclohexane/dichloromethane was detected using time-resolved photon counting. For
detection in the near-IR, a thermoelectrically cooled photomultiplier (model H10330-45,
Hamamatsu Photonics Ltd, Hertfordshire, UK) was used, and the emission was collected via
a series of lenses from the cuvette in combination with a long-pass (950 nm cut-on, Andover
Corp., US) and a band-pass filter centred at 1270 nm (Interferenzoptik Electronik GmbH,
Germany). Solutions were irradiated using a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser (Lumanova GmbH,
Germany). The laser was pulsed at a repetition rate of 3 kHz and a pulse length of 3 ns and a
fast photo diode (1 ns rise time, Becker-Hickl, Berlin, Germany) was used to synchronise the
laser pulse with the photon counting detection system. A series of neutral density filters was
used to attenuate the laser power to 2 mW. The photon counting equipment consisted of a
PC-mounted multiscaler board (model MSA-300, Becker-Hickl, Berlin, Germany) and a preamplifier (Becker-Hickl, Berlin, Germany) which gave a resolution of 5 ns per channel. Timeresolved phosphorescence measurements were accumulated by the multiscaler board and
the signals were analysed using FluoFit software (PicoQuant GmbH, Berlin, Germany) to
extract the lifetime parameters. The experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Set up for the experimental detection of singlet oxygen phosphorescence. Phosphorescence
was detected at right angles to the laser excitation and collected via a series of lenses. A variable
attenuator was placed in front of the laser beam to vary the incident power on the quartz cuvette. NIR:
near-infrared, PMT: photomultiplier tube
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2.3. Results & Discussion
2.3.1. QD Nanoparticle Synthesis and Characterisation
A scalable, and reproducible synthetic method known as molecular seeding was used to
synthesise the indium-based nanoparticles. Molecular seeding uses molecules of a cluster
compound that act as nucleation points where nanoparticle growth can be initiated. The
method affords kilogram-scale quantities of high-quality monodisperse red and green-emitting
QDs with high control over emission wavelengths, without the need for high temperatures
compared to other methods (as discussed in Chapter 1.1.4.7) because a nucleation points are
already available in the system provided.114-116

High-resolution TEM images showed both red- and green-emitting QDs to be small, highly
crystalline, monodisperse and mainly spherical. (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3). Size analysis of
over 150 particles of each QD gave average sizes of 3.6 ± 0.6 nm for red QDs and 2.88 ± 0.49
nm for green QDs. Some aggregation was observed for green-emitting QDs however
generally the QDs showed good shape uniformity and narrow size distributions.
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Figure 2.2 (A) High resolution TEM images of red-emitting QDs (B) red QD size distribution determined
by HR-TEM.
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Figure 2.3 (A) High resolution TEM images of green-emitting QDs (B) green QD size distribution
determined by HR-TEM
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2.3.2. Complex formation between QD and PS
The binding of the PS crystal violet to red and green QDs to form a complex in organic solvent
solution was investigated spectroscopically. Absorption spectra of all samples were recorded
between 400 – 750 nm on a UV/Vis spectrometer.
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cyclohexane/dichloromethane solutions. (A) Absorption of 0.02mg/mL red QDs (red line), 5 μM CV
(blue line) and 0.02mg/mL red QDs combined with 5 μM CV (black line). Inset: zoomed section of
absorption profile to clearly show red QD absorption features. QDs (B) Absorption of 0.02mg/mL green
QDs (red line), 1 μM CV (blue line) and 0.02mg/mL red QDs combined with 1 μM CV (black line).
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The peak absorption wavelength of CV alone was at 587 nm. When CV was mixed with the
QD solutions, the CV absorption spectra peak were slightly modified to 584 nm and 589 nm
for red and green QDs respectively. The small shift in CV absorption peak, of 3 nm to the blue
region in the case of red QDs and 2 nm to the red region in the case of red QDs, upon mixture
of the PS with QDs indicated a change in the microenvironment of the photosensitiser which
may be ascribed to the binding of the molecule with the core/shell QD. The red-emitting QDs
absorbance, which was broad and extended from the blue region up to about 600 nm peaking
at ~550 nm (Figure 2.4A and inset), showed no obvious change in the absorption spectrum
after combination with PS however it is impossible to tell due to the strong absorbance of the
PS in the same region. On the other hand, a clear red shift in the green QD absorption
spectrum is observed when mixed with CV. The green-emitting QDs absorption spectrum has
excitonic peak at 494 nm which shifts to 502 nm when are mixed with CV (Figure 2.4B).

Successful complexation of QDs to CV is crucial for photo-induced electron transfer as PET
requires much closer proximities of the donor and acceptor than is required with FRET. As
found for a CdSe/ZnS QD/fluorescein electrostatically bound complex in heptane,434 PET
between QDs and CV may take place, resulting in generation of the semi-reduced CV radical
with different spectral properties. In aqueous solution, the O2/O2●– redox couple is – 0.18 V vs.
NHE (normal hydrogen electrode) (Equation 2.4) close to the CV+/CV● reduction potential at
– 0.36 V (Equation 2.5).435, 436 The valence band reduction potential for InP QDs was estimated
as 0.95 V.437 Assuming binding and solvent effects to be minimal, extrapolation of the excited
state redox potential implies that the photo-reduction of CV by indium-based QDs would be
energetically feasible. This is especially so given the similar reduction potentials O 2/O2–● and
CV+/CV●, and the good electron accepting properties of CV. PET from QDs to CV generates
the semi-reduced CV radical QD which can then interact with molecular oxygen to generate
superoxide by a secondary electron transfer reaction (Equation 2.6).153, 437

𝑂2 + 𝑒 − → 𝑂2●−

– 0.18 V

Equation 2.4

𝐶𝑉 + + 𝑒 − → 𝐶𝑉 ●

– 0.36 V

Equation 2.5

𝐶𝑉 ● + 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑉 + + 𝑂2●−

+ 0.18 V

Equation 2.6
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2.3.3. Spectral Overlap
As a cationic dye in an aprotic solvent system, CV will be electrostatically attracted to the polar
surface of both QDs, which are capped with electronegative ligands, to form electrostatically
bound complexes. QD-CV complexes favour PET interactions which occur over a shorter
range over FRET.434,

438

For QD-CV complexes to function as donor-acceptor hybrids for

FRET, the spectral overlap must exist between CV absorption and QD PL. Figure 2.5 shows
the absorption spectrum of CV (blue line) with a maximum absorption peak at ~590 nm and a
shoulder around 550 nm. The fluorescence emission spectrum of red QDs was characterised
by a symmetric profile with a full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 60 nm and a sharply
defined maximum emission of 615 nm (Figure 1.5A). The green QDs had a narrower emission
spectrum with an emission peak at 520 nm and a FWHM of 46 nm (Figure 1.5 B). There was
considerable spectral overlap between the emission spectra of the QDs and absorption
spectrum of CV which, in principle, should enable the occurrence of FRET between donor
QDs and the acceptor dye when blue light excitation employed. To quantify spectral overlap,
the overlap integral J(λ) was calculated using the equation:
∞

𝐽(𝜆) = ∫ 𝑓𝐷 (𝜆)𝜀𝐴 (𝜆)𝜆4 𝑑𝜆
0

Equation 2.7

where 𝑓𝐷 (𝜆) is the dimensionless fluorescence intensity of the donor in the absence of the
acceptor, 𝜀𝐴 (𝜆) the extinction coefficient of the acceptor, in units of M-1cm-1 and 𝜆 is the
wavelength in nanometres.215 𝐽(𝜆) of the QD-CV complex was calculated to be 1.35 x 1014
nm4M-1cm-1, for the red QD-PS complex and 0.8 x 1014 nm4M-1cm-1 for the green QDs, both
high overlap integral values, indicating strong spectral overlap of the QD-CV pairs, which
would favour non-radiative energy transfer from photoexcited QD donors to ground state
photosensitiser acceptor.420 The corresponding Förster distance (R0), the distance at which
the FRET efficiency is 50%, was then derived as 3.4 nm and 3.05 nm for the red and green
QD-CV pairs respectively, using the equation:

𝑅0 = 0.0211(𝜅 2 𝜙𝑛−4 𝐽(𝜆))

1⁄6

Equation 2.8

where κ is the orientation faction (κ2 = 2/3), Φ is the quantum dot fluorescence quantum
yield, n the refractive index and J(λ) the spectral overlap.215
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Table 2.1 displays the calculated values of 𝐽(𝜆) and R0 for both QDs.
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Figure 2.5 (A) Spectral overlap between the emission spectrum of the FRET donor (red QDs) and the
absorption spectrum of the FRET acceptor (CV). Emission spectrum of red-emitting QDs (red line) and
absorption spectrum of CV (blue line) and overlap region (shaded area). (B) Spectral overlap between
the emission spectrum of the FRET donor (green QDs) and the absorption spectrum of the FRET
acceptor (CV). Emission spectrum of green-emitting QDs (green line) and absorption spectrum of CV
(blue line) and overlap region (shaded area)
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Table 2.1 Overlap integral (𝐽(𝜆)) and Förster distances (𝑅0 ) for the QD-PS donor-acceptor pairs
𝑱(𝝀)

𝑹𝟎

(1013 nm4M-1cm-1)

(nm)

Red QD – CV

13.5

3.4

Green QD – CV

8.04

3.05

Donor-Acceptor Complex

2.3.4. Steady-state Fluorescence Measurements
Steady-state fluorescence measurements were used to examine the efficiency of QD-PS
complexes to perform as donor/acceptor pairs in the FRET process. Fixed concentrations of
QDs and various excess concentrations of PS were prepared, and the emission measured.
All samples were excited at 400 nm, which was near the minimum of the CV absorption
spectrum in order to minimise interference from direct excitation of the PS acceptor. The
emission spectra of the QD donor and the PS acceptor at different concentrations is illustrated
for red and green QDs in Figure 2.6. In all cases, the emission of the QDs was quenched
however there was no apparent CV fluorescence at longer wavelengths which was expected
with the occurrence of the FRET within the QD donor and the PS acceptor. We do observe a
slight distortion of the red QD spectrum at high concentrations, due to QD absorption
interference. CV absorption of the QD emission at 520 nm, 615 nm and longer wavelengths
could not account for the large decrease in intensity over the ranges of increasing CV
concentrations.439

It has been previously reported that the FRET efficiency increases when the number of
acceptors per QD increases. It was also observed that the decrease in QDs emission intensity
was dependent on the CV/QD ratio and with increasing CV/QDs ratio, the QDs emission
decreased progressively. If FRET occurred, then an increase in the acceptor emission should
be observed. The absence of the CV emission appeared to be due to the low fluorescence
efficiency of the CV even when bound to the QD which has a very high quantum yield in
comparison.430

439

The emission spectrum of CV could not be not recorded in solution since

most arylmethane dyes have typically low emission due to the strong dependence of
fluorescence quantum yields on solvent viscosity. In low viscosity fluid solvents, the
arylmethane groups can rotate freely resulting in the formation of twisted intramolecular
charge transfer (TICT) states with negligible fluorescence quantum yields. However, this
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molecular rotor effect is diminished when CV is dissolved in high viscosity solvents or bound
to proteins and CV fluorescence from the first excited singlet state can then be measured 428430

Likewise, when CV was encapsulated in polymer where the spatial constraint imposed by

the matrix will restrict the rotor effect, the CV fluorescence was evident. 405, 430 Alternatively,
PET between QDs and CV may account for the lack of a corresponding increase in CV
emission as QD PL decreases. The semi-reduced CV radical emits in the red however its
emission is weaker compared to CV itself.440

It is also possible that a recently identified mechanism, Dexter energy transfer (DET), may
be occurring. DET involves direct energy transfer from the triplet state of the QDs to the
sensitiser triplet state, which only emits weak phosphorescence.441, 442 If this process occurs
then it would also be consistent with the data. However, we do not know if this is possible for
the present QD-CV complex.
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Figure 2.6 Fluorescence spectral changes in solution with fixed QDs concentration and increasing CV
concentration. (A) Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra (400 nm excitation) of pure red QDs (red
line) and QD-PS complexes with increasing CV concentration (2 μM – 10 μM). (B) Steady-state
fluorescence emission spectra (400 nm excitation) of pure green QDs (green line) and QD-PS
complexes with increasing CV concentration (0.5 μM – 5 μM).
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2.3.5. Time-Resolved Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements
A comparison between the fluorescence lifetime of the donor and the fluorescence lifetime of
the donor interacting with the acceptor molecule in close proximity should provide additional
information on non-radiative energy transfer.215 Measurements of the photoluminescence
decay – of the two QDs alone as well as when the QDs are mixed with increasing CV
concentrations – were carried out, using time-correlated single photon counting method
(TCSPC). The donor exciton lifetime was extracted by fitting the time-resolved
photoluminescence intensity (𝐼𝑡 ) of the QD to a bi-exponential decay (Equation 2.2). Figure
2.7 illustrates the QD fluorescence signal as a function of decay time for various QD and QDPS mixtures. The decays are shown as logarithmic plots where the gradient scales with the
lifetime, that is, the steeper the gradient, the shorter the fluorescence lifetime. Upon the
addition of PS, it was observed that the overall fluorescence lifetime of the QD was significantly
reduced. The exciton photoluminescence lifetime progressively shortened with the
introduction of increasingly higher concentrations of the dye, suggesting that both QD-PS
complexes investigated underwent the FRET process (Table 2.2 and Table 2.3). It is important
to note that PET may also contribute to this QD lifetime shortening effect.
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Figure 2.7 Logarithmic plots of time-resolved fluorescence intensities using the time correlated single
photon counting method, recorded after pulsed excitation at 400 nm. (A) Red-emitting QDs and QD-CV
mixtures with increasing CV concentrations (10 μM – 30 μM). (B) Green-emitting QDs and QD-CV
mixtures with increasing CV concentrations (0.5 μM – 5 μM).
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Table 2.2 Donor/acceptor lifetime analysis data for red QD and red QD-CV complexes. Pre-exponential
components (𝐴1 and 𝐴2 ), emission lifetimes (𝜏1 and 𝜏2 ) and amplitude weighted lifetime (𝜏0 ) of the QDs
with increasing CV concentration are shown.
𝑨𝟏

𝝉𝟏 (ns)

(counts)

𝑨𝟐
(counts)

𝝉𝟐 (ns)

𝝉𝟎 (ns)

Red QD

1722

73

2152

25

46

Red QD + 10 μM CV

756

22

865

64

44

Red QD + 15 μM CV

446

58

248

20

44

Red QD + 20 μM CV

351

53

215

18

40

Red QD + 25 μM CV

181

41

103

6

28

Red QD + 30 μM CV

92

31

50

0

20

Table 2.3 Donor/acceptor lifetime analysis data for green QD and green QD-CV complexes showing
pre-exponential components (𝐴1 and 𝐴2 ), emission lifetimes (𝜏1 and 𝜏2 ) and amplitude weighted lifetime
(𝜏0 ) of the QDs with increasing CV concentration.
𝑨𝟏
(counts)
Green QD

𝝉𝟏 (ns)

𝑨𝟐
(counts)

𝝉𝟐 (ns)

𝝉𝟎 (ns)

2009

94

7089

36

49

622

90

2280

35

47

Green QD + 1 μM CV

945

65

1523

29

42

Green QD + 2 μM CV

644

51

367

21

40

Green QD + 3 μM CV

276

44

65

13

38

Green QD + 5 μM CV

203

40

43

6

34

Green QD + 0.5 μM
CV

Assuming the QD lifetime shortening was due to FRET only, the FRET efficiency (E) of
donor/acceptor complexes in polymer was derived from the time-resolved fluorescence
measurements, using the equation:
𝐸 =1−

𝜏𝐷𝐴
𝜏𝐷
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Equation 2.9

where 𝜏𝐷𝐴 and 𝜏𝐷 are the average fluorescence lifetime (amplitude weighted) of the donor in
the presence and absence of the acceptor, respectively in 1:1 Cy/DCM solution.433, 443 The
FRET efficiencies of the QD-CV complexes are tabulated in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5.

Table 2.4 Amplitude weighted lifetimes (𝜏0 ) and corresponding FRET efficiencies (E) for red QD-CV
complexes
CV Concentration
(µM)

𝝉𝟎 (ns)

FRET Efficiency
(%)

0

46.3

0

10

44.2

4.3

15

44.3

4.4

20

39.6

14

25

28.1

39

30

20.0

57

Table 2.5 Amplitude weighted lifetimes lifetimes (𝜏0 ) and corresponding FRET efficiencies (E) for green
QD-CV complexes.
CV Concentration
(µM)

𝝉𝟎 (ns)

FRET Efficiency
(%)

0

49.1

0

0.5

46.8

5

1

42.3

14

2

40.1

18

3

38.3

22

5

33.8

31

8

22.0

55
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2.3.6. Stern-Volmer Relationship
The static or dynamic nature of the quenching processes was measured using Stern-Volmer
plots. The decrease in emission intensity is described by the Stern–Volmer (SV) relationship
in Equations 2.10 and 2.11:
𝐹0⁄
𝐹 = 1 + 𝐾𝑆𝑉 [𝑄]

Equation 2.10

𝐾𝑆𝑉 [𝑄] = 𝑘𝑞 × 𝜏0
Equation 2.11

where 𝐹0 and 𝐹 are the emission intensities in the absence and presence of acceptor
respectively, [𝑄] the quencher (crystal violet) concentration and 𝐾𝑆𝑉 the Stern–Volmer
quenching constant.215
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Figure 2.8 Stern-Volmer (S-V) relationships. (A) S-V relationship of QD quenching vs. CV concentration
in solution at 620 nm. (𝜆𝑒𝑥 at 400 nm). (B) S-V relationship of QD quenching vs. CV concentration in
solution at 500 nm (𝜆𝑒𝑥 at 400 nm).

Table 2.6 Stern-Volmer quenching constants (𝐾𝑆𝑉 ), amplitude weighted lifetimes of QDs in the absence
of quencher (𝜏0 ) and bimolecular quenching constants (𝑘𝑞 ) of QDs upon addition of quencher in solution
phase.
PL Lifetime, 𝝉𝟎

𝒌𝒒 (M-1s-1)

Quantum Dot

𝑲𝑺𝑽 (M-1)

Red

4.4 x 105

46

8.9 x 1012

Green

3.6 x 106

49.1

7.4 x 1014

(ns)
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Dynamic quenching involves deactivation of the QD exciton upon contact with the quencher,
in this case the CV molecules present in solution. Conversely, in static quenching, a complex
is formed between the QD and the quencher, which in this case would arise from adsorption
of the CV onto the QD surface, and the photoluminescence quenching can arise from either
energy or electron transfer processes.215, 444 The SV relationship (F0/F against [Q]) was plotted
at 620 nm (𝜆𝑒𝑥 = 400 nm) for red QDs and at 500 nm (𝜆𝑒𝑥 = 400 nm) for green QDs with CV
as the acceptor in a solvent system of 1:1 cyclohexane/dichloromethane. The results are
shown in Figure 2.8. In both cases, the SV relationships are linear with slopes, 𝐾𝑆𝑉 , of 4.4 x
105 M-1 and 3.6 x 106 M-1 for red and green QDs respectively. This is indicative of a single
class of fluorophores, all equally accessible to the quencher.215 To confirm this, the bimolecular
quenching constants (𝑘𝑞 ) was estimated from Equation 1.12 using the slopes obtained from
the Stern–Volmer analyses (𝐾𝑆𝑉 [𝑄]) and the derived amplitude weighted lifetimes of the QD
donors (𝜏0 ) in solution. The bimolecular quenching constants (𝑘𝑞 ) for red and green QDs on
addition of CV are summarised in Table 2.6. The 𝑘𝑞 values are large for both QDs, more than
two orders of magnitude higher than the diffusion-controlled limit for bimolecular reactions
(~1010 M-1s-1), signifying binding interactions between the QDs and CV; and that the
interactions were predominantly static in nature with CV bound to the QD surface.445
Therefore, in the solution-phase, adsorption of CV onto the QD surface is the key way that the
donor and acceptor entities interact – thus PET reactions would be favoured as these depend
on much closer-range distances than FRET. In the polymer, however, PET contributions to
QD quenching (and therefore ROS production) may differ due to the different
microenvironment. This is discussed further in CHAPTER 4 and CHAPTER 6.

Under the same experimental conditions, the KSV value for green QDs was a whole order of
magnitude higher than the KSV value derived for the red QDs (Table 2.6), showing that the
photophysical interaction between green QDs and CV was stronger than the red QDs.409 The
effect may be due to the smaller diameter of the green QDs compared to red QDs (2.9 nm
versus 3.6 nm for the red QDs), in accord with the quantum confinement effect on the band
gap. The larger surface to volume ratio of the green QDs will confer a higher ratio of the
electronegative capping ligands per unit inorganic mass, thereby enhancing the propensity for
electrostatic surface binding of the cationic CV molecule. Not only are electrostatic bindings
between green QDs and CV enhanced but the stronger electronegative charge on the green
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QDs may enable the array of more CV molecules per single green QD nanoparticle, producing
a proportional increase in the FRET efficiency compared to a one-to-one donor-acceptor
pairing. Since the solution employed for incorporation of the QDs and CV into the polymer
contained a mixture of the two moieties, strong binding should promote direct uptake of QD +
CV complexes into the polymer. Under this scenario, quenching of the QD PL should therefore
occur in the polymer when co-administered with CV.

2.3.7. Singlet Oxygen Phosphorescence Measurements
Thus far, with the exception of overlap integral analyses, data from steady-state and timeresolved fluorescence studies have shown that QD-CV have been consistent with both FRET
and PET occurring. It is not possible to conclude that FRET occurs based on these studies
alone. However, since only FRET interactions produce singlet oxygen, any 1O2 generated by
the QD-CV complexes would give definitive proof of FRET. With this in mind, direct
measurement of 1O2 phosphorescence was carried out in solution. Using a Nd:YAG laser at
532 nm as the excitation source, 1O2 phosphorescence was monitored at 1270 nm. QD
emission extends to the near-infrared though the photoluminescence around 1270 nm is very
weak; however 1O2 phosphorescence has a low quantum yield and weak phosphorescence
therefore at 1270 nm, QD PL was still detectable. A short-lived spike, lasting ~10 μs for green
QDs and ~15-18 μs for red QDs (signal for red QD stronger at 1270 nm as its emission was
nearer to IR wavelengths than green QDs which emitted at far shorter wavelengths) after the
laser pulse at t = 0 was ascribed to the residual QD PL. Due to the long-lived QD PL spike
lasting up to about 10-20 μs, the integrated phosphorescence signal was calculated from ~30
μs onwards up to 50 μs, to ensure that only the phosphorescence signal was measured, an
analysis method that has been used previously in other studies on 1O2.446

In control experiments of Cy/DCM solutions containing QDs, no 1O2 phosphorescence was
detected, showing that they were not able to produce any detectable amounts of 1O2. Similarly,
excitation of a CV only solution resulted in no detectable singlet oxygen despite the fact that
CV absorbs strongly at the excitation wavelength of 532 nm (not shown). The absence of 1O2
was due to the molecular rotor effect that destabilises the excited singlet state and thus
drastically reduces intersystem crossing to the triplet state that interacts with oxygen to
generate 1O2. In the polymer, the rotor effect is much weaker so in this environment, 1O2 can
be detected from CV only polymer samples (see CHAPTER 6), In contrast, 1O2 was detected
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with QD + CV solution, consistent with inhibition of the molecular rotor effect when the CV is
complexed with the QD surface, providing indirect evidence for QD/CV binding. At 532 nm,
both the QD and CV can be excited (unlike 405 nm – the excitation wavelength used in steadystate emission studies – which excites only the QDs) so the signal observed may be a mixture
of direct excitation of CV that is bound to the QDs and energy transfer.
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Figure 2.9 Time-resolved 1O2 phosphorescence at 1270 nm after pulsed laser irradiation of 1:1
cyclohexane/DCM solutions containing QDs only and QDs combined with CV. (A) Red QDs and red
QD combined with CV. (B) Green QDs and green QDs combined with CV.

Analysis of 1O2 production by the QD-CV complexes in solution phase was carried out. The
decay curves of the QD-CV complexes in a solvent system of 1:1 cyclohexane/DCM (Cy/DCM)
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were fitted to a single exponential (equation 2) where 𝐼𝑡 is the phosphorescence intensity, and
𝐴 and 𝜏 are the fractional amplitude and emission lifetime respectively (Figure 2.9). Using
green QDs as an example, an average amplitude weighted 1O2 lifetime of 3.79 x 10-5 s was
determined and subsequently, the rate constant of decay of 1O2 in 1:1 Cy/DCM was
determined to be 2.64 x 104 s-1 from the reciprocal of this value. 1O2 photo-generated via FRET
can be quenched by both Cy and DCM and in a mixed system of these 2 solvents, the decay
rate constant of 1O2 (𝑘𝑑 ) may be expressed as follows:

𝑘𝑑 = 𝑥1 𝑘1 + 𝑥2 𝑘2
Equation 2.12

where 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are the mole fractions of Cy and DCM in the systems respectively and 𝑘1 and
𝑘2 are the 1O2 decay rate constants from the reported 1O2 lifetimes in each solvent.447 In 1:1
Cy/DCM, 𝑥1 = 𝑥2 = 0.5. The literature reports 1O2 lifetimes as 2.3 x 10-5 s in Cy and 9.9 x 105

s in DCM, yielding values of 4.3 x 104 s-1 and 1.0 x 104 s-1 for the 1O2 decay constant in Cy

and DCM respectively.448, 449 Applying Equation 2.12, this corresponded to a literature 1O2
decay rate constant of 2.68 x 104 s-1 of in 1: 1 Cy/DCM. This value was in excellent agreement
(within 2%) with the experimental 1O2 decay rate constant of 2.63 x 104 s-1, indicating that in
solution, 1O2 quenching occurred only through interaction with solvent vibrational modes and
not the CV or QD solute. The detection of 1O2 in QD + CV solutions is consistent with the
hypothesis that in addition to PET, green QD-CV and red QD-CV complexes undergo FRET
interactions in solution-phase.

2.3.8. Electron Transfer Interactions
Photoexcitation of either the QDs or CV may result in electron donation to CV, which is a good
electron acceptor, and the reduced CV radical can then interact with oxygen to form O2●–, as
has been previously demonstrated by various groups.421, 430, 450 To investigate the occurrence
of PET mechanisms in the QD-CV complex, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies
were performed. EPR spectroscopy is a technique used to detect species with unpaired
electrons (a species with unpaired electrons is paramagnetic). EPR is based on the detection
of the transitions of unpaired electrons in an applied magnetic field. An electron has a spin
which gives it a magnetic property known as a magnetic moment. When an external magnetic
field is applied, the unpaired electrons can either orient in a direction parallel or antiparallel to
the direction of the magnetic field. This creates two distinct energy levels for the unpaired
electrons and allows measurement as they are driven between the two levels. The separation
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between the two spin states (ms= ±1/2) is called the Zeeman effect and is proportional to the
magnetic field. Microwave frequencies are applied and absorbed when the energy of the
microwaves exactly match the energy level separation of the spin states (known as the
resonance condition). Only species with unpaired electrons are detectable by EPR making
EPR spectroscopy useful across several disciplines including chemistry, medical sciences and
biology. This method is the technique of choice for the study of free radicals as it is highly
sensitive and specific for measuring low concentrations and while other techniques provide
information, only EPR spectroscopy yields direct evidence of the presence of free radicals.451,
452

Free electrons, particularly in liquid systems, are very short-lived therefore ROS such as

●

OH, O2●– and alkyl radicals (●R) cannot be detected conventionally. To overcome this, a spin

trapping can be added to the system under consideration. A spin trapping agent is a
diamagnetic molecule that readily reacts with the primary unstable radical of interest to form
stable, paramagnetic spin adducts that are more persistent and whose concentration can
reach detectable levels. DMPO (5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrrolyne N-oxide) is a chemical commonly
used as a spin trap, particularly for the detection of ●OH or O2●–.451, 453 It has been reported
that irradiated InP QDs can generate O2●– and earlier in this chapter, we showed that it is
energetically feasible for CV with InP QDs to generate O2●– so DMPO was an appropriate
choice.153 The generation of free radicals with indium-based QDs in cyclohexane was
measured using the spin trapping technique in combination with EPR spectroscopy. DMPO
dissolved in cyclohexane served as the spin trapping agent. We did not try TEMPO (2,2,6,6Tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl) for 1O2 detection as it can be misleading.454, 455
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Figure 2.10 (A) EPR spectra for QDs with/without CV with controls. (B) EPR spectrum of irradiated
green QDs and computer simulation for DMPO/hydroxyl adduct (red trace). (C) EPR spectrum of
irradiated red QDs mixed with CV and computer simulations of oxygen-centred DMPO adducts (purple
and blue traces) and a carbon-centred DMPO adduct (red trace). Final concentrations – DMPO: 250
mM; red QD – 12.5 mg/mL; green QD – 40 mg/mL; CV – 0.4 mM
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Freshly prepared solutions of QDs and QDs + CV in cyclohexane (final concentrations of red
QD – 12.5 mg/mL, green QD – 40 mg/mL and CV – 0.4 mM) and DMPO was added to the
solutions with a final concentration of 250 mM. Samples were illuminated with 455 nm light for
10 minutes and the EPR measurements were performed immediately afterwards. Control
studies on the solutions without light illumination were also performed. Figure 2.10 displays
the signals that were obtained. Signals were obtained only for green QDs on their own
(illuminated) and red QDs combined with CV (illuminated) (Figure 2.10A and B). Illuminated
CV in solution did not produce an EPR signal as triarylmethane dyes are naturally EPR silent.
Due to the molecular rotor effect, free photoexcited CV will not generate ROS unless bound.
For example, using EPR, Brezova and colleagues were able to demonstrate that the photogeneration of O2●– from CV only after binding CV to paper to minimise rotor effects. 456
Furthermore, as illustrated by a lack of signal, no O2●– or ●OH were generated by the redemitting QDs within the signal resolution of the spectrometer (Figure 2.10A). This was the
case even after extending the irradiation times to 12 min and 15 min. This was in contrast to
the green QDs which produced EPR signals corresponding to spin adducts formed by the
reaction of DMPO with hydroxyl radicals (Figure 2.10B). This was very likely to be simply due
to the higher exciton energy of the green QDs – they emit at a shorter wavelength so the
energy level is higher which will make the direct electron transfer more favourable
energetically. We also observed that red QDs mixed with CV produced EPR signals
corresponding to the production of carbon-centred radicals (Figure 2.10C).457, 458 The EPR
spectrum observed when red QDs and CV are mixed together in solution implied that PET
processes took place between the red QD and CV when in close proximity.

Additionally, no ROS were detected by EPR when green QDs were combined with CV dye.
This result, along with the observation that CV was bleached following irradiation of green
QDs + CV in solution, indicated the green QDs appeared to oxidise the molecular dye. It may
be that the ROS produced by the green QDs are what caused the CV dye to photo-bleach.
The larger bandgap for green QDs enables production of more O2●– and ●OH however it does
not appear to produce enough to cause a loss in bacterial cell when embedded in polymer
(see CHAPTER 3).153 Another plausible reason for the negative EPR results in solution when
using the green QD/CV mixtures may have to do with the strength of the electrostatic binding
between the green QDs and CV. If we assume that PET plays an important role for the green
QD/CV mixtures then it is possible that the ion pairs may undergo charge recombination
resulting in quenched QD and CV being unchanged.459 This process can be very fast so there
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may not be enough time for the CV radical anion to interact with oxygen to form superoxide.
Since the binding of CV to the green QDs appears to be stronger from the Stern-Volmer data,
then this mechanism may well be important and explain the absence of EPR signals.
Conversely, with the red QDs perhaps charge separation is longer-lived and may explain why
evidence of ROS was observed with the red QD/CV combination. In line with the rationale, it
is worth noting that the PL lifetime profile of the green QDs in solution does not change much
at higher CV which would be consistent with very fast charge recombination quenching. Even
at low CV concentrations, the amplitude (A) component of the green QD lifetime declined
substantially which may be a result of rapid charge recombination (Table 2.3).

2.4. Conclusion
This study presented a novel QD-PS nanocomposite composed of indium-based cadmiumfree QDs and CV. Steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements
indicated that the complex engaged in both PET and FRET. PET interactions between the
acceptor and donor was supported by redox potential evaluations, showing that electron
transfer reactions from excited QDs to CV were energetically feasible followed by subsequent
electron transfer reactions with molecular oxygen to form O2●–. PET interactions were
supported in part by EPR spectroscopy. Further, FRET interactions were confirmed between
the QDs and CV using singlet oxygen phosphorescence. Since 1O2 was a product of energy
transfer, the generation of 1O2 when QDs were combined with CV in solution provided
conclusive evidence of the occurrence of FRET.
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CHAPTER 3. QUANTUM DOTS IN POLYMER AS
LIGHT-ACTIVATED ANTIMICROBIAL AGENTS
3.1. Introduction
Self-disinfecting light-activated surfaces are increasingly being widely studied as a means to
reduce the bacterial contamination on surfaces and the transmission of bacteria from
inanimate surfaces to humans. In the clinical setting, this is particularly important as indirect
contact, the transmission of infections via contact with inanimate surfaces after contamination
by colonised or infected hosts, is the biggest driver of hospital acquired infections.

A particular advantage of light-activated surfaces is the low likelihood of microbes developing
resistance, as singlet oxygen utilises a non-specific, multi-site mechanistic mode of destroying
microorganisms. Substrates such as titania, glass and stainless steel have been investigated
for this application390-392,

460-463

, however generally, impregnation of polymers with light-

activated agents offers a more versatile and simple solution to the problem due to the flexibility,
relative cheapness and durability of polymers. Silicone, cellulose acetate, polyurethane as
well as polymer resins are examples of polymers that have been combined with many different
dyes and nanoparticles and utilised for this purpose.395, 397, 402, 405, 408

Attachment of nanoparticles and dyes to the surface of polymers can be achieved via such
methods such as physical deposition, chemical deposition and co-solution.464 Swellencapsulation-shrink is another technique that has been successfully employed to integrate
active antimicrobial agents into polymers such as polyurethane, silicone, polyvinyl chloride
and polydimethylsiloxane, endowing these with antimicrobial activity.401-405 In swellencapsulation, the polymer substrate is immersed in a swelling solution made up of the active
material dissolved in an appropriate solvent. The solution expands the polymer, creating space
for the antimicrobial agents to impregnate the polymer matrix. Evaporation of the solvent
simultaneously shrinks the polymer back to its original size and locks in the active material.411

QDs are attractive as PS due to their broad absorption, allowing activation by conventional
lamps; their large surface area that can be functionalised; their high thermal and photo
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stability; and their ability to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) upon light exposure. This
makes them ideal as light-activated antimicrobial agents.

In this section, fluorescent indium-based QD nanoparticles were incorporated into
polyurethane using swell-encapsulation-shrink and subsequently characterised via a range of
spectroscopic measurements. The bactericidal activity of QD-incorporated polymer substrates
was then evaluated, in the dark and upon exposure to white light, against clinically important
Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria.

3.2. Materials & Methods
3.2.1. Synthesis of Indium-based Nanoparticles
Please see the previous chapter for nanoparticle synthesis methods

3.2.2. Polymer Samples Preparation
All work used flat medical grade polyurethane sheets (American Polyfilm Inc, USA) of 0.8 mm
thickness, cut to 1 cm2 squares, unless otherwise stated.

3.2.3. Optimisation of QD Uptake into Polymer from Solvent
1 cm2 polyurethane squares were immersed in the following cyclohexane:dichloromethane
(Cy:DCM) ratios – 1:0, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2 and 0:1. They were allowed to swell for 24 h in the dark,
removed, air-dried overnight, and subsequently washed with dH2O and towel-dried.

3.2.4. Polymer Samples for Antibacterial Testing
Polymer samples were prepared using the ‘swell-encapsulation-shrink’ method adapted from
Perni et al.403 The following modified polyurethane samples (1 cm2) were prepared for
antimicrobial testing:
1. Control samples: Polyurethane was treated in neat 1: 1 Cy/DCM solvent mixture for 24
h removed, air-dried overnight, and subsequently washed with deionised water and
air-dried.
2. Red/green QD-encapsulated polyurethane: Stock concentrations of QDs (red or
green) were made in Cy at 2 mg/mL concentration. From the stock, dipping solutions
at 1mg/mL QD concentration were prepared in 1: 1 Cy/DCM solvent. 10 mL of the QD
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dipping solution was added to a sample vial and then 4 polyurethane squares were
immersed in the vials for 24 h in the dark. Subsequently, the squares were removed,
air-dried overnight, and washed with deionised water and air-dried. (Figure 3.1)

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram illustrating the preparation of QD-encapsulated polyurethane from QD
solution via swell-encapsulation-shrink for antimicrobial testing

3.2.5. Characterisation of Modified Polymer Samples
A Shimadzu UV-Vis spectrometer (400 – 750 nm range) was used to measure the absorption
spectra of all modified polymer samples. Absorption of the dipping solutions before and after
swell-encapsulation-shrink was also measured to estimate QD uptake by the polymer.
Emission spectra of suspensions was recorded with the Horiba FMax4 Fluorimeter (405 – 790
nm) at the excitation wavelength of 400 nm. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis
was performed using a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha spectrometer to detect indium and zinc as
a function of polymer depth, and all binding energies were calibrated to the carbon 1s peak at
284.4 eV

3.2.6. Antibacterial Activity
3.2.6.1. Bacterial Strains
Laboratory strain Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus NCTC 8325-4), methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA NCTC 13143) were obtained from the National Collection of
Type Cultures (PHE, Colindale). EMRSA 4742, a clinical strain of epidemic MRSA was
obtained from P. Wilson, University College London Hospital. Escherichia coli (E. coli ATCC
25922) was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (USA). E. coli 1030, a
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multidrug resistant clinical strain of E. coli which produces both NDM-1 and OXA-48
carbapenemases, was obtained from J. Wade, King’s College Hospital, London.

3.2.6.2. Microbiology Assay
The following 1 cm2 polyurethane samples were prepared:
i.

solvent treated polyurethane (control PU)

ii.

red quantum dot-encapsulated polyurethane (rQD PU) and green quantum dotencapsulated polyurethane (gQD PU)

The antibacterial activity of these samples was tested against laboratory strain E. coli ATCC
25922, E. coli 1030, S. aureus 8325-4, and EMRSA 4724. These organisms were stored at 70°C in Brain-Heart Infusion broth (BHI, Oxoid) containing 20% (v/v) glycerol and propagated
onto either MacConkey agar (MAC, Oxoid) in the case of E. coli or Mannitol Salt agar (MSA,
Oxoid) in the case of S. aureus for a maximum of 2 subcultures at intervals of 2 weeks. BHI
broth was inoculated with 1 bacterial colony and cultured in air at 37°C for 18 h with shaking,
at 200 rpm. The bacterial pellet was recovered by centrifugation, (20 °C, 2867.2 g, 5 min),
washed in PBS (10 mL), centrifuged again to recover the pellet (20 °C, 2867.2 g, 5 min), after
which the bacteria were finally re-suspended in PBS (10 mL). The washed suspension was
diluted 1,000-fold to obtain an inoculum of ~106 cfu/mL. In each experiment, the inoculum was
confirmed by plating 10-fold serial dilutions on agar for viable counts. Triplicates of each
polymer sample type were inoculated with 25 μL of the inoculum and covered with a sterile
cover slip (2.2 cm2). The samples were then incubated in the dark and in the light (General
Electric 28 W Watt Miser™ T5 2D compact fluorescent lamp) emitting an average light of 6600
± 990 lux at a distance of 25 cm) for up to 4 h for the modified polyurethane samples, for
Gram-negative and Gram-positive microorganisms respectively. After incubation, the
inoculated samples and coverslips were added to PBS (450 μL) and mixed using a vortex
mixer. The neat suspension and 10-fold serial dilutions were plated on agar for viable counts
and incubated aerobically at 37 °C for 24 h (E. coli) or 48 h (S. aureus).

3.2.6.3. Log and Percentage Reductions in Antimicrobial Studies
The antimicrobial effectiveness of the test materials was determined by counting the number
of colony forming units (CFUs) of a given bacteria present after treatment on the test material
and comparing this to the number of CFUs on the control material. The difference between
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the control and the test materials was expressed as either a log reduction or a percentage
reduction.

𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝐴⁄𝐵)

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

(𝐴 − 𝐵) 𝑥 100⁄
𝐴

Where A = the number of bacterial CFUs present before treatment (control material)
B = the number of CFUs present after treatment (test material)

3.2.6.4. Statistical Analysis
The experiment was repeated three times and the statistical significance was analysed using
the student’s T-test to compare QD-incorporated polymer vs. control polymer. Error bars show
the standard deviation from the mean. Statistically significant results have p < 0.05. * denotes
p < 0.05, ** denotes p < 0.01 and *** denotes p < 0.001.
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3.3. Results & Discussion
3.3.1. Optimisation of Polymer Swelling
The nanoparticles were incorporated into polyurethane using a simple and efficient ‘swellencapsulation-shrink’ method (Figure 3.1). This method has proven highly successful at
introducing antibacterial functionality to polymers by impregnating a wide range of small
nanoparticles into their matrices.403, 404, 406, 408 Swell-encapsulation depends on factors such as
the polarity and volatility of the solvent, the thickness of the polymer and the length of swelling
time all affect the rate of NP uptake.405, 411 The extent of polymer swelling is proportional to the
rate of QD uptake and polymer swelling is greatly affected by the solvent system employed.
An important consideration when impregnating polymers via swell-encapsulation-shrink is that
although a higher rate of swelling positively correlates to higher nanoparticle uptake, overexpansion of the polymer by the solvent may cause misshapenness of the substrate, changing
the polymer physical properties and making antimicrobial testing difficult. To avoid this issue,
a series of cy/DCM solvent ratios were tested to determine the best solvent for QD
encapsulation. To determine the best solvent system for QD-encapsulated polymers, 1cm2
polyurethane (PU) squares were submerged in a number of solvents and solvent mixtures.
The increase in size of 1cm2 PU squares in different solvent systems, after immersion for 24
h to maximise PU expansion, is displayed in Table 3.1.

Only appropriate organic solvents were considered as the indium-based QDs were suspended
in organic solvent and attempts to make them water-soluble would have required additional
manipulation that would increase their overall size and thus change their fundamental
properties, as discussed in CHAPTER 1 (Section 1.1.4).The indium-based core/shell QDs
were suspended primarily in cyclohexane (Cy) however, PU does not expand in Cy alone
therefore dichloromethane (DCM) was explored as a miscible solvent. DCM is a very polar
solvent and on its own, caused the polymer to swell to double its size in 24 h. However, after
evaporation of DCM, the resulting PU was deformed. Bending was also observed for the 1:2
Cy/DCM solvent-swelled PU after swelling to 70% its size. The best condition that caused PU
expansion without bending or deformity was 1:1 Cy/DCM, which expanded the PU to 50%.
Therefore, a 1:1 Cy/DCM solvent mixture was used to swell-encapsulate QDs into PU.
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Table 3.1 Percentage polymer swelling of 1 cm2 polyurethane samples after submersion in in different
ratios of cyclohexane and dichloromethane for 24 h
Extent of Polymer

State of Polymer after

Swelling after 24 h (%)

Swelling

1:0

0

No deformity

2:1

40

No deformity

1:1

50

No deformity

1:2

70

Bent

0:1

100

Highly deformed

Cy:DCM Ratio

A range of methods may be used to incorporate antimicrobial agents into polymers including
physical deposition and chemical deposition, co-solution and swell-encapsulation. Physical
deposition techniques use Van der Waals forces, dipolar interactions or weak easily broken
hydrogen bonds to form surface coatings whereas chemical deposition techniques change the
surface by forming covalent bonds at the interface of NP and surface.465 Both techniques build
thin layers of active material at the surface which is particularly advantageous with expensive
nanoparticles, however these techniques are often complicated and laborious. The primary
means of NP incorporation into polymers is co-solution, the direct addition of NPs into the
fabrication process, achieving an even distribution of NPs into the polymer matrix. For
antimicrobial applications, this distribution may prove disadvantageous as the active material
is often not required in the polymer bulk, only at the surface or just beneath the surface. In
comparison, swell-encapsulation-shrink offers a facile means of incorporating antimicrobial
agents into polymer. By controlling the solvent used, the length of immersion in the swelling
solvent and the type of polymer, active material can be impregnated on the surface or further
into the bulk.
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3.3.2. Characterisation of QD-Incorporated Polyurethane
After swell-encapsulation, QD-incorporated PU looked very mildly discoloured compared to
the control PU, a visual indication of QD uptake, confirmed by emission spectroscopy (Figure
3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Plot showing normalised emission spectra of polyurethane solvent-treated (black line),
encapsulated with green QDs (green line) and polyurethane encapsulated with red QDs (red line)

XPS was used to determine the efficacy of the ‘swell-encapsulation-shrink’ method for
incorporating quantum dots into the polymer (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). The control polymer
and red/green QD-incorporated polymers displayed peaks attributed to the presence of carbon
1s (284.4 eV), nitrogen 1s (399.3 eV) and oxygen 1s (531.9 eV) on the surface, with no
significant difference in percentage element composition between the samples (data not
shown). XPS depth profile analysis for all samples demonstrated little change in carbon and
nitrogen composition, but a decrease in oxygen content with polymer depth.
The presence of indium, which is present in the core of the QD nanoparticles, was detected
on the polyurethane surface and within the substrate as peaks correlating to 444.3 eV and
451.9 eV (Figure 3.3A). Zn (2p) was also detected on the surface and in the bulk of QDincorporated polyurethane substrates, at peaks of 1021.9 eV and 1044.7 eV. (Figure 3.3B)
For both In and Zn elements, the content was higher within the bulk of the red QD-embedded
polymer in comparison to the surface. This trend was reversed in green QD-incorporated
polyurethane substrates. Higher In (444.5 and 451.6 eV peaks) and Zn (1021.4 and 1044.6
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eV peaks) contents were observed on the surface of the gQD PU substrates and less in the
bulk (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.3 (A) In (3d) region XPS spectra for red QD-incorporated polyurethane at the surface,
sputtered 0 s (black line) and red QD-incorporated polyurethane in the bulk, sputtered 500 s (red line).
(B) Zn (2p) region XPS spectra for red QD-incorporated polyurethane at the surface, sputtered 0 s
(black line) and red QD-incorporated polyurethane in the bulk, sputtered 500 s (red line).
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Figure 3.4 XPS analysis. (A) In (3d) region XPS spectra for green QD-incorporated polyurethane at the
surface, sputtered 0 s (black line) and green QD-incorporated polyurethane in the bulk, sputtered 500
s (green line). (B) Zn (2p) region XPS spectra for green QD- incorporated polyurethane at the surface,
sputtered 0 s (black line) and green QD-incorporated polyurethane in the bulk, sputtered 500 s (green
line).
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3.3.3. Antibacterial Activity
The antibacterial activity of the polymer samples modified via swell-encapsulation in 1mg/mL
QDs suspensions was tested against two nosocomial pathogens: Gram-positive S. aureus
(laboratory strain S. aureus NCTC 13143 and epidemic strain EMRSA 4742) and E. coli
(laboratory strain E. coli ATCC 25922). Figure 3.5 illustrates the results for red QDencapsulated polyurethane (rQD PU) against S. aureus after 1 h of white light illumination
6600 ± 900 lux (Figure 3.5A) and against E. coli after 2 h white light illumination at 6600 ± 900
lux (Figure 3.5B). In all cases, the control PU did not display any significant kill of S. aureus or
E. coli. For MRSA, neither rQD PU substrates incubated in the dark nor illuminated rQD PU
substrates caused any significant kill of MRSA bacteria but rather, it appeared that the
bacterial levels were slightly higher than the control PU however, they were still with the
starting inoculum numbers. This indicated that there was no significant bactericidal effect
against S. aureus associated with the presence of red QDs in the polymer. For E. coli, rQD
PU caused a ~0.2 log10 reduction and a 0.5 log10 reduction in the dark and after illumination
respectively. However, the reductions were statistically insignificant (p > 0.05) so rQD PU was
ineffective against this Gram-negative bacterium as well.

Figure 3.6 shows the antibacterial performance of green QD-encapsulated polyurethane (rQD
PU) against S. aureus after 1 h of white light illumination at 6600 ± 900 lux (Figure 3.6A) and
against E. coli after 2 h white light illumination at 6600 ± 900 lux (Figure 3.6B). gQD PU caused
a 0.2 log10 reductions of EMRSA in the dark and light respectively. There were also ~0.2 log10
and 0.4 log10 reductions for E. coli in the dark and light respectively. Again, statistically, the
observed activities were insignificant (p > 0.05).
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Figure 3.5 Testing of red QD-encapsulated polyurethane against Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria. (A) Counts of MRSA after incubation on solvent-treated polyurethane (blue bar) and incubation
on polyurethane incorporated with red QDs (red bar) after 1 h white light illumination (6600 ± 900 lux).
(B) Counts of E. coli after incubation on solvent-treated polyurethane (blue bar) and incubation on
polyurethane incorporated with red QDs (red bar) after 2 h white light illumination (6600 ± 900 lux). The
grey bar indicates the starting inoculum. (QD concentration used in swelling solution: 1mg/mL)
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Figure 3.6 Testing of green QD-encapsulated polyurethane against Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria. (A) Counts of EMRSA after incubation on solvent-treated polyurethane (blue bar) and
incubation on polyurethane incorporated with green QDs (green bar) after 1 h white light illumination
(6600 ± 900 lux). (B) Counts of E. coli after incubation on solvent-treated polyurethane (blue bar) and
incubation on polyurethane incorporated with green QDs (green bar) after 2 h white light illumination
(6600 ± 900 lux). The grey bar - starting inoculum. (QD concentration used in swelling solution: 1mg/mL)
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3.3.4. Effect of Increasing QD Concentration
By increasing the incubation time from 2 h to 6 h and the QD concentration (of the dipping
suspension) from 1 mg/mL to 3 mg/mL, we observe a statistically significant increase in
antibacterial activity of rQD PU – from 0.2 log10 (with 1 mg/mL rQD) to ~1.3 log10 reduction
(with 3 mg/mL rQD) in E. coli numbers in the light (Figure 3.7A). In the dark, there is an
increase from 0.2 log10 kill to 1.4 log10 kill of E. coli. The similar levels of kill in the light and
dark of rQD PU substrates indicated that at high QD concentration, the mechanism of bacterial
destruction was unlikely to be photochemical that is, bacterial killing did not involve ROS
generation.

It is plausible that the rQD PU substrates intended for dark incubation may have been exposed
to light during experiment set-up and that these residual levels of light may have activated the
substrates resulting in antibacterial activity. While this may explain why ‘dark’ samples would
exhibit bactericidal activity, it follows that much greater activity would be expected for ‘light’
samples which experience far greater exposure to visible light as they are irradiated with white
light of high intensity at close distance for an extended period of time (6 h). On this basis, we
can reject this line of reasoning.

QD dipping suspensions of even higher concentration (7 mg/mL) were prepared and used to
make modified PU substrates with higher QD content. After 6 h incubation in the dark, E. coli
numbers were reduced by 1.7 log10 and in the light, E. coli numbers were reduced by ~2 log10
(Figure 3.7B). Therefore, a stronger ‘dark’ toxicity of rQD PU was evident with an increase in
QD content in the substrates. This observation, and the fact that activity levels in the dark and
after illumination were comparable, supported the conclusion that the antibacterial activity was
not photo-activated.

Likely, antibacterial activity resulted from a release of NPs from the substrate via leaching. If
NPs escaped from the polymer, bacterial cell death may occur via a number of mechanisms.
Released QDs may bind to the cell membranes of Gram-positive bacteria and direct electron
transfer from the QDs results significant loss of cell membrane potential (depolarisation).466 It
has also been shown that interaction of QDs with the phospholipid layer of outer membrane
of Gram-negative bacteria leads to cell membrane shrinkage and the cell may rupture.467, 468
Due to their nanoscale sizes, QDs can diffuse across membranes, accumulating inside the
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cell and inhibiting various cellular processes such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
production, cellular respiration and division.469, 470 Inside the cell, QDs could engage in electron
transfer, resulting in oxidative damage caused by the excessive production of ROS. Finally,
QD cores could release heavy metal ions into the cytoplasm of the bacterial cell. These ions
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Figure 3.7 Effect of QD concentration and illumination time on antibacterial activity of QD-encapsulated
polyurethane. (A) Counts of E. coli after incubation on solvent-treated polyurethane (blue bar) and on
polyurethane swell-encapsulated in 3 mg/mL red QDs suspension (red bar) after 6 h white light
illumination (6600 ± 900 lux). (B) Counts of E. coli after incubation on solvent-treated polyurethane (blue
bar) and incubation on polyurethane swell-encapsulated in 7 mg/mL red QDs suspension (red bar) after
6 h white light illumination (6600 ± 900 lux). * indicates p < 0.05.
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Therefore, interpretation of the data suggested that when only QD nanoparticles were present
in the polymer, the antibacterial activity depended, not on photo-irradiation of the surfaces, but
rather, direct contact of the QDs with bacteria on the surface. QDs may have direct contact
with bacteria if there is residual nanomaterial on the surface from the swell-encapsulationshrink procedure used to functionalise the polymers. Alternatively, the QDs may have leached
out of the polymer – although this seems unlikely since they are hydrophobic – and at higher
concentrations of QD, the likelihood of leaching was even greater hence, greater antibacterial
activity was observed.

Overall, it appeared that regardless of the QD concentration on the swelling solutions, the final
QD concentration with the polymer itself was not sufficient to induce cytotoxic effects via
photochemical means i.e. to produce ROS, or to produce sufficient ROS to overwhelm cellular
defences and induce bacterial death.
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3.3.5. Estimation of Quantum Dot Uptake by Polymer
In order to estimate the QD content in the QD-encapsulated polymers and thus understand
the lack of photo-activity observed in QD PU substrates, spectroscopic measurements were
conducted. However, it was impossible to confirm uptake using UV-Vis absorbance
spectroscopies of the red QD PU and green QD PU substrates. The absorption of the polymer
in itself was very strong and effectively blocked the QD spectroscopic features, making these
impossible to resolve, as illustrated by the typical absorption plot display in Figure 3.8 below.
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Figure 3.8 Typical plot of near detector absorbance of solvent-treated polyurethane absorbance (black
line) alongside QD-encapsulated polyurethane (blue line).

Since QD uptake could not be confirmed and subsequently analysed directly, an analysis of
the dipping suspensions used to make the QD-embedded substrates was carried out. By
evaluating the absorption spectra of the dipping solvents before and after polyurethane
immersion and; assuming no loss of solvent via evaporation, and that material no longer
present in the solution had been taken up by the polymer, an approximation of QD uptake
could be made. The change in absorption and other data used to estimate QD uptake is
summarised in Table 3.2. The amount of NPs encapsulated into the polymer was calculated
as follows:

10 𝑚𝑔 × 1 − (

𝑄𝐷𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 − 𝑄𝐷𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟
)
𝑄𝐷𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟
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Equation 3.1

where 𝑄𝐷𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 indicates the absorption of the QD suspension before the encapsulation and
𝑄𝐷𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 represents the absorption of the QD suspension after the treatment. 10 mg is the
weight of QDs in a 10 mL solution of 1mgmL-1 concentration.

Table 3.2 QD Uptake by Polymer. Data utilised in the analysis of QD material uptake by polymer.
QD Concentration
Volume of QD suspension used to swellencapsulate polymer
Average loss of absorbance after swellencapsulation

1 mgmL-1
10 mL

15%

Polymer squares per QD suspension

4

Polymer Area

1 cm2

The overall uptake of QDs after each swell-encapsulation treatment was about 15%, based
on UV-vis absorption measurements, equating to 1.5 mg QD material. Four 1cm2 polymer
squares were treated in each procedure, therefore QD uptake per polymer square was
estimated to be ~4% per polymer square, i.e. 0.4 mg QDs/cm2 PU. This analysis confirmed
that QD uptake by polyurethane via swell-encapsulation-shrink was very modest and
explained why little to no antibacterial activity was observed when the QDs were embedded
in polyurethane. This also explained why an increase in QD concentration of the swelling
solutions led to increased antibacterial activity as the amount of QD uptake per PU square
increased. Each 1cm2 polyurethane substrates treated with 3 mgmL-1 and 7 mgmL-1 QD
swelling suspensions took up 1.15 mg and 2.7 of QD material respectively. However, the
activity observed with these QD PU substrates (ranging from 1.3 – 2 log10 kill) did not justify
the use of such high QD concentrations in the swelling protocols, as a large proportion of the
NPs was lost when they were not assimilated by the polymer. This is an important point as a
balance between good antibacterial activity and cost is essential to the translation of these
materials to clinical use and other applications.
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Previous studies have shown that QDs optimised for superoxide generation can display
excellent bactericidal light-activated properties. For instance, green-emitting cadmium telluride
(CdTe) QDs were directly prepared in aqueous media to which populations of multi-drug
resistant (MDR) bacteria were exposed, with and without visible light, by Courtney et al. In the
presence of 100 nM CdTe and light for 8 h, the growth of patient isolates of MRSA and
Klebsiella pneumoniae were reduced by 29% and 59% respectively. Under the same
conditions, a clinical isolate of MDR Salmonella typhimurium showed 56% growth inhibition
and two MDR E. coli isolates had 83% and 64% growth inhibition, respectively.377 They
demonstrated that O2●– was generated by photoexcitation of the QDs and attributed the
bactericidal activity to oxidative damage by this species and other ROS generated via the
Fenton process. This study screened a number of O2●– producing QDs however since they all
contained toxic cadmium, clinical application is restricted. Similarly, Ristic et al. treated of a
clinical isolate of MRSA and laboratory strain E. coli with electrochemically produced graphene
QDs in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Following exposure of bacteria to 200 mgmL-1 of
graphene QDs and irradiation with blue light (465 – 475 nm) for 15 min, E. coli numbers were
reduced by 80% and S. aureus numbers by about 95%.378

However, the above studies were carried in aqueous media where QD nanoparticles were in
direct contact with microorganisms. In this work, the objective was to keep QDs always
physically separated from the microbes and for killing to occur via photochemical means. This
meant bactericidal activity was to be solely reliant on the production of ROS which diffused
out of the polymer. However, due to the low QD uptake by polyurethane, it appeared that the
ROS production of the QD PU substrates may have been insufficient to induce a cytotoxic
effect on bacteria.

3.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, the effect of solvent and solvent mixtures on polymer swelling and therefore
nanoparticle uptake was examined to decide the best solvent systems for QD encapsulation
in polyurethane. QD-encapsulated polyurethane was tested against Gram-positive and Gramnegative bacteria. No significant activity was observed with polyurethane modified by swellencapsulation in 1 mgmL-1 QD suspensions however, with increasing QD concentration,
significant antibacterial effect is observed in the light and dark, indicating that bacterial kill was
not due to photo-illumination but mostly nanoparticle leaching or by direct contact of bacteria
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with NPs left on the surface after substrate fabrication. Investigation in the amount of QD
uptake by polyurethane was carried by analysing the absorption spectra of the dipping
solvents by which QD PU substrates were produced, before and after swell-encapsulation.
The analysis revealed that QD uptake by polyurethane was low, at 4%, explaining the lack of
photo-activity of QD PU. In an effort to boost QD activity in the polymers and avoid waste of
comparatively expensive QD material, PS with well-characterised photo-antibacterial activity
was complexed with QDs as discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4. LIGHT-ACTIVATED ANTIMICROBIAL
SURFACES: QUANTUM-DOT – PHOTOSENSITISER
COMBINATIONS IN POLYURETHANE
4.1. Introduction
The immobilization of photosensitisers (PS) on surfaces is one promising application of the
bactericidal properties of conventional PS molecules. As with photodynamic therapy (PDT),
irradiation of the surface activates the embedded photosensitiser, leading to lethal
sensitisation of bacteria colonising the surface. In the Type I mechanism, excitation of the PS
generates superoxide, hydroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide and other reactive species
through electron transfer. In the Type II mechanism, energy transfer from the excited triple
state photosensitiser to the ground state molecular oxygen generates singlet oxygen. (see
Figure 1.18) PS dyes such as methylene blue, crystal violet and toluidine blue O have been
used to create functional light-activated antimicrobial surfaces for of medical grade polymers
using a simple “swell-encapsulation-shrink” method to embed the photosensitiser.401-405
Though effective as antimicrobials, PS dyes suffer from several drawbacks such as chemical
instability, low photo-stability and narrow absorption spectra.

Owing to their unique size-related properties, nanoparticles have received much attention in
PDT. One promising approach to enhance PDT efficacy is to conjugate photosensitisers with
nanoparticles.473, 474 Quantum dots have been particularly studied in this capacity as their
properties can enhance energy transfer efficiencies and facilitate the design of donor–
acceptor systems.268, 475 Broad absorption spectra, large molar absorption coefficients, sizetuneable PL, high quantum yields, large surface area and high resistance to photobleaching
are among the benefits of pairing QDs as donors with conventional PS dyes as acceptors. As
illustrated in Figure 4.1, QDs are able to sensitise photosensitisers through a Forster
resonance energy transfer (FRET) mechanism, generating 1O2 through indirect activation of
the photosensitiser.5 However application of QDs have been limited due to concerns
associated with the use of cadmium-containing semiconductor nanoparticles, which release
Cd2+ ions.36,

38

However, indium-based cadmium-free QDs have been reported with

significantly lower toxicity at least in murine models.141, 476
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustrating the activation of a nearby photosensitiser molecule (PS) via energy
transfer (FRET) after excitation of QDs, leading to generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS).
Excitation of QDs may also enable generation of ROS via electron transfer processes (PET).

In the previous chapter, the incorporation of QD nanoparticles into polyurethane substrates
via swell-encapsulation-shrink failed to produce antimicrobial surfaces that were effective
against Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacterial pathogens. This was attributed to a
combination of factors: the low uptake of QDs into the polymer via swell-encapsulation-shrink
and because QDs have a low ROS yield when employed as photosensitisers on their own.

In this chapter, the effect of the combination of crystal violet, a conventional PS molecule with
known antimicrobial properties, and cadmium-free indium-based QDs was examined.
Quantum dot and crystal violet-incorporated polymer substrates were tested against Grampositive and Gram-negative bacteria and through a consideration of putative mechanisms
underlying the activity of the polymer substrates, optimization of antibacterial action was
achieved.
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4.2. Materials & Methods
4.2.1. Quantum Dot Nanoparticles
Cadmium-free indium alloy-based QDs were synthesised via molecular seeding and supplied
by Nanoco Technologies Ltd. (Manchester, UK). See CHAPTER 2 (Section 2.2.1) for
synthesis details.

4.2.2. Nanoparticle Characterisation
A Shimadzu UV-Vis spectrometer (400 – 750 nm range) was used to measure the absorption
spectra of all modified polymer samples. Absorption of the dipping solutions before and after
swell-encapsulation-shrink was also measured to estimate QD uptake by the polymer.
Emission spectra of suspensions was recorded with the Horiba FMax4 Fluorimeter (405 – 790
nm) at the excitation wavelength of 400 nm.

4.2.3. Polymer Samples
4.2.3.1. Chemicals and Reagents
Medical grade flat polyurethane sheets (thickness 0.8 mm) were purchased from American
Polyfilm Inc. (Branford, CT, USA). To prepare the polymer surfaces, the following reagents
were used: CV (Sigma, UK); and CFQDs NPs (Nanoco Technologies Ltd, UK) suspended in
cyclohexane (Cy) (Sigma, UK) and dichloromethane (DCM) (VWR, UK). Deionised water was
used (resistivity 15 MΩ cm) to wash polymer squares during sample preparation.

4.2.3.2. Polymer Samples for Antibacterial Testing
Polyurethane samples (1 cm2) were modified via the swell-encapsulation-shrink technique
adapted from Perni et al., in either a two-step procedure or a modified one-step method. 402.
The two-step encapsulation method was employed to prepare the following samples for
antibacterial testing:
a) Control samples (control PU): Polyurethane immersed in neat Cy swelling solution for
24 h in the dark, removed, air dried, washed then air dried again.
b) Crystal violet-coated samples (CV PU): Polyurethane squares were dipped into an
aqueous CV solution (concentration: 1 mM) for 72 h, removed, washed and air dried.
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c) Quantum dot-encapsulated samples (QD PU): Polyurethane immersed in a Cy
swelling solution containing red-emitting QDs (rQD PU) or green-emitting QDs
nanoparticles (gQD PU) for 24 h. (QD concentration: 0.1 – 7 mgmL-1)
d) Quantum-dot encapsulated, CV-coated samples (rQD/CV PU and gQD/CV):
Polyurethane squares were prepared by: (i) immersion in a Cy swelling solution
containing red or green QD NPs (24 h), followed by (ii) immersion in crystal violet
aqueous solution for 72 h in the dark. (QD concentration: 0.1 – 1 mgmL-1; CV
concentration: 1 mM)

On the other hand, the modified one-step encapsulation method produced the following
samples for antibacterial testing:
e) Control samples (control PU): Polyurethane immersed in neat 1:1 Cy/DCM solvent for
24 h in the dark.
f)

Crystal violet-encapsulated samples (CV PU): Polyurethane squares were (i)
immersed in a 1:1 Cy/DCM swelling solution containing CV (concentration: 0.5 mM)
for 24 h in the dark, removed, washed and air dried.

g) Quantum dot-encapsulated samples (QD PU): Polyurethane immersed in a 1:1
Cy/DCM swelling solution containing 1 mgmL-1 red-emitting QDs (rQD PU) or greenemitting QDs nanoparticles (gQD PU) for 24 h in the dark.
h) Quantum-dot and CV-encapsulated samples (rQD + CV PU and gQD + CV PU):
Polyurethane squares were prepared by a 24 h immersion in a 1:1 Cy/DCM swelling
solution containing a combination of red QDs and CV or green QDs and CV.

4.2.4. Material Characterisation
4.2.4.1. Spectroscopic measurements
UV−vis absorption spectra of polymer substrates were recorded using dual beam
spectrophotometers (PerkinElmer Lambda 950 or Shimadzu UV-2600). Emission spectra of
suspensions were recorded with a spectrofluorimeter (Horiba FMax4 Fluorimeter); from 405 –
790nm (400 nm excitation) and from 550 – 790 nm (532 nm excitation). Quartz cuvettes were
employed of 1 cm path length. For the emission spectroscopy measurements of the
polyurethane substrates, which are strongly light-scattering, samples were mounted
diagonally at 45° incidence to the excitation beam, and a long-pass Schott filter (RG435 for
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400 nm excitation wavelengths; OG550 for 532nm excitation wavelengths) was installed in
the emission port to filter out the blue/green excitation scattered light.

4.2.4.2. Water Contact Angle
Equilibrium water contact angle measurements (~10.0 μL) were taken using an FTA 1000
Drop Shape Instrument to determine the differences in surface hydrophobicity of treated
polymer samples. Contact angle measurements were averaged from 10 measurements using
a droplet of deionised water dispensed by gravity from a gauge 30 needle. A camera, fitted
side on, photographed the samples and the data were analysed using FTA32 software.

4.2.5. Antibacterial Activity
4.2.5.1. Bacterial Strains
Escherichia coli (E. coli ATCC 25922) was obtained from the American Type Culture
Collection (USA). Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA NCTC 13143),
Salmonella typhimurium (S. typhimurium ATCC 14028) and Listeria monocytogenes (L.
monocytogenes NCTC 7973) were obtained from the National Collection of Type Cultures
(PHE, Colindale). EMRSA 4742, a clinical strain of epidemic methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) was obtained from P. Wilson, University College London
Hospital. E. coli 1030, a multidrug resistant clinical strain of E. coli which produces both NDM1 and OXA-48 carbapenemases, was obtained from J. Wade, King’s College Hospital,
London.

4.2.5.2. Microbiology Assay – Nosocomial Bacteria
The following 1 cm2 polyurethane samples were prepared:
a) solvent treated polyurethane (control PU)
b) crystal violet-encapsulated polyurethane (CV PU)
c) quantum dot-encapsulated polyurethane (rQD PU and gQD PU)
d) quantum dot and CV- encapsulated polyurethane (rQD/CV PU and gQD/CV PU or
rQD + CV PU and gQD + CV PU)
The antibacterial activity of these samples was tested against laboratory and clinical strains of
representative nosocomial Gram-negative and Gram-positive pathogens. These organisms
were stored at -70°C in Brain-Heart Infusion broth (BHI, Oxoid, UK) containing 20% (v/v)
glycerol and propagated onto either MacConkey agar (Oxoid, UK) in the case of E. coli or
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Mannitol Salt agar (Oxoid, UK) in the case of S. aureus for a maximum of two subcultures at
intervals of two weeks. BHI broth was inoculated with one bacterial colony and cultured in air
at 37°C for 18 h with shaking, at 200 rpm. The bacterial pellet was recovered by centrifugation,
(20 °C, 2867.2 g, 5 min), washed in PBS (10 mL), centrifuged again to recover the pellet (20
°C, 2867.2 g, 5 min), after which the bacteria were finally re-suspended in PBS (10 mL). The
washed suspension was diluted 1,000-fold to obtain an inoculum of ~106 cfu/mL (colony
forming units/mL). In each experiment, the inoculum was confirmed by plating 10-fold serial
dilutions on agar for viable counts. Triplicates of each polymer sample type were inoculated
with 25 μL of the inoculum. The samples were then incubated in the dark and in the light
(General Electric 28 W Watt Miser™ T5 2D compact fluorescent lamp) emitting an average
light of 6600 ± 900 lux at a distance of 25 cm) for up to 4 h for the modified polyurethane
samples, for Gram-negative and Gram-positive microorganisms respectively. After incubation,
the inoculated samples and coverslips were added to PBS (450 μL) and mixed using a vortex
mixer. The neat suspension and 10-fold serial dilutions were plated on agar for viable counts
and incubated aerobically at 37 °C for 24 h (E. coli) or 48 h (S. aureus).

4.2.5.3. Microbiology Assay – Food-Borne Bacteria
Testing the antibacterial activity of the polyurethane samples against the following food-borne
bacteria: the Gram-negative, S. typhimurium, and the Gram-positive, L. monocytogenes was
carried out in the following manner:
From frozen stocks (stored at -70°C in BHI broth containing 20% glycerol), a sterile inoculating
loop was used to scrape a small quantity of frozen material. This was streaked for isolated
colonies on MacConkey agar (for S. typhimurium) or BHI agar (for L. monocytogenes) and
incubated overnight (18–24 h) at 37°C. Using a sterile disposable plastic inoculating loop, a
single, freshly isolated colony of bacteria was picked up. The inoculum was introduced into
sterile BHI broth in a culture tube by gently swirling the loop within the broth. The culture was
then incubated at 37°C with orbital shaking at 200 rpm for 18 h. To obtain a starting inoculum
of 106 cfu/mL, the overnight culture was diluted to an OD600 of 0.6 – confirmed by plating 10fold serial dilutions on agar for viable counts. Triplicates of each polyurethane substrate were
inoculated with 25 μL of the inoculum and left uncovered at room temperature. The samples
were then incubated in the dark or irradiated with a white light source (General Electric 28 W
Watt Miser™ T5 2D compact fluorescent lamp) emitting a light intensity of 6600 ± 900 lux at
a distance of 25 cm for 4 h (S. typhimurium) or 1.5 h (L. monocytogenes). After incubation,
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the inoculated samples were added to PBS (450 μL) and mixed using a vortex mixer to resuspend the bacteria. The neat suspension and 10-fold serial dilutions were plated on agar
for viable counts and incubated aerobically at 37 °C for 24 h (S. typhimurium) or 48 h (L.
monocytogenes).477

4.2.5.4. Log and Percentage Reductions in Antimicrobial Studies
The antimicrobial effectiveness of the test materials was determined by counting the number
of colony forming units (CFUs) of a given bacteria present after treatment on the test material
and comparing this to the number of CFUs on the control material. The difference between
the control and the test materials was expressed as either a log reduction or a percentage
reduction.

𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝐴⁄𝐵)

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

(𝐴 − 𝐵) 𝑥 100⁄
𝐴

Where A = the number of bacterial CFUs present before treatment (control material)
B = the number of CFUs present after treatment (test material)

4.2.5.5. Statistical Significance
The experiment contained two technical replicates and was repeated a minimum of two times.
The statistical significance of the following comparisons was analysed using the student’s Ttest: (i) control polyurethane vs. inoculum; (ii) CV-incorporated polyurethane vs. control
polyurethane; (iii) QD-incorporated polyurethane vs. control polyurethane; (iv) QD and CVincorporated polyurethane vs. control polyurethane, (v) QD and CV-incorporated polyurethane
vs. CV-incorporated polyurethane. Results were considered significantly different for p < 0.05.
Error bars show the standard deviation from the mean. *, ** and *** annotation on QD-CV
surfaces denote p < 0.05, p < 0.01 or p < 0.001 p-values when QD-CV PU compared to CV
PU.
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4.3. Results & Discussion
4.3.1. Characterisation
4.3.1.1. Quantum Dots
Figure 4.2 shows the absorption and emission spectra of the two nanoparticles. The indiumbased QDs both display broad absorption spectral features ranging from the blue to red
regions, with the strongest absorbances observed in the blue region. The first excitonic peaks
are at ~550 nm and ~490 nm for red-emitting and green-emitting QDs, respectively. The
emission spectra of the QD nanoparticles are narrow and symmetrical as typical of these
materials, with emission peaks at 520 and 615 nm for the red and green QDs respectively.
The emission spectra of the green QDs is narrower, with a FMWH of about 45 nm, than the
red QDs PL which has a FMWH of 60 nm. A more depth discussion of the QDs in suspension
is presented in CHAPTER 2.
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Figure 4.2 Graph showing absorption spectra of red QDs (red line), green QDs (green line), crystal
violet (purple line); and emission spectra following excitation at 400 nm for red QDs (red dotted line)
and green QDs (green dotted).

4.3.1.2. Crystal Violet
CV is a highly coloured triphenylmethane dye with an extensive history as an anti-bacterial
and anti-fungal agent (Figure 4.3). The compound was first synthesised in 1861 by Charles
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Lauth, a French chemist. In 1884, Hans Gram discovered that CV was preferentially taken up
and retained by Gram-positive bacterial cells even after washing with ethanol, a discovery
which formed the basis of the Gram stain still used today to categorise bacteria. In the early
1900s, the bacteriostatic activity of CV against Gram-positive bacteria was reported and right
through the first half of the 20th century, it was employed in the treatment of wide range of
diseases including cutaneous and systemic infections oral thrush, eczema and as a blood
additive to prevent transmission of Chagas’ disease.401, 422, 431, 478. However, in the 1940s, CV
fell out of favour with clinical community following the discovery of antibiotics. With the
emergence of antibiotic resistance, there has been a resurgence in interest in the use of CV
and other photosensitisers for clinical use. CV is inexpensive, readily available and chemically
stable.422 Trials using CV have shown no or very mild adverse effects and no cases of cancer
has been linked to CV despite more than a century of use.478-480 FDA-approval of the clinical
application of CV in wound dressings highlights the safety of this conventional PS.481

Figure 4.3 Molecular structure of crystal violet, a photosensitiser with extensive history of use as an
antiseptic.

In addition to its reputation as a safe and effective antimicrobial, CV was selected as the
photosensitiser in these studies because the absorption spectra of the dye matched the
emission spectra of the indium-based QD nanoparticles, which were mainly fabricated with
emission peaks within the green and red regions of the visible light spectrum. QDs can absorb
light of wavelengths lower than their emission, therefore pairing the QDs with CV meant that
there was potential for better light harvesting. The dye absorbs strongly in the red region so
more of the visible light spectrum range could be exploited for photoactivity. It was
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hypothesised that this would enhance bactericidal activity of functional surfaces containing the
QD and CV pair. Along with better light harvesting, it was also hypothesised that the weak
absorption of the dye molecule in the regions of high QD absorption would allow QDs
activation with little to no direct activation of the PS, which is important if QDs are to be efficient
donors in an energy transfer mechanism.

Compared to the QD absorption spectra, crystal violet has a narrow absorption range from
about 500 – 650 nm. The absorption spectra in 1:1 cyclohexane/DCM is characterised by an
overlapped doublet spectrum with the maximum absorption peak at 590 nm and a shoulder
around 550 nm (Figure 4.2).482 The emission spectrum of CV could not be recorded in solution
due to CV’s low fluorescence quantum yield in this environment. This is a characteristic typical
of most phenylmethane dyes which possess phenyl groups that are free to rotate in solvents
of low viscosity, giving rise to twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) states with
negligible fluorescence quantum yields. However, when the dye is in a solvent of high viscosity
or bound to proteins, the movement of its molecular groups is restricted and this molecular
rotor effect is attenuated, enabling measurement of CV fluorescence.428-430

4.3.2. Incorporation of QDs and CV into Polyurethane
The swell-encapsulation-shrink technique403, 404 is a simple means of incorporating material
into polymer, particularly at the surface, without the need for complex and often expensive
covalent conjugation.411 The fabrication of QD/CV PU substrates required two steps, illustrated
in Figure 4.4. In the first step, unmodified medical grade flat polyurethane squares were
immersed in a 0.5 mgmL-1 QD suspension for 24 h in the dark to make QD-encapsulated PU.
Following this, a second dipping procedure is carried out by immersing the QD-encapsulated
PU in an aqueous CV (1 mM) for 72 h in the dark to allow CV to coat the polymer, resulting in
purple-stained samples which after drying were used for antimicrobial testing. Embedded QD
nanoparticles were very unlikely to leach out of the polymer during or after this process due to
their hydrophobicity and large size.
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Figure 4.4 Scheme showing two-step swell-encapsulation-shrink' technique used to produce
polyurethane substrates containing both QDs and CV.

Successful incorporation was verified by emission spectroscopy (Figure 4.5). Upon swellencapsulation of CV into the polymer, an emission spectrum was detected for CV PU with a
peak of 690 nm. Contrary to what occurred in solution where CV fluorescence could not be
measured due to the free rotation of TICT states, when CV was encapsulated in polymer, the
fluorescence of the PS was observable. This was likely because the microenvironment of the
polymer matrix imposed a spatial constraint similar to a solvent of high viscosity, thus
restricting the rotor effect and increasing the CV fluorescence quantum yield so that the
emission of the dye from the first excited singlet state to the ground state was now evident
and measureable.405, 430
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Figure 4.5 Characterisation of modified polymers. (A) Normalised emission spectra of red QDencapsulated polyurethane (red line), CV-coated polyurethane (violet line), red QD-encapsulated and
CV-coated polyurethane (pink line). (B) Normalised emission spectra of green QD-encapsulated
polyurethane (green line), CV-coated polyurethane (violet line), green QD-encapsulated and CV-coated
polyurethane (dark green line).

The incorporation of the QDs into polyurethane caused a slight red shift in the emission peak
of the QDs compared to in solution (Figure 4.5). Red QD-incorporated polyurethane (rQD PU)
emitted at a maximum of about 630 nm and green QD-incorporated polyurethane (gQD PU)
at about 530 nm. Combining the PS and QDs, we noticed a significant red shift in the QDs
emission. rQD PU had an emission peak of around 630 nm which shifted to ~685 nm upon
the addition of CV (rQD/CV PU). An even larger red shift in emission was observed for the
gQD PU which saw a change in peak emission wavelength of about 150 nm, from ~530 nm
to 680 nm when CV was added to green QDs in PU (gQD/CV PU).

For the CV PU, the CV emission spectrum also appeared to be strongly red-shifted to ~700
nm. This red-shift effect described for all CV-containing polymers was CV-concentrationdependent and was ascribed to absorption of the shorter wavelength portion of the CV
emission spectrum which suppressed emission nearer 600 nm and lead to the red-shift.409
Theoretically the red-shift effect could also be due to the molecular rotor effect as the TICT
state can emit in the red however this does not happen for the TICT state of CV unlike some
other rotor molecules.483

It appeared that the emission of CV dominated the QD emission when the two are combined.
This was likely to do with the amount of CV incorporated in the polymer: the degree of CV
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uptake by PU was high due to the solubilizing solvent. Dichloromethane, the solvent in which
CV was dissolved, was very effective at swelling PU (see Table 3.1), allowing good integration
of the PS in the polymer substrate. After preparing and characterizing the new polymer
surfaces, antimicrobial tests were carried out to evaluate light-activated bactericidal properties
of the functional surfaces.

4.3.3. Antibacterial Activity
4.3.3.1. Low QD Content
Antibacterial activity was initially tested with polymers dipped in a low concentration QD
suspension – 0.1 mg/mL – and a CV solution of 1 mM. The samples were irradiated for three
hours under a white light source emitting an average light of 6600 ± 990 lux, with a further set
of samples kept in the dark. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the lethal photosensitisation of E. coli
when exposed to the solvent treated polyurethane (control PU), crystal violet-coated (CV PU),
red and green quantum dot-encapsulated (rQD PU and gQD PU respectively) and red or green
quantum dot-encapsulated, crystal violet-coated polyurethane samples (rQD/CV PU and
gQD/CV PU respectively). Following 3 hours of incubation in the dark, none of the samples
showed significant kill of E. coli. However, exposure to the white light source for a period of 3
hours induced a reduction in E. coli of about 2.1 log10 with CV alone (p = 0.013). The high
variability in the log reduction for CV PU treatments was due to one set of biological replicates
showing higher attenuation of E. coli, perhaps due to the bacterial inoculum having a high
susceptibility to the photodynamic treatment applied.
Interestingly, the addition of red quantum dots at a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL to CVcontaining polyurethane (rQD/CV PU) did not enhance the bactericidal activity demonstrated
by CV alone (p = 0.25), that is, rQD/CV PU also induced a 2 log10 kill. On the other hand, a
2.4 log10 reduction of E. coli numbers was achieved for gQD/CV PU (p = 0.012). No significant
kill was achieved for control, rQD or gQD samples.
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Figure 4.6 Antibacterial action of modified polyurethane substrates. Viable counts of E. coli ATCC 25922
bacteria after 3 h incubation at 20°C in the dark and under white light (6600 ± 990 lux) on (A) red QDencapsulated and CV-coated polyurethane and (B) green QD-encapsulated and CV-coated
polyurethane. (Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU: QDs – 0.1 mgmL-1; CV – 1 mM)

These results did not show that the combination of CV and nanoparticle enhanced kill
compared to either alone, however they did confirm that the presence of a PS dye was
imperative for lethal photosensitisation, as QDs on their own yielded little to no antibacterial
effect (discussed in the preceding chapter).
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4.3.3.2. Effect of Increasing QD Content in Polymer on Antimicrobial Activity
To improve the bactericidal activity of the QD/CV combinations, higher concentration QD
suspensions, 0.5 mg/mL, were prepared and used in the swelling protocol, while keeping the
concentration of CV the same. The antimicrobial tests were repeated, keeping the same
conditions as used in Section 4.3.3.1. The results are displayed in Figure 4.7. As expected,
none of the modified PU substrates demonstrated significant kill of E. coli following incubation
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Figure 4.7 Antibacterial action of modified polyurethane substrates. Viable counts of E. coli ATCC 25922
bacteria after 3 h incubation at 20°C in the dark and under white light (6600 ± 990 lux) on (A) red QDencapsulated and CV-coated polyurethane and (B) green QD-encapsulated and CV-coated
polyurethane. (Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU: QDs – 0.5 mgmL-1; CV – 1 mM)
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Red quantum-containing polyurethane (Figure 4.7A) showed 1 log10 reduction in the dark
though not biologically or statistically significant. Statistically, the effect is not significant as the
p-value is greater than 0.05 (p = 0.075), meaning that it is likely that the difference may have
occurred by chance alone. Biologically, this effect is not significant because it is not observed
consistently in our antimicrobial experiments.484 The control PU, CV PU and rQD/CV PU
samples showed no antibacterial effect in the dark. The control substrate continued to show
no activity upon exposure to light whereas samples containing CV alone showed a 2.1 log10
reduction (p < 0.01), rQD PU samples showed a 1.5 log10 reduction (p = 0.041) and the
rQD/CV PU combination achieved 2.3 log10 reduction of E. coli numbers (p < 0.01).

In common with the control PU, CV PU and gQD/CV PU samples, green QD-incorporated PU
showed no significant activity in the dark (Figure 4.7B). White light irradiation again induced
an approximately 2 log10 reduction in E. coli numbers with PU substrates containing only CV
while the addition of green QDs to CV-containing PU resulted in a large decrease in E. coli
numbers of 3.3 log10. (p = 0.025). Complete kill was achieved with all the gQD/CV PU samples
bar one, explaining the high variability observed in Figure 4.7B. A comparison of the results
when QD concentration was increased in given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Resulting antibacterial effectiveness of surfaces against laboratory strain of E. coli according
to nanoparticle and photosensitiser concentrations used to make them
Red QD Concentration
-1

CV Concentration

Attenuation of E. coli

Red QD/CV

(mgmL )

(mM)

(from 106 CFU/mL)

Swelling Solutions

0.1

1

2.1 log10

0.5

1

2.3 log10

Green QD

CV Concentration

Attenuation of E. coli

Green QD/CV

Concentration (mgmL-1)

(mM)

(from 106 CFU/mL)

Swelling Solutions

0.1

1

2.4 log10

0.5

1

3.3 log10
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Thus, with green QD-CV combinations, a positive correlation existed between the
concentration of QDs in the polymer and the reduction of E. coli numbers, implying a
synergistic effect between the photosensitiser and nanoparticles. However, this effect was not
apparent with the rQDs, as red QD-CV combinations so far, have failed to yield bactericidal
activity any higher than that obtained with samples containing CV alone. If bactericidal activity
of the quantum dots is enabled, wholly or partly, by reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated
through Fӧrster resonance energy transfer (FRET), then to improve the bactericidal activity
observed with rQD/CV substrates, we must take into account the criteria needed for efficient
FRET interactions. Since the intent of this study was to induce bactericidal activity through
ROS generation and it was thought that the combination of QD and CV would produce ROS
through FRET (evidence for this interaction was observed in solution in CHAPTER 2), we next
considered the criteria required for efficient FRET interactions to take place.
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4.3.4. Improving Antibacterial Activity of QD-CV Polymer Substrates
4.3.4.1. Red QD-CV Polymer Substrates
FRET involves the non-radiative transfer of excitation energy from an excited state donor molecule
to a ground state acceptor molecule. The conjugation of QDs and CV dye facilities energy transfer
interactions where QDs serve as donors and CV dyes as acceptors. As discussed in CHAPTER 1
Section 1.2.4, efficient FRET interactions requires two key conditions:
1. sizeable spectral overlap between the donor QD emission and dye acceptor absorption
profiles and,
2. close proximity between donor and acceptor, due to the short range nature of the
interactions.215
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Figure 4.8 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) considerations. (A) Absorption spectrum of CV
dye superimposed with emission spectra of green and red QDs in solution, normalised. (B) The sizedependent colour of quantum dots (not drawn to scale). Red-emitting QDs are characteristically larger
than their green counterparts.

The choice of CV as the acceptor in the putative FRET-based functional surfaces was
appropriate as the dye exhibits strong absorption in the emission range of both QD
nanoparticles (Figure 4.8A). Thus the first requirement was fulfilled by careful selection of
photosensitiser. The calculated overlap integral of QDs donor PL spectra with CV acceptor
absorption spectrum indicated that red QD experienced greater spectral overlap with CV than
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green QDs, therefore we expected better antibacterial action via FRET in red QD-CV
conjugate surfaces compared to green QD-CV surfaces. (Table 2.1)

On the other hand, the second requirement of proximity disfavoured red emitting QDs which,
by nature, were larger in radius than their green counterparts (3.6 nm versus 2.9 nm for the
green QDs) (Figure 4.8B). The larger radius results in increased centre-to-centre separation
distance between red QD donor and CV acceptor which, in turn, lowers FRET efficiencies.
The radius of a QD nanoparticle emitting at a particular wavelength is fixed and cannot be
adjusted without changing its properties. This is because the properties of semiconductor NPs
are highly size-dependent hence, the QD radius may act as a limiting factor in donor-acceptor
separation distances. In biomedical applications, this is particularly important as certain
coatings that make QDs water soluble and more biocompatible can significantly increase the
radius length, altering spectral overlap and therefore FRET efficiency. On the other hand,
these coatings have advantages as they improve QD quantum yield, resulting in increased
rates of FRET.83, 85, 268 In our studies, core indium-based QDs were etched in dilute hydrofluoric
acid and subsequently encased in a ZnS shell to improve quantum yield. However since QDs
were not being directly utilized in biological studies, and were intended to be embedded in
polymer, the nanoparticles were supplied un-functionalised, thus keeping the dots at the
smallest radii possible.

Although the radius of the red-emitting dots could not be changed, the large spectral overlap
of the red QDs with CV showed promise for efficient FRET interactions between the complex,
therefore the method of red QD and CV dye incorporation into polyurethane was considered
and a modification of the dipping process was developed to limit the centre-to-centre
separation distance between the donor and acceptor as much as possible, and in turn,
improve bactericidal activity. The swell-encapsulation-shrink technique is traditionally
employed as a two-step process when impregnating polymers with both nanoparticles and
dyes mainly due to the different solubilities of the nanomaterials and the dyes.403, 404

It is important to note that synergism of the QD-CV polymers may also result from PET
mechanisms, with QDs and CV acting as electron donors and acceptors respectively. Both
FRET and PET generate more cytotoxic ROS, amplifying antibacterial activity. Fluorescence
quenching studies, through Stern-Volmer analyses, revealed that KSV values (Stern-Volmer
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quenching constant) were substantially higher for green QDs than red QDs in solution phase
(3.6 x 106 M-1 for green QDs vs 4.4 x 105 M-1 for red QDs). This meant that that at a given CV
concentration, green QDs were more effectively quenched than red QDs. This result was
attributed to the smaller average size and thus larger surface to volume ratio of the green QDs.
A larger surface to volume ratio enhances the electronegative charge on the green QDs and
enables the array of a higher number of CV dye molecules per single nanoparticle, producing
a proportional increase in the FRET and PET efficiency compared to a one-to-one donoracceptor pairing.420

Furthermore, quenching constants (𝑘𝑞 ), orders of magnitude higher than the diffusion
controlled limit for bimolecular reactions, are observed on addition of CV for both QDs. This
shows that the interactions were predominantly static in nature with CV bound to the QD
surface in solution phase.445 Thus in solution, direct interaction between the QDs and CV takes
place via adsorption of CV onto the QD surface to enable FRET/PET. However, in the polymer,
in addition to intact QD-CV complexes, a proportion of the CV may reside in the matrix in close
proximity to the QDs but not bound at the QD surface. Therefore here, we expect that PET
may be less important as these interactions occur over a shorter range than FRET.

Taking the above considerations into account, a two-step process may reduce effectiveness
of functional surfaces as the synergistic mechanisms that augment antimicrobial activity often
require close proximity. Consequently, through a systematic process of trial and error, a novel
one-step process was designed to improve co-localisation of the QD and CV in the polymer
and complex formation. This was achieved by mixing the QDs and CV in a miscible 1:1
cyclohexane/dichloromethane solvent system (Figure 4.9). A mixed solvent system was
required since the QDs were supplied suspended in cyclohexane whereas CV was not directly
soluble in this solvent. For this reason, a stock solution of CV dissolved in DCM and a stock
QD suspension in cyclohexane was first prepared before mixing with the QDs and CV to obtain
a mixture with a final concentration of 1 mgmL-1 QDs and 0.5 mM CV. The polymer samples
were then treated with this solution for 24 h resulting in purple-stained samples which, after
drying, were used for antimicrobial testing.
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Figure 4.9 Scheme illustrating the modified swell-encapsulation-shrink technique used to prepare the
new quantum dot and CV-encapsulated polyurethane substrates. Polyurethane squares were dipped
in a 1:1 cyclohexane/DCM solvent mixture containing QDs (1 mgmL-1) and CV dye (0.5 mM) for 24h.

Combining red QDs and CV in a miscible 1:1 cyclohexane/dichloromethane solvent system
for 24 hours, this novel approach circumvented the need for the lengthy 72-hour CV-coating
step. Again, visible colour changes and fluorescence measurements of the polymers after
modification confirmed uptake of the QD and/or CV (Figure 4.10). The wetting properties of
the untreated and treated polyurethane samples were measured to see if the new
incorporation technique caused any changes in surface hydrophobicity of the samples. The
water contact angles of untreated samples indicated that polyurethane had a hydrophobic
surface. The addition of either the nanoparticles or the photosensitiser caused negligible
changes in the hydrophobicity of the material, with contact angles varying by ± 1° – 2°.
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Figure 4.10 Confirmation of nanomaterial and photosensitiser uptake. (A) Image showing polymer
substrate after modification. From left to right: Appearance of polymer after treatment with plain solvent
(control PU), with CV solution only (CV PU), with red QD QD solution only (rQD PU) and red QD
combined with CV solution (rQD + CV PU). (B) Emission of polymer after preparation using new swellencapsulation-shrink technique.
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Figure 4.11 Antibacterial action of polyurethane substrates produced using the 1-step swellencapsulation-shrink method. Viable counts of E. coli ATCC 25922 bacteria after 2 h incubation at 20°C
in the dark and under white light (6600 ± 990 lux) on red QD and CV-encapsulated polyurethane.
(Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU: red QDs – 1 mgmL-1; CV – 0.5 mM)

As in the above cases, laboratory strain E. coli ATCC 29522 was used to test the antibacterial
activity of the polymers impregnated with red QDs and CV via the modified 1-step swelling
process (Figure 4.11). The swelling suspension prepared consisted of double the QD
concentration and half the CV concentration used in Section 4.3.3.2. In the dark, no activity
was observed from any of the polyurethane surfaces. After a 2 h incubation under a 6000 lux
white light source, control PU and rQD PU samples again showed no significant activity, as
before. However, polyurethane containing CV alone (CV PU) displayed a 2.6 log10 reduction
in bacterial numbers (p < 0.01) and samples with the combination of red QD and CV (rQD +
CV PU) induced a 4.3 log10 reduction (p < 0.01) in the numbers of E. coli. A comparison of
antimicrobial activities of the surfaces depending on the method of the substrate preparation
is presented in Table 4.2.

The potentiation of antibacterial activity upon adjustment of the QD-CV dye encapsulation
technique strongly indicated synergistic interactions between QDs and CV in the polymer via FRET
and possibly PET. This improvement in activity was noteworthy in light of the fact that the CV
concentration was halved in the swelling solution therefore activity was more dependent on
synergistic interactions than in previous experiments. Additionally, high antibacterial activity was
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achieved with less irradiation time compared to the 2-step swelled polymers. Thus, the new
surfaces simultaneously provided stronger and faster antibacterial action.

Table 4.2 Comparison of the antibacterial activities of rQD + CV substrates prepared by either the
original 2-step dipping process or the novel single-step dipping procedure
Swell-Encapsulation Method (Red QD-

2-step

1-step

Length of Irradiation

3h

2h

E. coli ATCC 25922 Kill

2.3 log10

4.3 log10

CV)
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4.3.4.2. Red QD-CV Substrates by 1-Step Encapsulation against Clinical Strains of
Bacteria
Laboratory bacterial strains are grown in standardised ideal conditions and having been subcultured for years since their first isolation, might have lost important pathophysiological
characteristics typical of newly-isolated clinical strains.485 Therefore, it is crucial to test QD-CV
surfaces against clinical bacterial isolates recently isolated from hospitalised patients. An
added benefit of testing clinical strains is that we know the full history of the pathogen. This is
harder to ascertain with strains from the ATCC (American Type Culture Collection) and NCTC
(National Collection of Type Cultures), which have been subcultured for decades. The ROS
produced as a result of electron transfer or energy transfer by the surfaces, can engage in
multiple modes of attack, reducing the likelihood of development of resistance. Thus we expect
that our surfaces will be effective against both laboratory and clinical strains of bacteria that
are drug-resistant. To that end, the antibacterial activity of the red QD and CV encapsulated
PU samples produced by the new 1-step swell-encapsulation-shrink process were tested
against a number of clinical strains of multi-drug resistant bacteria.

The bactericidal activity of the various polymer surfaces against Gram-positive methicillinresistant isolate of Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) NCTC 13143, in the dark and following 1
h of exposure to a white light source with an average light intensity of 6600 ± 990 lux is
presented in Figure 4.12A. Following 1 h of incubation in the dark, neither the control PU nor
the rQD PU samples showed significant kill of MRSA. Similarly, exposure to white light for a
period of 1 h also did not result in any bactericidal activity from the rQD PU. In fact, compared
to the irradiated control PU, there was a slight increase in bacterial numbers for rQD PU of 0.3
log10, though not statistically significant. In contrast, in the absence of light, CV PU and rQD +
CV PU samples showed a 1.2 log10 (p < 0.001) and 0.7 log10 (p < 0.001) reduction in bacterial
numbers, respectively. This ‘dark’ cytotoxicity of the CV-containing polymers against S. aureus
is explained by the intrinsic antimicrobial properties of CV towards Gram-positive
microorganisms as supported by a number of studies – in aqueous solutions422 and also using
polyurethane substrates, where it was observed that crystal violet-incorporated surfaces
exhibited limited dark toxicity against a laboratory strain of S. aureus.406 The observation that
the presence of QD reduced the activity of CV was believed to be a concentration effect. It
was noted that when a swelling protocol was carried out to simultaneously embed QD and CV
into polyurethane, the resultant QD + CV PU had a weaker purple colour compared to CV PU.
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It indicated that perhaps less CV was taken up by the polymer and consequently, lower ‘dark’
antibacterial activity.
In the presence of white light for a short period of 1 h, CV alone (CV PU) produced a 2.7 log10
reduction in bacterial numbers (p = 0.027) and the combination of red quantum dot and CV
(rQD + CV PU) caused the greatest kill of MRSA with numbers reduced by 3.7 log10 (99.98%;
p = 0.027).

In addition to MRSA NCTC 13143, the red QD-CV functional surfaces were also tested against
a clinical isolate of epidemic MRSA (EMRSA 4742). The surfaces showed a similarly high
level of activity against this strain after 1 h irradiation (Figure 4.12B). Photo-irradiated rQD +
CV functional surfaces attenuated EMRSA numbers by 4.4 log10 (p < 0.001). Irradiated
surfaces containing CV alone achieved a 2.9 log10 kill of bacteria (p < 0.001) while the solvent
treated surface (control PU) exhibited no significant photo-bactericidal action and QD surface
(rQD PU) showed a 0.1 log10 reduction (not statistically significant). Without photo-irradiation,
CV PU and rQD + CV PU both achieved ~0.8 log10 kill of EMRSA (p < 0.001) and again control
PU and rQD PU were inactive against the bacteria. This was a reassuring result as ‘dark’
responses of CV-containing polymers against two different strains of MRSA was similar.
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Figure 4.12 (A) Viable counts of MRSA NCTC 13143 on unmodified and modified polyurethane
substrates incubated at 20°C under dark conditions and under white light (6000 lux ± 990 lux) for 1 h;
(B) Viable counts of clinical strain EMRSA 4742 on unmodified and modified polyurethane substrates
incubated at 20°C under dark conditions and under white light (6000 lux ± 990 lux) for 1 h.
Concentrations of swelling solutions (made in 1:1 Cy/DCM solvent) used to modify PU: QDs – 1 mgmL1;

CV – 0.5 mM.
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Figure 4.13 Antibacterial action of red QD + CV polymer made by the 1-step swell-encapsulation-shrink
method. Viable counts of E. coli 1030 on unmodified and modified polyurethane substrates incubated
at 20°C under dark conditions and under white light (6000 lux ± 990 lux) for 4 h. Concentrations of
swelling solutions used to modify PU: red QDs – 1 mgmL-1; CV – 0.5 mM

The photo-bactericidal activity of the polyurethane surfaces was tested against Gram-negative
multi-drug resistant (MDR) E. coli 1030, under the same conditions but for an extended period.
Figure 4.13 shows the activity of the samples after 4 h of incubation in the absence and
presence of ~6000 lux white light. Only the rQD + CV PU substrate showed activity in the dark,
inducing a 0.9 log10 reduction in E. coli numbers after 4 h (p < 0.001). White light illumination
for a period of 4 h resulted in no significant bactericidal activity on the control PU material as
expected, a 1.6 log10 reduction in bacterial numbers was observed with CV PU (p < 0.001),
and a 0.4 log10 reduction with QD PU (p < 0.01). QD + CV PU showed increased bactericidal
activity compared to CV PU alone, resulting in a 3.4 log10 reduction in bacterial numbers
following light exposure for 4 h (p < 0.001).

4.3.4.3. Green QD-CV Substrates by 1-Step Encapsulation
Through modification of the swell-encapsulation-shrink procedure, it was found that the activity of
red QD-CV substrates could be optimised. Similarly, it was hypothesised that by applying the same
treatment to green QD-CV substrates that had already performed well in preliminary tests, better
activity could be realised. Green QDs and crystal violet were simultaneously incorporated into
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polyurethane via the 1-step swell-encapsulation technique and initially tested against E. coli ATCC
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Figure 4.14 Antibacterial action of polymer embedded with green QDs and CV using the 1-step swellencapsulation-shrink method. Viable counts of lab strain E. coli ATCC 25922 bacteria after 2 h
incubation at 20°C in the dark and under white light (6600 ± 990 lux) on green QD and CV-encapsulated
polyurethane. (Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU: green QDs – 1 mgmL-1; CV –
0.5 mM)

Two-hour incubation of green QD and CV-incorporated functional surfaces (gQD + CV PU)
and constituent surfaces in the dark yielded no significant antibacterial activity. The application
of 6000 lux white light for 2 h led to no significant antibacterial activity for control PU while
gQD PU surfaces displayed ~0.2 log10 reduction (but p > 0.05) however, it was observed that
the E. coli numbers diminished by 2.4 log10 (p < 0.001) on CV PU surfaces and by 3.9 log10
on gQD + CV PU surfaces (p < 0.001). Clearly, the effect of gQD + CV on this strain of E. coli
was even stronger when functional surfaces were produced from the 1-step swellencapsulation-shrink technique compared to the 2-step technique, as summarised in Table
4.3. This result solidified the rationale for adopting the new 1-step dipping procedure as the
standard method of functional surface manufacture, moving forward.
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Table 4.3 Comparison of the antibacterial activities of gQD + CV substrates prepared by either the
original 2-step dipping process or the novel single-step dipping procedure
Swell-Encapsulation Method (Green QD-

2-step

1-step

Length of Irradiation

3h

2h

E. coli ATCC 25922 Kill

3.3 log10

3.9 log10

CV)

4.3.4.4. Green QD-CV Substrates by 1-Step Encapsulation against Clinical Strains
The bactericidal action of gQD + CV PU substrates against clinical isolates was analysed against
both Gram-positive and Gram-negative strains (Figure 4.15). In the absence of light, incubation of
the Gram-positive, EMRSA strain (4742) on CV PU and gQD + CV PU surfaces induced 0.5 log10
and 0.59 log10 kill of the bacterial strain, however, this was not statistically significant (no
antibacterial activity observed with control PU and gQD PU in the dark). Photo-irradiation for a 1 h
period attenuated EMRSA numbers by 2.7 log10 on CV PU and 4.07 log10 on gQD + CV PU surfaces
(statistically not significant decrease of ~0.1 log10 observed with gQD PU after photo-irradiation)
(Figure 4.15A).

Against a clinical Gram-negative isolate, E. coli 1030, gQD + CV PU induced ~4 log10 kill following
white light irradiation for 4 h (Figure 4.15B). Photo-irradiation of CV PU also led to a 2.8 log10
reduction of E. coli 1030 but no significant activity was observed for gQD PU and control PU. In the
dark, no significant antibacterial activity was seen for any of the PU substrates.

Therefore, (red and green) QD + CV PU surfaces diminish the levels of laboratory and clinical
strains of bacteria with comparable effectiveness, suggesting that the functional surfaces may
operate via mechanisms independent of resistance routes. The light-activated surfaces work by
generating ROS which attack bacteria at multiple intracellular sites, making the development of
resistance unlikely.486
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Figure 4.15 Antibacterial action of gQD + CV polymers against (A) clinical strain of EMRSA 4742 (1 h,
6600lux white light irradiation, 20°C incubation) and (B) clinical strain of E. coli (E. coli 1030, 6600lux
white light irradiation for 4 h, 20°C incubation). Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU:
green QDs – 1 mgmL-1; CV – 0.5 mM
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4.3.5. Foodborne Pathogens
Food pathogens are a widespread and increasing health concern throughout the world, even
in countries with enhanced food safety measures.487 The full burden of foodborne disease is
unknown due to underreporting and underdiagnoses but in the US, CDC estimates that
annually foodborne illnesses affect nearly 48 million Americans, hospitalising 128,000 people
and killing over 3000.488 Major causes of food contamination include poor sanitation, poor food
management, insufficient refrigeration, undercooking, inappropriate cooking temperatures,
spoiled ingredients, cross contamination, and inadequate use of instruments.

Pathogens that cause foodborne illness include certain strains of E. coli, Campylobacter spp.,
Salmonella spp., L. monocytogenes, Norovirus and Shigella spp. Depending on an individual’s
health, nutritional status and age and the virulence of the pathogen, adverse health effects of
foodborne illnesses can range from mild (e.g. nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea) to severe (e.g.
kidney and liver failure, neurological disorders, septicaemia) and even death.489 Milk and milk
products, meat , poultry, fruits and vegetables, fisheries and marine products, grain processing
and consumer products are food sectors where high levels of food-borne bacteria are
present.487 Food can become contaminated at many stages of the food chain, beginning in the
environment and primary production, through to manufacture, distribution and retailing and
ending with handling and consumption.

The following investigation was prompted by recent outbreaks in UK hospitals caused by the
food contaminated with Listeria provided by a food supply chain.490 While most
microorganisms do not affect food quality or safety, some bacteria associated with raw
unprocessed foods thrive and multiply in food processing environments. The accumulation of
food residues on inert surfaces such as conveyors and product transport boxes can act as
reservoirs for these harmful bacteria.491 Domestic food surfaces can also play an important
role in the transmission of foodborne disease in terms of cross-contamination during food
preparation.492

Installing antimicrobial QD-CV surfaces in food processing facilities – composed of cadmiumfree, QDs and an FDA-approved PS481 – can aid in reducing bacterial reservoirs on food
processing and preparation surfaces. To that end, the efficacy of the QD + CV PU substrates
against representative Gram-negative and Gram-positive food-borne bacteria was explored.
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4.3.5.1. Salmonella
Salmonella infection (salmonellosis) is a common bacterial disease that affects the intestinal
tract. Salmonella spp. are Gram-negative bacteria of the family Enterobacteriaceae, divided
into two species – Salmonella enterica (S. enterica) and Salmonella bongori (S. bongori). Most
cases of salmonellosis are caused by food infected with S. enterica, including S. typhi, S.
enteritidis, S. paratyphi and S. typhimurium. Various animals (especially poultry, pigs, cattle,
and reptiles) can be reservoirs for Salmonella, and humans generally become infected by
eating poorly cooked, contaminated food. Food-borne infections caused by Salmonella are
characterised by fever, diarrhoea, abdominal pain and vomiting. While most healthy people
recover in a few days, in some cases diarrhoea associated with salmonellosis can be so
dehydrating as to require hospitalisation. Life-threatening complications also may develop if
the infection spreads beyond the intestines. In addition, post-infectious complications, such as
reactive joint inflammation occur in about 10% of the cases. The elderly, infants and young
children, transplant recipients, pregnant women, and people with weakened immune systems
are more prone to developing serious complications, sometimes leading to death.493, 494 CDC
estimates Salmonella bacteria cause about 1.35 million infections, 26,500 hospitalizations,
and 420 deaths in the United States every year.495 In the European Union in 2018,
salmonellosis was the second most common zoonosis, with 91,857 confirmed human cases,
as well as the most frequent cause of food-borne outbreaks accounting for 30.7% of all cases
reported. The latest data from humans, animals and food show that a large proportion
of Salmonella bacteria are multidrug-resistant (resistant to three or more antimicrobials).496

Salmonella typhimurium, a leading cause of gastroenteritis, was tested against polyurethane
substrates containing green QDs and CV. The bactericidal efficacy of gQD + CV PU surfaces
and constituent surfaces against S. typhimurium ATCC 14028 – with or without a 4 h, 6000
lux white light illumination – is displayed in Figure 4.16. White light illumination of gQD + CV
PU inoculated with S. typhimurium resulted in a 2.2 log10 reduction in bacterial numbers after
4 h. Photo-irradiation of CV-treated PU and gQD-treated PU resulted in 0.5 log10 and 0.7 log10
redustions respectively. No statistically significant reduction of S. typhimurium was observed
in the absence of photo-irradiation for any of the PU substrates (including gQD + CV PU).

Interestingly, after 4 h white light irradiation, CV PU had a very low antibacterial effect on S.
typhimurium ATCC 14028, in contrast to the other Gram-negative nosocomial pathogens
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considered thus far (E. coli ATCC 25922 and E. coli 1030). This data was in agreement with
previous studies which show that Salmonella has a higher survival rate than E. coli in nonhost environments and can better withstand a lack of nutrients and harsh ecological
conditions.497,

498

For example, despite containment and decontamination protocols,

Salmonella can survive for 10-15 days in a septic system whereas E. coli has a negative
growth rate in this environment.498 In soil, Salmonella can survive and multiply for at least 1
year whereas E. coli has an average half-life of only 3 days in this ecosystem.498 On inanimate
surfaces, studies have revealed that Salmonella can persist longer than E. coli – S.
typhimurium has the ability to survive for up to 4 years on dry surfaces and E. coli for up to 16
months.286 The enhanced inherent resistance of Salmonella to external stresses may explain
the lack of bactericidal activity of CV PU against S. typhimurium. Nevertheless, the gQD + CV
PU surface was still effective reducing the numbers of S. typhimurium 100-fold.
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Figure 4.16 Antibacterial action of gQD + CV polymer made by the 1-step swell-encapsulation-shrink
method. Viable counts of lab strain S. typhimurium ATCC 14028 after 4 h incubation at 20°C in the
dark and under white light (6600 ± 990 lux). Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU:
green QDs – 1 mgmL-1; CV – 0.5 mM
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4.3.5.2. Listeria
Listeriosis is a relatively uncommon disease caused by the ubiquitous Gram-positive
bacterium

Listeria

monocytogenes.

Unlike

most

other

food-borne

pathogens,

L.

monocytogenes can grow in food at fairly low moisture, a high salt concentration and at
refrigeration temperatures. The ability to persist and multiply in the food environment makes
L. monocytogenes especially difficult to control.489 L. monocytogenes has been associated
with such foods as raw milk, soft cheeses, raw vegetables, fermented raw-meat sausages,
raw and cooked poultry, raw meats, and raw and smoked fish. Though the incidence of
listeriosis is relatively low, it is an important foodborne disease as it causes a high proportion
of severe cases and deaths in risk groups such as elderly and immunocompromised persons
as well as pregnant women and infants.499 In 2018 in the USA, 126 Listeria cases caused 121
hospitalisations and 26 deaths (equivalent to a 21% mortality).500 In Europe, over 2500 cases
of listeriosis were reported in 2016, of which almost all required hospitalisation (97.7%) and
247 cases were fatal.501 The above figures illustrate the public health impact of listeriosis and
particularly in settings where risks groups are served (e.g. hospitals, nursing homes), Listeria
infection is a major problem.

The number of listeriosis cases continues to increase, calling for more attention to the
prevention and control of the disease and outbreaks. QD + CV PU surfaces are highly effective
in reducing the levels of surface-contaminating L. monocytogenes as illustrated in Figure 4.17.
After photo-irradiation with 6000 lux white light for just 1.5 h, gQD + CV PU substrates were
able to reduce L. monocytogenes numbers to below the detection limit from a starting inoculum
of ~106 cfu/mL. Photo-irradiation of CV PU reduced L. monocytogenes numbers by 3 log10
and gQD PU surfaces induced a 0.35 log10 kill. In the absence of photo-irradiation, none of
the polyurethane substrates showed any significant bactericidal activity against Listeria.
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Figure 4.17 Antibacterial action of gQD + CV polymer made by the 1-step swell-encapsulation-shrink
method. Viable counts of L. monocytogenes NCTC 7973 after 1.5 h incubation at 20°C in the dark and
under white light (6600 ± 990 lux). Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU: green QDs
– 1 mgmL-1; CV – 0.5 mM. ♦ indicates bacteria numbers are below the detection limit of 100.

The total elimination of Listeria from gQD + CV surfaces appeared to be a result of the Grampositive bacterium being more susceptible to the irradiated photosensitiser surfaces (CV PU),
yielding a 3 log10 reduction, compared to CV PU against S. aureus which typically yielded
antibacterial activity < 3 log10. The synergistic effects when QDs are added to CV in the
polymer generated a sufficient amount of ROS to eradicate the remnant bacteria from the
surface.
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4.3.6. Evaluation of Synergistic Effects
Synergistic photo-bacterial destruction by rQD + CV and gQD + CV polymer surfaces was
assessed using a method adapted from Drewinko et al.502 Synergism when QDs and CV are
present in polyurethane was calculated using the following equation:

𝛼=

𝐹𝑄𝐷 × 𝐹𝐶𝑉
⁄𝐹
𝑄𝐷+𝐶𝑉
Equation 4.1

where 𝑭 is the fractional bacterial viability, relative to the control material – for a control viability
(cfu/mL) of 106 and a viability after treatment of 102, the fractional viability is 10-4. 𝑭𝑸𝑫 and 𝑭𝑪𝑽
in the numerator denote the fractional viability of the separate therapies, QD PU and CV PU.

𝑭𝑸𝑫+𝑪𝑽 in the denominator is the fractional viability observed following the combination
treatment. 𝜶 is the ratio of the cumulative effect of the two separate therapies tested
independently to the net effect of combining the two therapies together. 𝜶 describes whether
the summative effect of the therapies was synergistic, additive or antagonistic. If 𝜶 > 1 then
the result is synergistic, 𝜶 = 𝟏 represents an additive effect and an antagonistic effect is
denoted by 𝜶 < 𝟏.503, 504 Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 show the fractional viabilities and alpha
values for each bacterium tested on rQD + CV PU and gQD + CV PU after 6000 lux white light
irradiation.

Table 4.4 Test for synergy between red QDs and CV for each strain: tabulated fractional viabilities and
derived values for α. The values are greater than unity in each case which demonstrates a synergistic
interaction.
𝑭𝒓𝑸𝑫

𝑭𝑪𝑽

𝑭𝒓𝑸𝑫+𝑪𝑽

𝜶

E. coli ATCC 25922

0.30

8.9 x 10-4

5.5 x 10-5

4.8

E. coli 1030

0.40

2.5 x 10-2

3.9 x 10-4

25.7

MRSA NCTC 13143

1.30

1.9 x 10-3

1.6 x 10-4

14.9

EMRSA 4742

0.74

1.1 x 10-3

4.3 x 10-5

18.2

Bacterial Strains
Gram-negative

Gram-positive
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Table 4.5 Test for synergy between green QDs and CV for each strain: tabulated fractional viabilities
and derived values for α. The values are greater than unity in each case which demonstrates a
synergistic interaction. * α = ∞ at the detection limit of the test.
𝑭𝒈𝑸𝑫

𝑭𝑪𝑽

𝑭𝒈𝑸𝑫+𝑪𝑽

𝜶

E. coli ATCC 25922

0.42

4.4 x 10-3

1.2 x 10-4

15.0

E. coli 1030

0.66

2.1 x 10-3

1.2 x 10-4

11.6

S. typhimurium ATCC 14028

0.20

0.34

6.1 x 10-3

11.2

EMRSA 4742

0.61

2.0 x 10-3

8.5 x 10-5

15.6

L. monocytogenes

0.74

9.0 x 10-4

0

∞*

Bacterial Strains

Gram-negative

Gram-positive

Comparison of the fractional viabilities for each surface type showed that for each bacterium,
the functional surface containing the combination of QDs with CV (𝐹𝑄𝐷+𝐶𝑉 ) had the lowest
surviving fractions while surfaces containing QDs only had the highest surviving fractions. This
meant that QD + CV PU provided the best antibacterial activity and QD PU the lowest in each
study. Overall, the 𝛼 values were far greater than 1 for rQD + CV PU and gQD + CV PU
surfaces, indicating that high degrees of synergism were observed for all strains tested for all
surfaces produced by the novel one-step swell-encapsulation-shrink technique. Generally,
longer irradiation times were required for Gram-negative bacteria (4 h vs ~1 h for Grampositive), therefore Gram-positive bacteria were more susceptible to the lethal activity of QD
+ CV surfaces. This was ascribed to the greater strength and thickness of the doublemembraned cell wall of Gram-negatives compared to Gram-positives which only possess a
single-membraned cell wall. It was likely that initial ROS generated by the surfaces were
quenched upon interaction with the cell wall.505 Thus a higher concentration of exogenous
ROS (generated through longer light activation of the QD + CV PU) was required to
accumulate before a loss in cell viability of Gram-negative bacteria followed.

The effectiveness of CV PU and QD + CV PU substrates do not vary much between the Grampositive species, as evidenced by the similar values of 𝛼 for EMRSA 4742 and MRSA NCTC
13143, indicating that the mutations that differentiate the two Gram-positive bacteria do not
confer abilities that protect the bacteria from light-activated killing by CV and QDs. Between
the Gram-negative species E. coli ATCC 25922 and E. coli 1030, E. coli 1030 showed a higher
𝛼 value because the effect of CV PU was more pronounced in the laboratory strain E. coli
ATCC 25922. E. coli 1030 is a multidrug resistant clinical strain of E. coli which produces both
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New

Delhi-metallo-beta-lactamase

1

(NDM-1)

and

oxacillinase-48

(OXA-48)

carbapenemases. The NDM-1 and OXA-48 genes are normally carried on a variety of
plasmids along with other resistance factors. NDM-1 confers on its host bacteria almost all β
lactam resistance and is accompanied by the expression of multiple efflux systems, porin loss
and altered membrane permeability.506,

507

This increased efflux activity and reduced

membrane permeability of E. coli 1030 likely resulted in reduced interactions of the bacterium
with surface CV. While the exact mechanism of action of CV is unknown, one hypothesis
attributes the antimicrobial effects of CV to its ability to penetrate and form adducts with
bacteria. This theory forms the basis of the Gram stain – CV is highly effective against Grampositive bacteria because it can penetrate their cell wall and covalently bond with proteins but
is less effective against Gram-negative bacteria due to the dye’s inability to penetrate the lipids
surrounding the cell wall. Presumably, the structural and metabolic changes induced by NDM1 and OXA-48 production by E. coli 1030 further diminished the antimicrobial effect of CV.
Despite the longer exposure of S. typhimurium to gQD + CV PU substrates, we observe a
similar 𝛼 value of this bacterium compared to the two E. coli spp. This was attributed the
natural features of S. typhimurium which allow the bacterium to survive longer and thrive better
on inanimate surfaces.286

4.4. Conclusion
Surfaces containing crystal violet photosensitisers and QDs were shown to be effective lightactivated antibacterial surfaces against both Gram-negative and Gram-positive nosocomial
and food-borne bacteria. A novel approach – a single-step swell-encapsulation-shrink method
– was employed to prepare functional surfaces that aided uptake of QD nanoparticles in the
polymer during the swelling process and improved co-localisation of the QD-CV complex.
Better co-localisation of nanoparticles and photosensitiser enhanced the efficiency of FRET
and/or PET which in turn, improved light-activated antibacterial efficiency. Other benefits of
this approach were: faster and easier preparation times; less waste of QDs thus lowering costs
and reducing environmental impact; and finally, the new process requires less CV which
makes for substrates that are more aesthetically pleasing. The method may also be well-suited
to produce other polymer substrates that combine one or more NPs (such as Au and Ag NPs)
with one or more photosensitisers (such as methylene blue and toluidine blue) as it may
improve surface plasmon resonance and boost ROS generation.
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Crucially, in this chapter, it has been established that the presence of a photosensitiser was
imperative for lethal light-activated antibacterial activity, as QDs on their own show little to no
antibacterial activity. Polymers containing QDs combined with CV showed synergistic effects,
enhancing the activity of the constituent polymers. The potentiation of photo-antibacterial
action after modifying the fabrication process to better satisfy FRET requirements strongly
suggested FRET was occurring. The ROS produced oxidise multiple intracellular sites within
the bacteria thus offering a means of infection control with a low likelihood of resistance
development. The non-selective action of ROS was well demonstrated by the QD + CV
surfaces’ ability to efficiently eliminate both laboratory bacterial strains and clinical bacterial
strains which are not domesticated and thus more representative of wild strains circulating in
hospitals. The powerful activity of QD + CV PU substrates against susceptible and resistant
strains of bacteria highlights the motivation behind the development of these surfaces that do
not rely on antibiotics thus preserving and preventing the overuse and misuse of these
valuable drugs. In the next chapter, the efficacy of antibacterial action of the functional
surfaces will be evaluated under low intensity lighting conditions.
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CHAPTER 5. LOW LIGHT INTENSITY
ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF QD + CV PU
SURFACES
5.1. Introduction
Increasing antimicrobial resistance (AMR) in bacteria coupled with the unmet need for new
antibiotics has aroused interest in alternative antimicrobial therapies, including antimicrobial
therapies that reduce the incidence of AMR by avoiding the use of antibiotics. Antimicrobial
photodynamic therapy (aPDT) involves the simultaneous application of light, oxygen and
photosensitisers (PS) to generate ROS through type I and type II mechanisms – a promising
strategy to eradicate bacteria without inducing antibiotic resistance.508 In aPDT, a light source
is required to provide the energy necessary to initiate the activation of the PS and while the
energy required to activate a PS depends on its molecular structure, in all cases, it is ideal to
have strong light output.200 However, high intensity light sources can be disadvantageous as
this can drastically reduce the stability of conventional dye-based therapies which are
susceptible to photobleaching. In addition, the use of ultraviolet ionising radiation as an energy
sources for photoinactivation and aPDT poses major health risks.509 Furthermore, acquiring,
operating and maintaining special light sources (e.g. lasers and wavelength-filtered light
sources) for aPDT on an institution-wide scale may be impractical due to high costs and in
some regions, low accessibility and availability.510 This is an important, yet often overlooked,
criterion for light-activated antimicrobial therapies as it determines the feasibility and
successful translation to clinical use: the need for aPDT applications to be effective under
lighting conditions used in the environments for which they are designed. In the hospital
setting, general lighting criteria (for example, in wards, reception areas and treatment rooms)
to which hospitals must conform often require light intensities less than 1000 lux.511 At these
low light levels, aPDT applications are often ineffective, resulting in low antimicrobial activity.

Gram-negative bacteria account for more than 70% of urinary tract infections (UTIs); E. coli
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) are among the most common uropathogen
and as Gram-negative pathogens, are inherently harder to eradicate due to the protective
double-membraned cell wall.512 P. aeruginosa is an opportunistic Gram-negative bacterium
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that causes infection primarily in immunosuppressed individuals. It commonly colonises moist
environments within the hospital including sinks, sluices and showers and these can act as
sources of infection during outbreaks.513,

514

P. aeruginosa causes hospital-acquired

pneumonia (including ventilator-associated pneumonia), bloodstream and urinary tract
infections. Several factors, such as its ability to colonise multiple environmental niches, to
utilise many compounds as energy sources and its inherent tolerance to many detergents,
disinfectants and antimicrobial compounds, make management of P. aeruginosa in hospitals
and other healthcare facilities difficult.515 Furthermore, treatment of infections caused by the
bacterium is being rendered increasingly ineffective due to the emergence and spread of
resistance to the few therapeutic options that remain, particularly the acquisition of
carbapenemases by some strains of P. aeruginosa.305, 308 Cystic fibrosis (CF) patients are at
increased risk from chronic P. aeruginosa lung infections that accounts for the majority of the
morbidity and mortality in CF. Besides the lungs, P. aeruginosa can colonise and infect
virtually all tissues and is frequently found in burn wounds and eye infections.515 P. aeruginosa
has also been found to contaminate hospital surfaces such as bed rails, floors and sinks as
well as surfaces of medical devices such as joint replacements, indwelling venous and urinary
catheters and ventilators and is transmitted by close contact to contaminated surfaces thus
posing a high risk for CF patients. Hygienic measures to prevent colonisation of CF patients
include high-level disinfection of non-disposable equipment and surfaces.516-518

Escherichia coli (E. coli) is a Gram-negative bacterium that normally lives in human and animal
intestines as it is needed for bowel function and is an important part of a healthy human
intestinal tract.

However, it is also a common cause of hospital-acquired urinary tract

infections, septicaemia and meningitis. In common with P. aeruginosa, E. coli and other
members of the Enterobacteriaceae thrive in moist hospital environments which can act as
sources of infection.519, 520 AMR in E. coli develops either through mutations or by acquisition
of mobile genetic elements encoding resistance mechanisms, such as the production of betalactamases and extended spectrum beta-lactamases (ESBLs), conferring resistance to betalactam antibiotics such as ampicillin, amoxicillin and third generation cephalosporins.
Carbapenems usually resist the effect of ESBLs and sometimes offer one of the few treatment
options for severe infections. However, the horizontal acquisition of carbapenem resistance
mediated by a range of carbapenemase enzymes is a growing problem and, may confer
resistance to all available beta-lactam antibiotics.305
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E. coli and P. aeruginosa colonise hospital water environments and there is opportunity for
genetic exchange between them (with the potential for exchange of antibiotic resistance genes
and virulence factors).521 In addition, biofilms formed by these bacteria are resilent, difficult to
eradicate and are a common source of many persistent and chronic infections.522,

523

Therefore, use of a material able to reduce colonisation by these bacteria would reduce
biofouling, limit the opportunity for antibiotic resistance gene transfer and also decrease the
transmission of hard-to-treat Gram-negative hospital-acquired infections.

In the previous chapter, quantum dot and crystal violet incorporated surfaces were shown to
be effective light-activated agents against both laboratory and clinical strains of Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria. This antibacterial effect was stronger than the effect observed
with constituent surfaces, containing only QDs or CV. The synergistic effect was attributed to
the occurrence of FRET and PET in the hybrid system, boosting the production of ROS by the
combinatorial functional surfaces. In this chapter, it was demonstrated that using lightactivated green QD-CV antibacterial surfaces is an effective means to reduce levels of P.
aeruginosa and E. coli bacteria despite their natural intrinsic resistances, even at light
intensities deemed ineffective for efficient photodynamic therapy. Light intensities are reduced
by >10-fold compared to previous experiments, to realistically mimic lighting in clinical settings.
This chapter also begins to analyse some of the mechanism responsible for antibacterial
activity observed.

5.2. Materials & Methods
5.2.1. Quantum dot nanoparticles
Only green-emitting QDs were employed for this part of the study as red QDs were in short
supply from our suppliers, Nanoco Technologies. These QDs had a peak emission at ~520
nm.

5.2.2. Incorporation of nanoparticles and dye into polymer
Green emitting cadmium-free indium-based QDs (CFQD® nanoparticles) and crystal violet dye
(CV) were embedded into polyurethane using the 1-step ‘swell-encapsulation-shrink’ dipping
technique.404 Stock solutions of QDs in cyclohexane (2 mg/mL) and CV in dicholoromethane
(1 mM) were used to prepare dipping solutions of the following final concentrations: 1 mg/mL
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QD + 0.5 mM CV, 1 mg/mL QD, and 0.5 mM CV in a solvent system of 1:1 cyclohexane:
dichloromethane (Cy/DCM). Polymer squares (1 cm2) were dropped into each solution and
left to swell in the dark for 24 h inside a closed vial containing 10 mL of dipping solution.
Subsequently, samples were left to dry in the dark at room temperature for 24 h, washed with
dH2O and air dried, producing polymer substrates consisting of a combination of QDs and CV
(QD + CV PU); QDs only (QD PU); and CV only (CV PU) respectively. As controls, polymer
samples were swollen in neat 1:1 Cy/DCM solvent.

5.2.3. Material Characterisation
5.2.3.1. Transmission Electron Microscopy
Prior to transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of quantum dots, CFQDs®
suspended in cyclohexane was drop cast onto 300 mesh carbon coated copper grid (Agar
Scientific) and air-dried. High resolution (HR)-TEM images were acquired using a JEOL 2100
transmission electron microscope (TEM) with a LaB6 source operating at an acceleration
voltage of 200 kV. Micrographs were taken on a Gatan Orius charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera with Digital Micrograph software. Particle size analysis was carried out using Gatan
Suite software.

5.2.3.2. Fluorescence Microscopy
Modified polyurethane samples were embedded vertically in paraffin blocks.15 µm thick crosssections were cut using a microtome and the sections were mounted on microscope slides for
fluorescence imaging. The sections were imaged using a cooled scientific-grade 16-bit digital
CCD camera (Princeton Instruments Inc., Model PIXIS 512) operated by WinSpec software,
coupled to an inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus UK Ltd., Model IMT-2). The
samples were imaged using a 10x objective, and the fluorescence signal from crystal violet
present in the polyurethane was detected via a bandpass filter centred at 640 nm (Omega
Optical Inc., 640DF35) using excitation by a 532 nm laser diode (Thorlabs Inc.). The images
were subsequently analysed using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, U.S.A.).

5.2.4. Bacterial strains
A multi-drug resistant (MDR) clinical strain of Escherichia coli (E. coli 1030) which produces
both NDM-1 and OXA-48 carbapenemases, an environmental isolate of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (P12) recovered from a sink within the liver intensive care unit and an isolate of P.
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aeruginosa (P1068) from a cystic fibrosis (CF) patient, were obtained from J. Wade, King’s
College Hospital, London. For superoxide detection assays, EMRSA 4742 was obtained from
P. Wilson, University College London Hospital. Bacteria were stored at −70 °C in BHI
containing 20% (v/v) glycerol and propagated onto either MAC agar in the case of E. coli and
P. aeruginosa or MSA in the case of EMRSA, for a maximum of two subcultures at intervals
of two weeks before reviving once more from freezer stocks.

5.2.5. Antibacterial Activity
QD + CV PU, QD PU, CV PU and control PU substrates were tested against bacteria using
the same protocol as described in the preceding chapter (Section 4.2.5.2). However the light
source used in low light studies was the Osram 58 W/865 LUMILUX T8, which gave an incident
light intensity of 499 ± 19 lux. Also the incubation time of inoculated samples in the absence
or presence of light was 18 h for E. coli and 24 h for P. aeruginosa. After incubation, processing
of inoculated samples and plating of serial dilutions on agar followed the usual protocol.

5.2.5.1. Log and Percentage Reductions in Antimicrobial Studies
Log and percent reductions were used to express the magnitude of the change in bacteria
colony numbers before and after treatment, and derived as follows:

𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝐴⁄𝐵)

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

(𝐴 − 𝐵) 𝑥 100⁄
𝐴

Where A = the number of bacterial CFUs present before treatment (control material)
B = the number of CFUs present after treatment (test material)

5.2.6. Detection of Superoxide
To investigate the mechanism of bactericidal activity, superoxide dismutase (SOD) in PBS (50
U/mL) was added to the bacterial suspension and antibacterial tests were carried out on the
polyurethane substrates using the protocol described in Section 4.2.5.2. The purpose of SOD
was to deactivate any superoxide radicals emanating from the polymer surface. SOD from
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bovine erythrocytes was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK and filter sterilised using a 0.2 µm
PES syringe filter (VWR, UK).

5.2.7. Statistical Analysis
See Section 4.2.5.5.
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5.3. Results & Discussion
5.3.1. Material Characterisation
The indium-based green-emitting QDs were small, monodispersed and mainly spherical, as
evidenced by high-resolution TEM images (

Figure 5.1A). Analysis of TEM images using Gatan Suite software determined the average
size of the green QDs to be 2.9 ± 0.5 nm and the nanoparticles were characterised by good
shape uniformity and narrow size distribution (

Figure 5.1B). Polymer substrates were subsequently imaged using fluorescence microscopy
to analyse the extent of the diffusion of QD and/or dye through the polymer. Examples of
images obtained using fluorescence microscopy are displayed in false colour (

Figure 5.1C,D). Each image shows roughly one half of the polymer examined on the right
hand side of each image, providing an overview of the NP and CV diffusion gradient through
the polymer. On the false colour scale, black/blue corresponds to low fluorescence and
red/white corresponds to high fluorescence. Profile plots were also generated using ImageJ
software and correlated to a graphical representation of the fluorescence distribution through
the polymer. The distributions of fluorescence, for both polymer substrates embedded with
QD only (1mgmL-1,

Figure 5.1E) and that embedded with a combination of QD and dye (1mgmL-1 QD + 20 µM
CV,

Figure 5.1F), were quite even throughout the polymer, indicating that encapsulation was not
localised to the surface but actually the QD and/or dye were encapsulated into the polymer
bulk as well. This was in line with what is expected when swell-encapsulation-shrink is carried
with a solvent that causes a high degree of polymer swelling (see effect of dichloromethane
in Table 3.1) compared to what is observed with other solvents such as 100% water and 9:1
water/acetone where impregnation is predominately at the surface as these solvents do not
have a strong swelling effect on the polymer.405, 408
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Figure 5.1 (A) HR-TEM image of green-emitting indium-based quantum dots. (B) Histogram of size
distribution of green-emitting QDs. (C) and (D) CCD false coloured fluorescence microscope images of
15 micron thick sections of modified polyurethane sections (control subtracted). The polymer is shown
from the right hand side of the images. Colour intensity (top) ranges from black (no fluorescence or
background) to red/white (corresponding to maximum fluorescence). Image resolution: 512 x 512 pixels
(557 x 557 microns). Scale: 100 microns. (C) Polymer prepared via swell-encapsulation-shrink in
1mgml-1 green QD suspension (1:1 cy/DCM); (D) Polymer prepared via swell-encapsulation-shrink in
a suspension of 1mgml-1 green QD and 20 µM crystal violet (1:1 cy/DCM). (E) and (F) The distribution
of the fluorescence, for both polymer substrates in C and D respectively.
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5.3.2. Antimicrobial Testing
The photo-active surfaces were inoculated with P. aeruginosa P12, P. aeruginosa P1062 or
E. coli 1030 and irradiated for up to 24 h with a white light source of 500 lux intensity. As
controls, solvent-treated polyurethane (control PU), QD-incorporated polyurethane (QD PU)
and CV-incorporated polyurethane were also tested. To increase the relevance of the protocol,
the light source intensity was carefully restricted to a maximum of 500 lux as this was close or
equivalent to the recommended light levels for a number of settings and treatments in the
hospital such as reception desks (500 lux), laboratories (500 lux), clinical beds (400 lux),
anaesthesia rooms (500 lux), scrub-up areas (500 lux), general nursing care at bedsides (300
lux), and examination or treatment at bed positions (1000 lux).511

P. aeruginosa P12 is generally sensitive to many antibiotics and was recovered from a patient
sink within an Intensive Care Unit at King’s College Hospital, London. Environmental isolates,
which are a known source of infection, are often sensitive to antibiotics compared to patient
isolates, suggesting that resistance develops after infection.524 The efficacy of the doped
polyurethane substrates against P. aeruginosa P12 was investigated following 24 h in the dark
and 24 h exposure to a low intensity white light source with intensity averaging 499 ± 19 lux
(Figure 5.2A). Following 24 h dark incubation, there was no significant change in the numbers
of P. aeruginosa P12 on the control PU and QD PU substrates indicating no antibacterial
activity, while CV PU and QD + CV PU samples showed a 0.3 log10 and 1.0 log10 reduction in
bacterial numbers, respectively. Similarly, exposure to 500 lux white light for 24 h showed no
antibacterial activity for the control PU or QD PU but the addition of CV (CV PU) produced a
0.9 log10 reduction in bacterial numbers. When quantum dot and CV were combined in
polyurethane (QD + CV PU) and irradiated, the greatest bactericidal activity was observed
with the numbers of P. aeruginosa P12 being reduced by 3.3 log10 (99.95%; p = 0.03 compared
to CV PU).

P. aeruginosa P1068 is a clinical isolate derived from a CF patient that was tested with the
functional surfaces (Figure 5.2B). No statistically significant difference was observed for any
of the substrates in the dark nor from the control or QD PU surfaces illuminated with light of.
500 lux. However, following low level light illumination, CV PU elicited a 0.9 log10 reduction in
the numbers of P. aeruginosa P1068 and the combination of QD + CV in the surface resulted
in a 3.4 log10 reduction in bacterial numbers, corresponding to a 99.96% efficiency (p = 0.025).
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Figure 5.2 Low light intensity antibacterial activity of gQD + CV substrates. Viable counts of (A)
environmental P. aeruginosa P12 on modified polyurethane surfaces after 24 h irradiation at 500 lux,
(B) clinical P. aeruginosa P1068 on modified polyurethane surfaces after 24 h irradiation at 500 lux.
(Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU: green QDs – 1 mgmL-1; CV – 0.5 mM)

The activity of the substrates against E. coli 1030, a carbapenemase-producing clinical strain
was also analysed (Figure 5.3). Following 18 h incubation in the dark, there was no significant
antibacterial effect on any of the PU substrates. On the other hand, 18 h irradiation resulted
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in a 1.8 log10 reduction in the numbers of E. coli for the CV PU substrates and a 2.9 log10
reduction in bacterial numbers for the QD + CV PU substrates (99.88%, p = 0.001 compared
to CV PU). Again, the control PU and QD PU substrates showed no significant bactericidal

E.coli 1030 (CFU/mL)
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Figure 5.3 Low light intensity antibacterial activity of gQD + CV substrates. Viable counts of multi-drug
resistant E. coli 1030 on modified polyurethane surfaces after 18 h irradiation at 500 lux.
(Concentrations of swelling solutions used to modify PU: green QDs – 1 mgmL-1; CV – 0.5 mM)

The functional surfaces were expected to perform at similar efficiencies against the two Gramnegative bacteria E. coli and P. aeruginosa as they share similar structural characteristics.
However, to achieve the similar level of bacterial destruction, a longer illumination time was
required for P. aeruginosa. This may explained by the fact that E. coli possesses both nonspecific large general porins and substrate-specific channels on its outer membrane, whereas
P. aeruginosa does not display such large general porins, allowing only specific diffusion of
various small molecules.525 The lack of general porins in P. aeruginosa means that penetration
of ROS is reduced compared to E. coli, resulting in a slower disinfection rate of P. aeruginosa
from the QD-CV surface. By the same token, if there was any leakage of CV and/or QD
particles from the QD-CV surface, this would have a reduced effect on P. aeruginosa.
However, QD nanoparticles are very unlikely to leach out of the polymer due to their
hydrophobicity and large size. Furthermore, P. aeruginosa may be capable of withstanding a
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highly oxidative environment for longer periods of time due to its lower cell permeability (~100fold lower cell permeability than E. coli)526 as well as adaptive mechanisms such as the ability
to produce pigments such as pyomelanin, which have been shown to confer a degree of
tolerance to oxidative stress generated by photo-activation of photosensitisers.527, 528

In each test, polyurethane containing only quantum dots showed no bactericidal activity. This
was previously noted in our other studies and is attributed primarily to the limitations in
nanoparticle uptake by the polymer via the non-covalent incorporation method employed as
well as the lower QD absorption of the light source used compared to UV light sources.411
Additionally, we note a low but significant reduction of P. aeruginosa on CV PU in the absence
of illumination. This limited dark toxicity against the bacterium is likely a result of CV’s intrinsic
antimicrobial properties that, for decades prior to the discovery of antibiotics, made CV an
effective broad-spectrum therapeutic agent.422, 529 After illumination, the presence of CV in the
polymer caused a significantly higher increase in bactericidal activity in combination with the
QD compared to the dark. This implied that the interaction between QDs and CV presented
additional sources of ROS production via Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and/or
photoelectron transfer (PET). In order to demonstrate that the QDs and CV could physically
interact in the polymer microenvironment, optical spectroscopic studies were carried out.
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5.3.3. Photophysics
The PL of the green-emitting indium-based QDs is efficiently quenched by the addition of CV
in Cy/DCM solution in a dose-dependent manner. (Figure 5.4A) However, a simultaneous
increase in CV fluorescence is not observed as expected due to the formation of TICT states
which rapidly relax to the ground state in solution, yielding a low fluorescence yield.483 A timeresolved measurement of the QD PL when incorporated into polyurethane is displayed in
Figure 5.4B. Again, the PL lifetime of the QDs decreases with increasing CV concentration, in
agreement with the trend observed for steady QD emission in solution. Taken together, these
data indicate that QDs must be in close proximity to CV within the polymer.

Generally, a decrease in PL lifetime in the presence may result from non-luminescent exciplex
formation, energy transfer or electron transfer. However, the lack of change in the shape of
the absorption spectra appeared to rule out exciplex formation (Figure 2.4). The occurrence
of FRET is favoured and supported by 2 factors:
1. the large 𝐽(𝜆) integral for the gQD-CV complex (8.0 x 1013 nm4M-1cm-1) (Figure 2.5)
and;
2. the synergistic improvement in antimicrobial activity observed when QDs and CV are
combined.
In addition to FRET (and the resulting 1O2 formation), photoelectron transfer (PET) may also
occur leading to generation of ROS, principally O2●–, thus contributing to antimicrobial effects
in the functional surfaces. Photoexcited indium-based QDs have been shown to be capable
of reducing oxygen to produce superoxide153 however evidence from our studies show that,
when incorporated into polymer, O2●– yield is not enough to attenuate the levels of bacterial
contamination, whether excited under high intensity or low intensity white light. (cf. Sections
4.3.4.3 and 4.3.4.4). PET is also possible between the QD and CV when in close proximity.
For instance, photoexcitation of either the QDs or CV could result in electron donation to CV,
which is a good electron acceptor, and the reduced CV radical can then interact with oxygen
to form O2●–, as has been previously demonstrated by various groups.421, 430, 450
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Figure 5.4 (A) Steady-state emission of green QD with increasing CV concentration in solution (1:1
cyclohexane/DCM) at 400 nm excitation. (B) Time-resolved emission of green QD alone or in
combination with increasing concentrations of CV in polyurethane. The concentrations represent those
used to swell the polyurethane. QD concentration in all swelling solutions: 1mgmL-1.

5.3.4. Preliminary Type I Mechanism Investigations
Superoxide dismutase (SOD) acts as a scavenger of superoxide, a radical generated by PET
as discussed above. SOD works by catalysing the conversion of superoxide to water and
hydrogen peroxide (2O2●– + 2H+ → H2O2 + O2) as described in Chapter 0. To assess the
possible contribution of Type I electron transfer pathways, the bactericidal activity of the
control PU, CV PU and QD + CV PU substrates were tested against EMRSA 4742 after 1 h
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of white light treatment, both under standard conditions as well as in the presence of SOD.
After 1 h exposure to light, no significant antibacterial activity is demonstrated by the control
PU or QD PU, both in the absence of SOD and in the presence of 50 U/mL SOD. Conversely,
CV PU and QD + CV PU bactericidal activities were significantly diminished in the presence
of SOD. The antibacterial activity of CV PU and QD + CV PU substrates decreased by ~2.5
log10 (from 99% to 66.9%) and ~3 log10 (from 99.996% to 96.4%) respectively when 50 U/mL
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SOD was added (Figure 5.5).

50 U/mL SOD

Figure 5.5 Viable counts of EMRSA 4742 on unmodified and modified polyurethane polymers tested
under standard conditions(20°C, 1 h white light treatment at 6000 lux) without SOD (left) and in the
presence of 50 U/mL SOD (same temperature and lighting conditions as standard test) (right).
Concentrations of swelling solutions (made in 1:1 Cy/DCM solvent) used to modify PU: QDs – 1 mg/mL;
CV – 500 μM. (** indicates significance of p < 0.01 compared to CV PU)

The effectiveness of SOD in inhibiting the potent kill of CV PU and QD + CV PU upon
irradiation indicates that O2●– is formed by the materials then subsequently scavenged before
oxidative damage occurs to the bacteria. Since we know that 1O2 is generated as well (from
solution studies), we conclude that the synergistic enhancement in antibacterial activity of QDs
combined with CV is due to the combined action of ROS generated by both Type I and Type
II mechanisms. The range of mechanisms of ROS generation using QDs and CV is distinct
from our lab’s previous work using 2 nm diameter Au or ZnO NPs and CV in polymer
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substrates. In those studies where the NPs exhibit negligible absorption in the visible range,
FRET interaction would not apply and electron transfer interactions are likely to have taken
place only via excitation of the CV.405, 406

5.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, studies have shown that prolonged low level light intensity do not elicit any
antimicrobial activity from polymer surfaces that contain only QDs, as is the case under short
bursts of high light intensity. Also, the efficacy of the QD + CV PU was greater than the effect
elicited by the constituent surfaces (QD PU and CV PU) combined and thus demonstrated
that a synergistic interaction occurs with this combination to potentiate the antimicrobial
efficacy. Interestingly, the results observed under low light levels differed in an interesting way
from our previous studies where much higher light intensities were employed to achieve
bactericidal activity.409 Under high light intensities, the CV dye also contributed much more
significantly to the observed kill, whereas the contribution of CV to the overall kill was relatively
low under ambient light. However, the overall antimicrobial efficacy of the QD-CV surfaces
were not compromised. Another key observation was the activity of the functional surfaces
may vary with different pathogens as we observed that a longer illumination time was required
for P. aeruginosa compared to E. coli, due to natural features of the P. aeruginosa bacterium
that render it highly intrinsically resistant. P. aeruginosa’s low permeability and lack of general
porins may be responsible for the observation that exogenous ROS required longer exposure
to elicit an antibacterial effect. Nevertheless, a high level of bactericidal activity was evident
under ambient light after 24 h, an effect which was comparatively fast, bearing in mind that
bacteria can survive for several weeks and months on inanimate surfaces.530 Thus, even at
ambient light levels, functional QD-CV surfaces offer a powerful means of reducing bacterial
levels and potentially reducing the transmission of hospital-acquired infections through contact
with surfaces. Earlier singlet oxygen data conducted in solution phase along with steady-state
and time-resolved photoluminescence provided evidence of the occurrence of FRET in the
QD-CV surfaces; and preliminary superoxide detection assays suggest the occurrence of PET
as well in this hybrid polymer system. In the next chapter, a more in-depth analysis of the
mechanisms underpinning the activity of functional surfaces will be considered.
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CHAPTER 6. EVALUATION OF MECHANISMS OF
REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES (ROS) GENERATION
OF QUANTUM DOTS-PHOTOSENSITISER
COMPLEXES
6.1. Introduction
As mentioned earlier, when QD and CV are held in close proximity, there is a possibility for
two distinct photochemical pathways: Type I electron transfer or Type II energy transfer. A
Type II reaction involves direct energy transfer from the PS triplet state to molecular oxygen
generating highly reactive singlet oxygen (1O2). In microorganisms, 1O2 is a highly damaging
ROS since microorganisms do not possess any specific scavengers to regulate this ROS. 413
Although it is rapidly quenched by physical interaction with water molecules in aqueous
solution which limits its mean diffusion distance, it is more stable in aprotic microenvironments
such as polymers.

Type I mechanisms involve electron transfer reactions from the excited QD or PS to oxygen
to generate cytotoxic free radicals. Superoxide (O2●–) is the main initial free radical species,
formed by a one-electron reduction of molecular oxygen.413 Its biological effect stems from the
fact that depending on the solution environment (i.e. pH and fluctuations), its reduction
potential changes. In aqueous solution, O2●– may act as a weak oxidizing agent and can
oxidise ascorbic acid and thiols, or it may act as a very strong reducing agent, and reduce iron
complexes of cytochrome c and ferric EDTA.414 In biological systems, O2●– is relatively shortlived (although longer-lived than 1O2) owing to its rapid reduction to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
either spontaneously or enzymatically by superoxide dismutase (SOD).531 Although H2O2 is
not a ROS in the strictest sense, it is a powerful and toxic oxidising agent that plays an
important role in oxygen toxicity.532 As a non-radical derivative of O2, H2O2 is less reactive than
O2●– however, it has a longer biological lifespan and; combined with its neutral charge that
allows easy diffusion within and between cells, H2O2 makes a strong cytotoxic agent.533
Hydroxyl radicals (●OH) are a subsequent product of H2O2, formed by the reaction of H2O2
with either O2●– or perhydroxyl radicals. ●OH is among the strongest oxidants ever described
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(standard reduction potential of 2.31 V) and can cause biological damage to a more acute
degree than both H2O2 and O2●–.413, 414

The antimicrobial photodynamic effect of the functional surfaces is dependent on the efficiency
of the operation of Type I and/or Type II processes. In the previous chapter, a preliminary
study of ROS was set out. In this chapter, more extensive exploration of the mechanism
operating in the QD-CV conjugates when embedded in polymer was carried out. Various
methods – direct and indirect – were employed to distinguish between the different types of
ROS produced by the functional surfaces during white light activation. On the basis of these,
the contribution of Type I and Type II photochemical pathways to the QD-CV antimicrobial
activity was determined.

6.2. Materials and Methods
6.2.1. Materials
XTT sodium salt ((2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide),
catalase, mannitol and L-histidine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

6.2.2. Steady-state Emission
Samples were mounted diagonally at 45° and a longpass filter (RG435 and OG550, Schott,
England) was installed into the fluorimeter (Horiba FMax4 Fluorimeter (ex. 400nm)) to reduce
scattered light from the excitation wavelength before measuring emission.

6.2.3. Time-Resolved Lifetime Measurements
See Section 2.2.4 for a description of how measurements of time-resolved photoluminescence
lifetime were performed for solution samples. For polymer samples embedded with QDs
and/or CV, the substrates were mounted on microscope glass slides first before and signals
were detected in the same manner as QD and QD-CV solutions.

6.2.4. Singlet Oxygen Phosphorescence
Polyurethane samples were mounted diagonally in a quartz cuvette and irradiated using a 532
nm Nd:YAG laser (Lumanova GmbH, Germany) with the beam axis aligned at 45º to the
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surface plane of the sample in order to optimise detection of 1O2 within the polymer. For full
details of the experimental set-up and parameters, please refer to Section 2.2.5.

6.2.5. Detection of Superoxide by XTT Reduction
QD-CV and CV-embedded polyurethane substrates (1cm2 squares) were placed in flatbottomed wells in clear 24 well plates (TPP). 2 mL aliquots of 2 mM XTT sodium salt reagent
(dissolved in distilled water) were deposited into wells to completely cover the surface of and
submerge the polymer squares. Samples were exposed to a light source emitting at either 455
nm or 595 nm using an LED (Thorlabs Ltd., UK), at distance of 10 cm from the bottom of the
well plate, for set intervals. Absorbance readings were taken immediately before (t = 0) and
irradiation at each time interval. Absorbance readings at 470 nm were acquired using a PelkinElmer Lambda 950 or Shimadzu UV-2600 UV/Vis spectrophotometer; or an Infinite 200 Pro
plate reader. Control groups included polyurethane polymer samples without CV, without QDs,
without both or dH2O alone (without XTT).

6.2.6. Reactive Oxygen Species Generated by Materials
To investigate the nature of ROS generated by the QD + CV PU materials against bacteria, a
H2O2 scavenger (catalase, 400 U mL-1), a hydroxyl radical scavenger (mannitol, 33 mM) and
a 1O2 scavenger (L-histidine, 4 mM) were added to the bacterial suspension (methicillinresistant S. aureus, EMRSA 4742) and exposed to the polyurethane substrates to deactivate
the respective ROS emanating from the polymer surface. Catalase, mannitol and L-histidine
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK and filter sterilised using a 0.2 µm PES syringe filter
(VWR, UK). The control PU, CV PU and QD + CV PU substrates were tested against EMRSA
4742 illuminated with a white light source (6600 ± 900 lux) intensity for a period of 30 mins,
using the same antibacterial testing protocol described in previously (see CHAPTER 4). As a
control, a separate experiment was conducted in the absence of any ROS quenchers. Light
source: General Electric 28 W Watt Miser™ T5 2D compact fluorescent lamp.
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6.3. Results & Discussion
6.3.1. Steady-State and Time-Resolved Emission Studies of QD-CV Polymer Surfaces
As discussed in CHAPTER 2, the emission of the two QDs in suspension was effectively
quenched by the presence of CV dye. This effect was CV concentration-dependent. However,
though steadily increasing CV concentration resulted in further weakening of QD emissions,
no corresponding increase or change in CV was evident as is usual in energy transfer
processes. The lack of any discernible peaks for CV emission was ascribed to the low viscosity
of

the

solvent

in

which

the

QD-CV

suspensions

were

prepared

in.

1:1

cyclohexane/dichloromethane, the solvent in which the QD and QD-CV combinations are
suspended, exhibits very low viscosity. This allows free movement and rotation of the dye’s
functional groups leading to the formation of twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) states
which rapidly relax to the ground state.483 This phenomenon resulted in low CV fluorescence
yield and thus peaks for the CV dye are not apparent in the emission spectra. On the other
hand, by impregnating polyurethane with QD-CV mixtures, CV fluorescence was recovered to
a degree because as a rigid polymer, polyurethane offered an extremely viscous
microenvironment, restricting the development of TICT states. Figure 6.1A and B show the
emission spectra for polyurethane incorporated with red QD and/or CV and green QD and/or
CV respectively. Generally, again, a decrease in QD emission is obvious with increasing CV
concentration. In addition, compared to the QD emission, the CV emission is quite low, a
feature that is particularly noticeable in Figure 6.1B, as the emission of the green QDs (at ~520
nm) does not overlap with the CV emission peak (~600 nm). Furthermore, as the peak
emission of the QDs decreased and CV emission increased with increasing concentration of
CV, a concentration-dependent bathochromic shift (shift to the right) in the CV emission peak
was detected. For instance, the addition of 5 μM to 1mgmL-1 red QDs swelling solution caused
a red shift from 630 nm to 647 nm. Adding 50 μM CV caused a further bathochromic shift to
663 nm. This concentration-dependent red-shift effect was attributed to absorption of the
shorter wavelengths of the CV emission causing suppression of the signal approaching to 600
nm. This phenomenon is also observed with the dye in polymer in the absence of QDs.409
TICT states can also exhibit red-shifted fluorescence but not in the case of CV, therefore this
mechanism can be ruled out.
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Figure 6.1 Emission spectra of polyurethane substrates when incorporated with 1mgmL-1 QD only or
in combination with increasing concentrations of CV (excitation at 400 nm). (A) shows the spectra for
red-emitting QDs and (B) for green-emitting QDs.

Steady-state emission data demonstrate that QD emission quenching does take place in the
polymer samples in the presence of CV. Time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) data was
acquired to confirm occurrence of energy transfer or photo-electron transfer. By analysing
time-resolved PL data, it is possible to discern decreases in donor PL intensity caused by
facile reabsorption effects. For instance, in a previous study, it was observed that the mixtures
of PEGylated CdSe/ZnS QDs with toluidine blue O dye could enhance bacterial kill in aqueous
solutions following visible illumination. However, time-resolved emission measurements of the
QD donor revealed no evidence for FRET interaction and the authors in that study concluded
that the associated lifetime shortening, and the enhanced activity was attributed to
reabsorption of QD emission by the dye.534

For time-resolved PL measurements, the indium-based QDs were excited at 405 nm where
QD absorption was strong but CV absorption was negligible. The QD lifetime is also long
compared to CV fluorescence lifetime which is < 5 ns in viscous solvents or when bound to
protein.430, 535 The QD PL decay when only QDs were embedded in polyurethane as well as
the QD decay when QDs combined with varying concentrations of CV were incorporated into
polyurethane are displayed in Figure 6.2 for red and green QD/QD-CV substrates respectively.
Upon measuring the time-resolved PL, the donor exciton lifetime was derived by fitting the
decay (𝐼𝑡 ) to a bi-exponential decay. It was observed that the QD emission lifetime in the
presence of CV (𝜏𝐷𝐴 ) was significantly shorter than the QD emission lifetime in the absence
of CV (𝜏𝐷𝐴 ). The exciton PL lifetime progressively shortened with the introduction of
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increasingly higher concentrations of the dye into the polymer (Figure 6.2). In the absence of
the photosensitiser, the mean fractional amplitude weighted lifetime of the red-emitting QDs
was 𝜏𝐷 = 32.0 ns which was significantly reduced to 𝜏𝐷𝐴 = 6.8 ns in the presence of 50 µM
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Figure 6.2 Logarithmic plots of time-resolved photoluminescence measurements of pure QDs and QDCV combinations embedded in polyurethane via swell-encapsulation-shrink. (A) Time-resolved
emission lifetimes of red QDs and red green QD-CV combinations at 620 nm. (B) Time-resolved
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In all cases, final QD concentration in swelling solutions was kept constant at 1mgmL -1.

Assuming that QD lifetime quenching was a result of FRET, the FRET efficiency (𝐸) of
donor/acceptor complexes in polymer was computed from the time-resolved fluorescence
measurements. Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 display the FRET efficiencies of the QD-CV with
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increasing CV concentration. At the highest crystal violet concentration, the FRET efficiency
was calculated as 79%. Note however that the CV concentration given is that of the dipping
solution and we assume an approximately linear dependence between these values and the
polymer uptake. We also assume that the use of the single-stage swell-encapsulation loading
with both agents combined resulted in uptake of intact QD-CV complexes and CV residing in
the matrix but in close proximity to the QDs.

It is important to note that the lifetime quenching observed is also consistent with the
occurrence of PET therefore on the basis of these studies alone, we cannot be certain that
FRET does take place in addition to PET.444 However since the PET mechanism should not
lead to singlet oxygen generation, any 1O2 produced by the QD-CV polymers would give
distinct evidence of FRET. Therefore, in addition to steady-state and time-resolved PL studies,
the generation of 1O2 by the polymer samples was examined.

Table 6.1 Mean fractional amplitude weighted red QD emission lifetimes and calculated FRET
efficiencies of pure QD and QD-CV complexes with increasing CV concentrations (in the swellencapsulation medium) when incorporated into polyurethane via swell- encapsulation-shrink
CV
Concentration

Mean 𝝉 (ns)

(µM)

FRET Efficiency
(%)

0

32.0

0

5

28.2

12

10

21.6

33

20

14.7

54

50

6.8

79
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Table 6.2 Mean fractional amplitude weighted green QD emission lifetimes and calculated FRET
efficiencies of pure QD and QD-CV complexes with increasing CV concentrations (in the swellencapsulation medium) when incorporated into polyurethane via swell-encapsulation-shrink
CV
Concentration

Mean 𝝉 (ns)

(µM)

FRET Efficiency
(%)

0

12.1

0

0.5

10.8

10.7

1

9.1

24.7

2

8.7

28.0

5

7.4

39.0
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6.3.2. Singlet Oxygen Phosphorescence Studies of QD-CV Polymer Surfaces
The generation of 1O2 in the polymer was investigated using time-resolved near-IR detection
based on the 1O2 phosphorescence at 1270 nm. The PS crystal violet is capable of producing
1

O2 via energy transfer however, in aqueous solution, the efficiency of 1O2 generation is very

low because the CV excited singlet state is deactivated by the molecular rotor effect. In viscous
solvents or the polymeric microenvironment, this effect is repressed which permits 1O2
generation, and it has been shown experimentally that CV dye alone impregnated in silicone
polymer can generate 1O2 upon excitation at 532 nm.536 Figure 6.3A shows 1O2 decay curves
for polyurethane (PU) samples made from swelling solutions containing 50 µM CV alone
(black), 1mgmL-1 red QDs (bright red) or a 1mgmL-1 red QD + 50 µM CV combination.
Likewise, Figure 6.3B displays 1O2 decay curves for PU samples made from swelling solutions
containing 20 µM CV alone (black), 1mgmL-1 green QDs (bright green) or a 1mgmL-1 green
QD + 20 µM CV combination. The singlet oxygen phosphorescence plots are presented as
logarithmic intensity plots so that differences in quasi-mono-exponential decay lifetimes may
be more readily discerned (insets shows plots in linear scale).

For CV PU (black traces in Figure 6.3A and Figure 6.3B), a characteristic rise in signal followed
by an exponential decay was observed, in agreement with other 1O2 phosphorescence
studies536 using CV and other dyes such as methylene blue (MB).537 The initial rise in signal
is governed by the rate of conversion of triplet oxygen to singlet oxygen by the quenching of
excited CV to its ground state. The subsequent exponential decay is a result of the medium
(i.e. polymer matrix) quenching the formed singlet oxygen to regenerate molecular oxygen.536
The very short-lived sharp spike at t < 1 µs corresponded to CV fluorescence and was
therefore disregarded in our subsequent analysis. Fitting the initial rise to a bi-exponential
function (Equation 2.2) with a negative A2 component – corresponding to the rise in signal –
yielded a rise-time (𝜏2 ) of 3.7 µs for 50 µM CV PU; and 3.9 µs for 20 µM CV PU. The lifetime
of singlet oxygen in the polyurethane substrates where only CV was present, derived by fitting
the signal to a mono-exponential decay, was determined to be 36 μs (50 μM CV PU) and 38
μs (20 μM CV PU). The values were therefore in agreement with each other and indicated that
decay kinetics were not largely affected by the CV concentration within the ranges measured.
In addition, the experimental values derived for the lifetime of 1O2 in polyurethane were in good
agreement with the reported 1O2 lifetime of CV embedded in a similar polymer (silicone, 40
ms).536
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Figure 6.3 Logarithmic time-resolved singlet oxygen phosphorescence recorded at 1270 nm following
pulsed laser irradiation of modified polyurethane. (A) Singlet oxygen phosphorescence signals for
polymer containing red QDs (bright red), containing CV only (black), and a combination of red QD and
CV (dark red). (Concentrations: QDs – 1 mg/mL; CV – 50µM CV). (B) Singlet oxygen phosphorescence
signals for polymer containing green QDs (bright green), containing CV only (black), and a combination
of green QD and CV (dark green). (Concentrations: QDs – 1 mg/mL; CV – 20µM CV).
Insets for (A) and (B): Linear scale plot over the same time range. All signals have been subtracted
from the control (untreated polyurethane).
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When only QDs were present in the polymer matrix (bright red line or bright green line in Figure
6.3A and Figure 6.3B respectively), a highly intense signal was observed for a relatively short
time lasting ~10 – 15 µs. This signal is ascribed to the long near-IR tail of the QDs
photoluminescence.538 Although photoluminescence signals for the QDs are weak at such
long wavelengths, singlet oxygen has a low quantum yield and thus the phosphorescence that
can be detected at 1270 nm is also very weak. Due to these factors, the QD
photoluminescence presented as a strong signal for polymers containing both red-emitting
and green-emitting QDs. Comparatively, rQD PU substrates displayed a longer lasting initial
signal than gQD PU and this was ascribed to the fact that characteristically, red-emitting QDs
have emission peaks at longer wavelengths than green-emitting QDs. Exponential decays
were not observed for either rQD PU or gQD PU as the generation of 1O2 upon photo
illumination is an energetically unfavourable process in indium-based QDs.153 In previous
studies of CdS-based QDs, no direct singlet oxygen generation could be observed with an
upper limit to the quantum yield estimated as <0.003.212 Using spin-trap electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and reporter assays, Chibli et. al. found no evidence for the
generation of singlet oxygen in indium phosphide based QDs.153

The combination of QD and CV in the polymer matrix (dark red line and dark green line in
Figure 6.3A and Figure 6.3B respectively) gave rise to decay profiles similar to CV PU but with
important differences. Firstly, a key observation from this comparative study is that the overall
intensity of the singlet oxygen signal with the QD/CV PU combinations were higher than for
CV PU alone. Secondly, the short but rapid decay in signal seen at early times < 10 μs in the
presence of CV matches that observed in our previous QD FRET studies538 and is consistent
with the QD donor PL being quenched by the CV. Particularly for rQD + CV PU, the signal
ascribed to QD PL in the decay profile is much shorter compared to rQD PU (Figure 6.3A).
The quenching of QD emission by CV occurred in the polymer can be ascribed to a
combination of photo-electron transfer and/or energy transfer to generate either superoxide or
singlet oxygen. At 532 nm (the laser excitation wavelength), red QDs have a good absorption
and there is still residual green QD absorption therefore it is possible for FRET-induced singlet
oxygen generation to take place and thus contribute to the observed signal. Also, at 532nm,
CV have a relatively strong absorption compared to its peak absorption near 600 nm so some
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of the signal may also originate from CV bound within the matrix that is remote from the QD
and possibly from direct excitation of CV bound to the QD.

Though the combination of QD and CV caused a major change in the initial features (t < 10
µs) of the decay curves, namely, the rise time seen for CV PU alone was replaced by an
intense short-lived spike, at later times (t > 10 µs), the decay curves for rQD + CV PU and
gQD + CV PU closely matched that observed for CV PU with a congruent 1O2 lifetime. This is
consistent with the assumption that the same decay kinetics for singlet oxygen should apply
for each type of polymer sample. The key observation from this comparative study is that the
overall intensity of the singlet oxygen signal with the QD/CV combination was higher than for
CV alone.

6.3.3. Superoxide Generation by QD-CV Substrates
When indium phosphide QDs are photo-excited, direct generation of singlet oxygen is
energetically unfavourable but indium-based QDs can directly generate superoxide radical
anions by reducing oxygen via a Type I mechanism.153 In aqueous solution, the reduction
potential of the O2/O2●– redox couple is –0.18 V vs. NHE (normal hydrogen electrode)
(Equation 2.4), a value that is near to that of CV+/CV● reduction potential at –0.36 V (Equation
2.5).435, 436 CV is a good electron acceptor and due to the similar potentials, is readily photoreduced by the QDs to generate the semi-reduced CV radical. By extrapolation of excitedstate redox potentials estimated for other indium-based QDs emitting at comparable
wavelengths to the QDs employed here, reduction of CV should be energetically feasible: the
conduction and valence band reduction potentials for InP QDs are estimated as -1.04 V and
0.95 V 153, 437 This assumes that effects of binding and the different solvent on redox potentials
are minimal. The CV radical generated by PET from the QDs can subsequently interact with
molecular oxygen to generate superoxide by electron transfer which should be energetically
possible due to the positive redox potential (+0.18 V) of the reaction (Equation 2.6).
𝑂2 + 𝑒 − → 𝑂2●−

– 0.18 V

Equation 2.4

𝐶𝑉 + + 𝑒 − → 𝐶𝑉 ●

– 0.36 V

Equation 2.5

𝐶𝑉 ● + 𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑉 + + 𝑂2●−

+ 0.18 V

Equation 2.6

Various studies provide evidence indicating that these Type I processes take place. For
instance, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy studies conducted in
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aqueous solution have detected the formation of O2●– following illumination of CV solutions
with NADH (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide), which donated an electron to the excited CV
triplet state to form the CV radical.421, 539

Photoexcitation of dimers of CV may also act as a source of O2●– via electron-transfer reactions
as postulated previously for MB-doped polymer substrates.537 Direct generation of superoxide
by electron transfer to oxygen by the CV triplet state has been postulated by Reszka et al. and
Fischer et al.

421, 539

but was confirmed by Brezova and colleagues who demonstrated

irradiated polycrystalline samples of CV prepared by passing CV dissolved in aprotic solvent
through paper generated O2●– using EPR.456 Therefore O2●– should be generated in illuminated
polymer samples with CV alone and CV with QDs. In solution, we expect that PET plays an
important role for the QD/CV mixtures as electrostatic interactions that form geminate ion pairs
are strong. However, these geminate ions pairs may recombine resulting in quenched QD and
an unchanged CV.459 This process can be very fast and may compete with the PET reaction
of the CV radical anion with oxygen to form O2●–. Uptake into the polymer may separate ion
pairs and reduce charge recombination effects after PET, thus allowing more O2●– generation.
In addition, photoexcitation of CV dimers may also act as a source of O 2●– via PET reactions
as previously postulated for MB-doped polymer substrates.537 Furthermore, instead of the QDs
unreacted monomer in the polymer matrix, may also be able to promote a Type 1 process,
and contribute to the cytotoxicity observed with CV alone. Thus, it was expected that O2●–
should be generated in illuminated polymer samples with CV alone and CV with QDs, and
then be able to diffuse into the surrounding solution containing the bacteria.

6.3.4. Chemical Detection of Superoxide Release by Polymer Substrates: XTT Assay
To determine whether the functional surfaces were capable of generating O2●– radicals, XTT
(2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide) absorption assays
were carried out. The XTT assay is a colorimetric assay for probing total superoxide capacity.
XTT is a sulfonated tetrazolium salt that is reduced in the presence of superoxide, forming the
XTT formazan which causes a change in colour (Figure 6.4). The degree of colour change is
dependent on the concentration of O2●– generated and the absorbance of this coloured
solution can be quantified by measuring at a certain wavelength (usually at 470 nm) by a
spectrophotometer.540, 541
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Figure 6.4 XTT reduction to formazan by superoxide

XTT is considered as more advantageous over other tetrazolium salts such as MTT (3-(4,5dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium

bromide),

INT

(3-(4-Iodophenyl)-2-(4-

nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl-2H-tetrazol-3-ium chloride) and NBT (2,2′-bis(4-Nitrophenyl)-5,5′diphenyl-3,3′-(3,3′-dimethoxy-4,4′-diphenylene)ditetrazolium chloride). In particular, unlike the
above tetrazolium compounds, the formed XTT formazan is water soluble due to the presence
of two sulfonic acid groups in XTT. Since the formazan product is water soluble, additional
solubilisation steps are avoided, allowing convenient and accurate spectroscopic
measurement and analysis in supernatants without solvent extractions.542-544 Direct
measurement of the release of superoxide into the surrounding medium by the functional
surfaces using the spectroscopic method would be difficult to accomplish as the polymer itself
absorbs strongly in the lower wavelengths where superoxide absorption peaks (245 nm in
aqueous solution.545 Superoxide is also highly reactive and rapidly quenched in protic solvents
therefore distinguishing the contributions of superoxide to the optical signal from the
contributions of the polymer and the surrounding solution would be unfeasible.546 Therefore,
using XTT tetrazolium salt dissolved in the surrounding medium as a superoxide probe, a
spectroscopic technique was developed which was to be highly selective for superoxide
anions. The XTT reagent is sensitive to O2●– anions and in its presence, converts to an orangecoloured formazan product which exhibits absorption at 470 nm. The method was expected
to remain sensitive only to O2●– ions released by the functional surfaces into the aqueous
solution as XTT is water-soluble and the polyurethane substrates are hydrophobic.
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Figure 6.5 Experimental setup of polymer samples used for superoxide anion (O2●–) detection with XTT
reagent. Release of O2●– from QD and/or CV-incorporated polyurethane leads to reduction of XTT
solution lying in direct contact with the polymer surface to form the orange formazan product which
produces a detectable optical signal at 470 nm.

Polymer squares were placed in a 24 well-plate and submerged in an aqueous solution of XTT
reagent. Subsequently, samples were exposed to either 455 nm or 595 nm wavelength light
using an LED. Absorbance readings were taken immediately before irradiation and at various
intervals post-irradiation. Control groups included unmodified polyurethane polymer samples
submerged in XTT solution or unmodified polymer squares in dH2O. The experimental set-up
is illustrated in Figure 6.5 and was adapted from a protocol employed by Bovis et. al.537 No
signals were observed for control wells containing the unmodified polymer squares in water.
Absorbance readings for the control well containing the neat polymer in XTT were subtracted
for each point.
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Figure 6.6 Measurement of XTT formazan formation as a result of superoxide generation. Absorbance
of 470nm. Representative results when CV PU, rQD PU and rQD + CV PU are exposed to XTT and
irradiated with 455 nm light at shorter time intervals (A) and longer time intervals (B). Respectively, (C)
and (D) show representative results when CV PU, rQD PU and rQD + CV PU are exposed to XTT and
irradiated with 595 nm light at shorter time intervals and longer time intervals. The control (well with only
XTT) has been subtracted for each point.

Figure 6.6 shows the formation of XTT formazan when rQD PU, CV PU and rQD + CV PU
were irradiated with light at 455 nm where QD absorption is high and CV absorption low (A
and B) or 595 nm where QD absorption is low and CV absorption is high (C and D). Figure
6.6 also shows the formation of XTT formazan when absorbance is measured at shorter time
intervals (A and C) or longer time intervals (B and D). Experiments were repeated at least
three times and it was not possible to reproduce any prevailing trends to a satisfactory level.
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For instance, in Figure 6.6A, rQD + CV PU appeared to release the highest levels of
superoxide followed by CV PU and the lowest rQD PU at 455 nm light irradiation where mainly
only the red QDs were activated. However, in Figure 6.6B, under the same conditions (but
over a longer time period), the trend was completely reversed, and rQD PU > rQD + CV PU >
CV PU in terms of formazan production at 455 nm light irradiation.

At 595 nm light when both red QDs and CV were activated in the polymer, different patterns
were observed. A common similarity that was seen under 595 nm was that the peak
superoxide formation, as a function of absorbance at 470 nm, was reached quite early in all
the samples. This spike profile may have been due to a photodegradation effect whereby a
signal is initially observed but the oxidised photoproduct is itself degraded. The fluence rates
of the LEDs are higher compared to room lighting (used in antibacterial testing). Particularly
at 595 nm where CV strongly absorbs, the rate of photobleaching would be faster than at 455
nm, where CV is weakly absorbing. While rQD + CV PU and rQD PU peaked at roughly the
same times in the experiments (~20 min in Figure 6.6C and D), there was a disparity in the
peak absorbance for CV PU (~20 min in Figure 6.6C and ~40 min in Figure 6.6D). Overall, it
appeared O2●– formation was in the order: rQD + CV > CV PU > rQD PU.

While it was possible to draw some useful information from the XTT assays, the data was
unreliable as results were not reproducible. Human or systematic error was ruled out as the
cause of the irreproducibility of the tests by conducting several repeats as well as taking
measurements using different spectrophotometers. One possibility was that the light source
may have been scattered by the plastic well-plate. Light scattering would have limited the
amount of light reaching the samples submerged in XTT, which in turn, limits superoxide
release and XTT formazan production. Even without light scattering, the distance of the light
source from the polymer square is an important factor especially since the squares were
submerged in aqueous XTT solution. The barrier created by the surrounding aqueous solution
may have prevented the light from reaching the samples, affecting ROS production in the
surfaces. Additionally, over longer periods of time, it is also possible that evaporation of the
XTT solution may have occurred which could also impact absorbance readings. Moreover,
supposing any dye and or nanoparticle was leached from the samples, this may have led to
artificially high absorbance readings, particularly in the case of QD + CV PU substrates. Also,
it has been suggested that the presence of dye absorption peak (~600 nm for CV) can cause
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an artificially enhanced absorbance measured at 470 nm, leading to an overestimate of
superoxide production. Nanoparticles, depending on their size, have a potential to interact with
detection probes or interfere with detection systems resulting in unreliable data.547 Hence, for
one or more of the above factors, the XTT assay was unsuitable as a probe to detect O 2●–
anions in this scenario and was subsequently abandoned.

6.3.5. ROS Detection with ROS Scavengers
Another method of superoxide detection was then tested. Identification of reactive oxygen
species via bacteriological assays have been previously employed successfully to determine
the contribution of Type I and Type II processes occurring in antimicrobial polymer
substrates.406 Adapting the method used by Sehmi et al., O2●– production by the functional
surfaces was detected by testing the photo-bactericidal effectiveness of polymer substrates
under normal conditions and then comparing the effectiveness of the substrates in the
presence of an excess amount of a O2●– scavenger. The same bacteriological protocol was
followed for the latter experiment with the only difference being that the O2●– scavenger
(superoxide dismutase (SOD)) was added to the buffer solution in which the bacteria were
suspended. Superoxide dismutase is an enzyme that catalyses the dismutation of two
superoxide anions to form hydrogen peroxide and molecular oxygen,548 the overall reaction
as follows: 2𝑂2●− + 2𝐻 + → 𝐻2 𝑂2 + 𝑂2
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Figure 6.7 Viable counts of EMRSA 4742 on unmodified and modified polyurethane polymers tested
under standard conditions (20°C, 1 h white light treatment at 6000 lux) without SOD (left) and in the
presence of 50 U/mL SOD (same temperature and lighting conditions as standard test) (right).
Concentrations of swelling solutions (made in 1:1 Cy/DCM solvent) used to modify PU: QDs – 1 mg/mL;
CV – 500 μM. (** indicates significance of p < 0.01 compared to CV PU)

The antimicrobial activity of the control PU, QD PU, CV PU and QD + CV PU substrates was
tested against EMRSA 4742 after 1 h white light treatment, both under normal conditions and
in the presence of 50 U/mL SOD. After illumination, control PU and QD PU demonstrated no
significant antibacterial activity. This was also true in the presence of excess SOD. In contrast,
antibacterial activities of CV PU and QD + CV PU substrates were significantly attenuated in
the presence of SOD. The antibacterial activity of CV PU decreased by ~2.5 log10 (from 99%
to 66.9%) and the antibacterial activity of QD + CV PU decreased by ~3 log10 (from 99.996%
to 96.4%) when excess SOD was present (Figure 6.7). SOD very effectively weakened the
potency of both CV PU and QD + CV PU, indicating that O2●– is formed by these materials
then subsequently scavenged before oxidative damage occurs to the bacteria.

Detecting O2●– through the assay by which antimicrobial activity was tested proved to be a
reliable and highly reproducible method of detecting ROS. This approach was favourable as
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it not only detected the release of O2●– by the functional surfaces but in addition, direct
comparisons of antimicrobial activity could be made, showing how the release of superoxide
anions affected activity directly and vice versa. Whereas, the former XTT technique would
have provided information on the relative increase or decrease in O2●– production, at best.
Following success in determining the presence and effect of O2●– on the antimicrobial action
of the functional surfaces, experiments were conducted featuring scavengers to detect other
ROS. In addition to the above advantages, applying this method to other quenchers
circumvented the need for spectroscopic analysis, which is not a difficulty with many ROS
quenchers and probes, as demonstrated by the XTT assay above.548
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Figure 6.8 Photo-bactericidal activity of control PU, CV PU and QD + CV PU against EMRSA in the
absence of ROS scavengers (‘no scavenger’) and in the presence of catalase (H 2O2 scavenger),
mannitol (hydroxyl scavenger) and L-histidine (1O2 scavenger). ** indicates that QD + CV PU has p ≤
0.01 compared to CV PU. The experiment labelled “no scavenger” was the control, where no ROS
quencher was added. The subsequent experiments labelled “catalase”, “mannitol” and “L-histidine” are
the results when that quencher was present.
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Specific ROS scavengers were introduced into microbiological assays to identify the particular
oxygen species produced by the surfaces and thus determine the contribution of energy
transfer and electron transfer processes to the system. ROS scavengers of Type I and Type
II pathway products were added to the antimicrobial testing protocol to investigate their effect
on the bactericidal performance. A hydrogen peroxide scavenger (catalase), a hydroxyl radical
scavenger (mannitol) and a singlet oxygen scavenger (L-histidine) were used in the
microbiological investigation against EMRSA 4742. The outcome when the antibacterial
efficacy of photo-irradiated control PU, CV PU, and QD + CV PU against EMRSA 4742 with
and without the addition of each of the three ROS scavengers is presented in Figure 6.8. The
experiment labelled “no scavenger” was the control, where no ROS quencher was added, in
order to demonstrate and compare the effect of adding each scavenger separately in each set
of experiments. The subsequent experiments labelled “catalase”, “mannitol” and “L-histidine”
are the results in each of the quenchers were present. Only the QD PU was not included in
these experiments as the addition of QD PU had no significant effect under normal conditions.

Catalase is a highly specific enzyme that is solely active against hydrogen, methyl and
ethyl peroxides. It causes the conversion of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to water namely: 2H2O2
→ H2O + O2 .532 Following irradiation, the bacterial count on the control polymers was
unaffected by the presence of catalase. On the other hand, bacterial numbers on CV PU were
decreased to 2.6 log10 in the presence of catalase compared to 2.8 log10 reduction when no
scavenger was present. Similarly, QD + CV PU surfaces were decreased to 3.4 log10 in the
presence of catalase compared to the 4.2 log10 reduction when the experiment contained no
quenchers. The presence of H2O2 likely resulted from the production of O2●– by the lightactivated surfaces (Figure 6.7). Since the main source of H2O2 is the dismutation of
superoxide, it followed that the effect of catalase on the light-activated surfaces directly
correlated to the contribution of O2●– in the system. Overall, it appeared that QD + CV PU
produced more H2O2 than CV PU as CV PU activity is much less affected by the presence of
catalase. This may be attributed to the fact that in QD + CV PU substrates, superoxide (and
subsequently H2O2) may be generated in four distinct ways:
•

photoexcited QDs can directly produce O2●–. 153

•

the molecular dye can produce O2●– either by direct photoexcitation of CV to its triplet
state.
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•

direct photoexcitation of CV to its singlet state in the QD + CV PU is possible. In this
case, the CV is assumed to be in close proximity to or adsorbed onto the surface of
the QDs and electron transfer to CV’s excited singlet excited state would occur through
interaction with the conduction band of the QD nanoparticle. This has been shown for
a system composed of the ethyl ester of fluorescein (FLEt) and colloidal TiO2 particles
interacting under visible light irradiation.549

•

QDs may act as electron donors to CV, resulting in the CV radical which may react
with oxygen to produce O2●–.

In contrast, CV PU substrates may produce O2●– (and subsequently H2O2) through fewer
routes:
•

direct photoexcitation of the molecular dye to its triplet state

•

interaction of the CV with unreacted monomer in the polymer matrix

•

photoexcitation of CV dimers.537

•

It is possible for the CV triplet state to interact with O 2 to generate O2●– however the
quantum yields for these reactions tend to be low.

Having fewer sources of O2●– production meant that less of the species was generated by CV
PU and thus subsequent dismutation generated less H2O2. In addition, these events may also
simultaneously occur in QD + CV polymers, thus producing even more superoxide.

Likewise, when mannitol was present in the assays, QD + CV PU activity was more attenuated
than CV PU activity. CV PU antimicrobial activity diminished to achieve only 1.68 log10 kill in
the presence of mannitol (2.8 log10 reduction when no scavenger was present) and QD + CV
PU achieved only 1.5 log10 microbial kill in the presence of mannitol (4.2 log10 reduction when
no scavenger present). Mannitol is an effective scavenger hydroxyl radicals (●OH).550 No
significant change was observed with the control polymer with or without mannitol. The
efficacy of CV PU and QD + CV PU surfaces were reduced to about the same level in the
presence of mannitol however since the initial performance of QD + CV PU (in the absence of
scavenger) was stronger, QD + CV PU surfaces were more negatively affected by the hydroxyl
radical scavenger. We can infer that more ●OH was being released by the QD + CV PU
surfaces than the CV PU surfaces. This deduction was in agreement with the above assays
that showed higher O2●– and H2O2 production in QD + CV PU functional surfaces.
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The aromatic amino acid, L-histidine, is a well-known scavenger of singlet oxygen that
chemically reacts with 1O2 at a high reaction rate to efficiently deactivate 1O2.551-554 Upon
addition to the assay, the antimicrobial activity of CV PU substrates dropped from 2.8 log10 kill
to 1.8 log10 kill. The significant attenuation of CV PU activity in the presence of L-histidine
proves that the substrates produces singlet oxygen. As a molecular rotor, the photo-physical
properties of CV is highly solvent-dependent. In solvents of low viscosity as cyclohexane and
dichloromethane, the fluorescence quantum yield of CV is low and the molecular dye does not
produce singlet oxygen.483 However, in a high viscosity microenvironment, such as that
afforded by polyurethane, intramolecular twisting of the dye’s phenyl groups is restricted, and
1

O2 can be produced via Type II energy transfer from the CV triplet state to the ground state

of molecular oxygen. The results from this L-histidine microbiology assay evidenced this.

Similarly, the effectiveness of QD + CV PU substrates dropped from 4.2 log10 kill to 0.8 log10
kill. While 1O2 may be generated not only via direct excitation of CV embedded in polymer, but
also photo-activated QDs can act as energy donors and transfer energy non-radiatively to
ground-state CV acceptors which, react with nearby oxygen molecules to form cytotoxic 1O2
species (FRET).268 The presence of L-histidine attenuated QD + CV PU antimicrobial activity
to a much greater extent than CV PU lesser extent. Therefore the combinatorial system
produced more 1O2 than the dye polymer alone. This meant that direct excitation of CV was
not the only source of 1O2 generation and proved that FRET was the mechanism by which QD
+ CV PU activity was boosted. As previously discussed in CHAPTER 2, in the solution phase,
QD and CV predominately form strong electrostatic interactions (as indicated by high KSV
values) which encourage PET however in the polymer, QD and CV may not form tight
nanocomposites as in solution because the CV can also bind to adjacent polymer chains,
altering the balance between FRET and PET. In the polymer, the QD and CV are on average
localised further apart since CV can also bind to the polymer matrix. This may favour more
FRET interactions and thus increase 1O2 generation in QD + CV PU as FRET occurs over
longer ranges than PET.

Overall, from the ROS scavenger assays, it was clear that the superior antimicrobial action of
QD + CV functional surfaces was due to the occurrence of both Type I and II photochemical
mechanisms, however, there appears to be a greater contribution from Type II mechanisms
as bactericidal action is most strongly attenuated in the presence of the 1O2 scavenger. This
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is important to antimicrobial activity as 1O2 is deemed to be the most potent ROS.414 Further,
comparing CV PU and QD + CV PU with regard to the effect of the ROS scavengers, it was
noted that CV PU also underwent both Type I and Type II mechanisms, producing all the ROS
tested for: O2●–, H2O2, ●OH and 1O2. However, CV PU generated only a minimal amount of
H2O2 and generated significantly less O2●–, ●OH and 1O2 than QD + CV PU. As the ROS are
responsible for lethal activity, this explained the lower activity of CV PU against both Grampositive and Gram-negative bacteria. Studies have shown that photodynamic effect do not
correlate with singlet oxygen yields but rather the ability of the photosensitising system to take
part in the Type I mechanism.413 As evidenced by the strong attenuation of the QD + CV
surfaces by Type I ROS quenchers, the QD + CV functional surfaces are very efficient at Type
I processes, making their photodynamic activity more effective.

These data are consistent with other studies using nanoparticle/CV combinations. For
example, Sehmi et al. studied ROS production when ZnO nanoparticles and CV
photosensitising dye were incorporated into polymer (CVZnO) and irradiated with white light
intensity levels at ~6000 lux against laboratory strains of E. coli and S. aureus. In this study,
specific quencher assays established the operation of both Type I and II mechanistic pathways
in the lethal activity of the CVZnO system, however Type II processes provided a greater
contribution.406

6.4. Conclusion
In this study, steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements has
confirmed the ability of QD-CV complexes embedded in polymer to induce the formation of
ROS through Type I photo-induced electron transfer or Type II energy transfer mechanisms,
as has been confirmed for QD-CV complexes in organic solution. Further, analysis of timeresolved 1O2 phosphorescence data has revealed that QDs in polymer are incapable of
producing singlet oxygen whereas CV in polymer (as a result of restricted intramolecular
twisting) and QD + CV in polymer could efficiently release 1O2, thus proving the occurrence of
Type II energy transfer in these surfaces. To provide further evidence for the photochemical
processes that CV and QD + CV PU functional surfaces take part in, inhibitors of ROS were
added to bacteriological assays and the subsequent effects analysed and compared. The data
has shown that while QD PU does not engage in Type I mechanisms. Along with 1O2
phosphorescence data, the present study has revealed that indium-based QD nanoparticles
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on their own in polymer do not generate any ROS under light illumination, explaining the lack
of photo-bactericidal activity against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative. On the other
hand, both Type I and II photochemical processes are involved in photo-bacterial activity of
CV-incorporated surfaces. When QD nanoparticles are added to CV, both Type I and II
mechanisms are enhanced, producing more ROS. Comparatively, 1O2 played a more
significant role in photo-destruction of bacteria, denoting that Type II mechanism is more
dominant in the combinatorial functional surfaces.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1. Summary of Thesis
Hospital-acquired infections (HAIs) pose a serious risk to patients and medical personnel and
result in increased morbidity and mortality to those infected. This is especially so due to the
spread of AMR resulting in HAIs that are unresponsive to the antibiotics commonly used to
treat them. Contaminated objects, instruments and surfaces serve as bacterial reservoirs and
are the most important drivers of HAIs, underpinning the need for antibacterial surfaces that
can reduce or prevent bacterial colonisation. Thus effective antibacterial surfaces have the
potential to reduce the incidence of HAIs by disrupting the cycle of transmission of bacteria
from surfaces to patients or medical personnel. In this thesis, polyurethane surfaces
impregnated with a combination of quantum dots (QDs) and crystal violet photosensitiser (CV
PS) were developed that demonstrated potent light-activated antibacterial activity based on
PDT. The combination of QDs and CV dye was an advantageous strategy as it allowed
exploitation of the photostability of QDs and the reactive oxygen species (ROS) efficiency of
PS, while overcoming the low photobleaching threshold of the conventional PS. Additionally,
the co-localisation of QDs and PS provide new interaction opportunities – electron transfer or
non-radiative energy transfer (Förster resonance energy transfer, FRET) from photoactivated
QDs to CV – that boost ROS generation thus enhancing bactericidal efficacy.

The QDs employed were prepared by Nanoco Technologies Ltd which has trademarked them
as ‘CFQDs®’. They are cadmium-free, indium-based semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs) with
intrinsically lower toxicity than most commercial QDs.141, 476 CV was selected owing not only
to previous studies using Au and ZnO NPs but also the potential for photophysical interactions
with the QDs favouring ROS generation.405, 406 CV is also a well-known bactericidal agent that
has been FDA approved for clinical application in wound dressings.481

In CHAPTER 2 the potential of indium-based quantum dot and CV dye as components in lightactivated surfaces was initially probed by investigating the ability of QD-CV mixtures to act as
FRET complexes in solution phase spectroscopically. Red-emitting and green-emitting
indium-based QDs were mixed with crystal violet PS, leading to electronic interactions
between the negatively charged QDs and the cationic CV. Photo-induced electron transfer
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(PET) reactions that lead to the production of superoxide were shown to be feasible in the
electrostatically bound complexes as evidenced by redox potentials extrapolations and SternVolmer analyses. Steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements
revealed significant quenching of the QDs with increasing CV concentration. Together with
the substantial spectral overlap between the donor emissions and acceptor absorption, this
indicated the good probability of FRET interactions as well. Conclusive evidence of FRET
interactions between the QDs and CV in solution was obtained using singlet oxygen
phosphorescence spectroscopy. Using the TCSPC technique,

1

O2 phosphorescence

spectroscopy showed that illuminated red and green-emitting indium-based QDs were only
able to generate 1O2 in the presence of CV, showing that in solution QDs and CV made
effective FRET donor/acceptor pairs.

In the same chapter, PET between the QDs and CV was further explored using EPR spin
trapping. Mixed results were observed with this method – irradiated green QDs produced
signals corresponding to ●OH and irradiated red QDs/CV mixture resulted in the formation of
carbon-centred radicals; and negligible EPR signals for all other QDs and/or CV solutions. It
was believed that the higher exciton energy of the green QDs (larger band gap than red QDs)
made direct electron transfer to O2 more favourable. The negative EPR results with green
QD/CV mixtures observed in solution were attributed to fast charge recombination of the green
QD/CV ion pair. This was supported by Stern-Volmer data which showed green QD/CV
nanocomposites formed stronger electrostatic binding than red QD/CV nanocomposites. In
summary, the study showed that in the presence of CV, red and green-emitting indium-based
QDs could participate in FRET (Type II) processes. Moreover, additional PET (Type I)
processes can occur as not only can the QDs and CV on their own engage in Type I
photochemical reactions but in close proximity, excited QDs can also donate electrons to CV
through energetically favourable pathways.

CHAPTER 3 describes the development of polyurethane substrates containing only QD NPs
and their effectiveness as antibacterial surfaces. ‘Swell-encapsulation-shrink’, a simple, noncovalent dipping procedure, was used to impregnate medical-grade polyurethane squares as
described for other nanomaterials and PS.404,

408

This incorporation method expands the

polymer using a solvent, making space for NPs and small molecules to be embedded.
Removal of the solvent via evaporation causes the polymer to shrink, locking in the embedded
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materials. Since swelling is greatly affected by the solvent system employed, optimisation
studies were carried out to determine the organic solvent mixtures that encourage a high
swelling rate (and thus high QD uptake) without over-expanding the polymer. It was found that
no swelling occurred in neat cyclohexane, the solvent in which the QDs were suppled in. In
1:2 cyclohexane/dichloromethane (Cy/DCM) solvent mixture, polymer size increased by 70%
however, after solvent evaporation, the polymer was misshapen. The best solvent ratio that
encouraged swelling but caused no substrate deformity was 1:1 Cy/DCM, which swelled
polyurethane up by 50% of its original size. The antibacterial tests revealed that red QDincorporated polyurethane (rQD PU) and green QD- incorporated polyurethane (gQD PU) had
no significant antibacterial effect against either E. coli or S. aureus when the substrates were
made from a swelling solution containing 1 mg/mL QDs. Upon increasing the concentration of
the red QDs in the swelling solution to 3 mg/mL and 7 mg/mL and extending irradiation times,
the rQD PU surfaces were able to induce an antibacterial effect against E. coli, reducing
bacterial numbers by 1.3 log10 and 2 log10 respectively. However, since similar levels of
antibacterial activity were observed in the absence of white light irradiation for both the 3
mg/mL and 7 mg/mL rQD PU substrates, this indicated that the antibacterial activity depended,
not on photo-irradiation of the surfaces, but rather, direct contact of the QDs with bacteria on
the surface. The lack of photo-activity was inconsistent with solution phase experimental
results which showed that QDs produce ROS upon visible light illumination.

Therefore, the uptake of QDs by the polymer was quantified using UV-vis absorption
spectroscopy. Absorption spectra of the swelling solutions before and after swellencapsulation treatments revealed that each treatment (which produced four modified
polyurethane squares) took up ~15% QD material, meaning that QD uptake per polyurethane
square was ~4%. This equated to 0.4 mg of QD material per polyurethane square in a typical
swell-encapsulation where 1 mg/mL QD concentration was used. Similar estimates of
nanomaterial uptake were recently reported in a study that used fluorescence lifetime imaging,
water contact angle measurement and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis to quantify
nanomaterial concentration when CdSe QDs and TiO2 NPs were embedded into a
polydimethylsiloxane host matrix via swell encapsulation.411 Quantification studies therefore
revealed limited QD uptake by polyurethane and the low antibacterial effect induced by QD
PU substrates was attributed to this. It is believed that the final QD concentration with the rQD
PU and gQD PU surfaces itself was not sufficient to induce cytotoxic effects via photochemical
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means i.e. the QD concentrations were too low to produce enough ROS to induce bacterial
death.

Based on the efficiency of indium-based QDs and CV dye as FRET donor/acceptor pairs in
solution as demonstrated in Chapter 2, CHAPTER 4 explores the ability of polyurethane
embedded with QDs and CV to act as functional antibacterial surfaces based on aPDT.
Initially, the antibacterial surfaces were fabricated using a two-step swell-encapsulation
technique which saw the QDs incorporated first after 24 h, followed by the CV after 72 h
(QD/CV PU). Two different QD concentrations – 0.1 mg/mL and 0.5 mg/mL – were used in
the swelling solutions to produce the QD/CV PU substrates, keeping CV concentration
constant (at 1 mM). For green QD/CV PU (gQD/CV PU) against laboratory strain E. coli, there
was a positive correlation between the concentration of QDs in the polymer (swelling solution)
and the reduction of E. coli numbers. gQD/CV PU achieved 2.4 log10 and 3.3 log10 kill of E.
coli (6600lux, 3 h) when the green QDs swelling solution were 0.1 mg/mL and 0.5 mg/mL
respectively, implying a synergistic effect between the PS and the NPs. In contrast, no
improvement of antibacterial activity was seen with the increase of red QD swelling solution
concentrations. Rather, the antibacterial effect stayed the same at ~2.2 log10 (6600lux, 3 h),
similar to the activity achieved by CV-only substrates.

Based on the ability of red QDs and CV to engage in FRET interactions, it was then inferred
that controlling conditions to better enable more efficient FRET should improve ROS yields
and therefore antibacterial activity. Spectral overlap was already significant and could not be
changed. However, close proximity between the donor and acceptor could be enhanced by
altering the experimental set-up. A novel one-step swell-encapsulation process was designed
to improve co-localisation of the QD and CV in the polymer - the QDs and CV were mixed in
a miscible 1:1 cyclohexane/dichloromethane solvent system prior to the addition of the
polyurethane. This new method was advantageous as it allowed electrostatic complex
formation between the donor and acceptor before polymer impregnation. Also, in practical
terms, the method drastically reduced the fabrication time from 96 h to 24 h in total. Red QD
and CV containing polymers produced by the 1-step method (rQD + CV PU) indeed showed
more potent antibacterial activity compared to the two-step method, inducing a 4.3 log10 kill of
laboratory strain E. coli. Similarly, the antibacterial activity of green QD and CV containing
polymers produced by the 1-step method (gQD + CV PU) was potentiated. gQD + CV PU
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achieved a 3.9 log10 kill against laboratory strain E. coli. The increase in antibacterial activity
upon adjustment of the QD-CV encapsulation technique strongly indicated the occurrence of
synergistic interactions between QDs and CV via FRET in the polymer. This improvement in
activity was noteworthy in light of the fact that CV concentration was halved in the 1-step
swelling solutions thus activity was more dependent on synergistic interactions than in 2-step
experiments. The success of the new method meant that moving forward, all functional
surfaces were fabricated via this technique.

Following the efficacious results against laboratory strain E. coli, rQD + CV PU and gQD + CV
PU were tested against clinical strains of bacteria. It was expected that similarly potent
antibacterial effects would be observed against multi-drug resistant bacterial strains because
FRET was involved in antibacterial activity, meaning that the effectiveness of the surfaces was
at least partly reliant on ROS generation, a mechanism that is independent of antibiotic
resistance routes. Indeed, rQD + CV PU and gQD + CV PU surfaces induced ~4 log10
destruction of Gram-positive clinical strains such as EMRSA 4742 and MRSA NCTC 13413
after 1 h white light irradiation. Against Gram-negative clinical strain E. coli 1030, rQD + CV
PU and gQD + CV PU displayed ~3.5 log10 and ~4 log10 reduction respectively after 4 h white
light irradiation at 6000 lux.

Beyond nosocomial pathogens, foodborne bacterial infections affect millions each year and
are a rising problem even in countries with strict food safety measures. In the food industry,
high levels of foodborne bacterial pathogens such as S. typhimurium and L. monocytogenes
are present. Because QD + CV PU are made from cadmium-free QDs of low toxicity476 and
an FDA-approved PS,481 they are an acceptable means for the prevention of foodborne
bacterial infections in the food industry. Studies to test the efficacy of gQD + CV PU surfaces
against Gram-negative S. typhimurium and Gram-positive L. monocytogenes were carried out.
After 4 h 6600 lux white light irradiation of gQD + CV PU, S. typhimurium levels were reduced
by 2.2 log10, a remarkable result since Salmonella is intrinsically very resistant and has a
higher survival rate than E. coli. The bacterium’s resistance was clearly demonstrated as CV
PU had no significant antibacterial effect on S. typhimurium. On the other hand, Gram-positive
Listeria was more susceptible to CV PU than typically seen for S. aureus. Thus, when green
QDs were added to CV in the polymer, 100% elimination was achieved after 4 h irradiation at
6600 lux. Based on the results, QD-CV combinations in polymer are effective antimicrobial
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surfaces against susceptible and resistant nosocomial and foodborne bacterial Gram-positive
and Gram-negative pathogens at high light intensities. In order to achieve potent activity, the
presence of the PS in the surfaces was crucial. However, more than that, it was important to
ensure that QDs and CV sat in close proximity with in the polymer to encourage close-range
interactions to boost light-activated bactericidal effects. From this chapter and the previous
one, it was clear that enhancement of the antibacterial effect of QD + CV PU substrates was
not a result of additive but rather synergistic effects as QDs alone in polyurethane do not yield
any significant bactericidal effect.

Next in CHAPTER 5, to determine if the QD + CV PU surfaces are functional at low light
intensities, antibacterial tests were carried out at 500 lux, more than 13 times lower than the
light intensity previously employed. This was motivated by the desire to replicate a more
realistic clinical setting where general lighting criteria (e.g. in wards, reception areas and
treatment rooms) to which hospitals must conform often require light intensities less than 1000
lux.511 E. coli and P. aeruginosa were selected as they are hard-to-treat Gram-negative
pathogens that often colonise moist hospital environment and are the most common causative
agents in catheter-associated UTIs and ventilator-associated pneumonia. gQD + CV PU
induced significant reductions (> 3 log10) in the numbers of an environmental isolate of P.
aeruginosa (recovered from a hospital sink) as well as a clinical isolate of P. aeruginosa
(derived from a cystic fibrosis patient) after 24 h of low level white light irradiation. The levels
of multi drug resistant E. coli was also reduced by similar levels after an 18 h low light
irradiation. Thus by reducing the white intensity and increasing the irradiation, it was possible
to achieve antimicrobial efficiencies comparable to strong light intensities in short time bursts.
This was an important outcome as it demonstrated that in cases where specialised lighting or
high intensity lighting for photokilling was unavailable, QD + CV PU surfaces were still
effective. Additionally, because bacteria can persist on inanimate surfaces for several months,
comparatively slower killing over a lower light intensities may prove more useful and applicable
in clinical settings.530

Finally, CHAPTER 6 described the processes employed to explore the mechanism at work in
QD + CV PU substrates. Previously, in Chapter 2, it was determined that Type II and Type I
mechanism were at work in solution-phase QD-CV complexes. In the polymer, various direct
and indirect methods were employed to distinguish Type I and Type II mechanisms. Using
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fluorescence measurements in polymer, some effects caused by CV could be observed in
‘polymer phase’. In solution, CV’s intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) states meant that no
features of CV fluorescence could be observed with increasing dye concentration. However
when rotation is restricted in a viscous microenvironment, CV fluorescence is evident, though
still of low yield compared to QDs. With red QDs, bathochromic shifts are observed in the
emission spectra with increasing CV concentration in the polymer. In polymer, time-resolved
photoluminescence measurement using the TCSPC method showed that QDs embedded in
polymer had shorter lifetimes compared to QDs in polymer, due to the new microenvironment.
However, the lifetimes were still long compared to CV fluorescence lifetime which is < 5 ns in
viscous solvents or when bound to protein.430,

535

The derived putative FRET efficiencies

appeared to be generally higher in the polymer environment than in solution, however since
not all the NPs and PS was taken up in polyurethane during swell-encapsulation-shrink, we
were wary of making comparisons from this observation. As with QD-CV solution mixtures,
singlet oxygen phosphorescence was considered to confirm the occurrence of FRET in the
polymer. Indeed, red and green QD + CV PU surfaces were shown to produce 1O2. CV
embedded in polymer has been shown to produce 1O2 and the observed decay kinetics and
derived 1O2 lifetimes for CV PU were in good agreement with the literature.536 Subsequently,
the decay curves for rQD + CV PU and gQD + CV PU closely matched that observed for CV
PU with a congruent 1O2 lifetime. Superoxide release from the polymer was investigated using
chemical detection assays and also with microbiological ROS inhibitor assays. Chemical
detection of O2●– release from the modified substrates was carried out with XTT, a colorimetric
assay for probing total O2●– capacity using an experimental set-up adapted from literature.537
However, due to issues with reproducibility, this approach was abandoned. On the other hand,
carrying out a normal antibacterial test and introducing ROS scavengers that inhibited O2●–
proved to be a reliable means of verifying the release of superoxide from the functional
surfaces. The addition of excess superoxide dismutase scavenged O2●– and consequently,
CV PU and QD + CV PU activities were attenuated by ~2.5 log10 and ~3 log10 respectively.
This microbiology assay route was adopted for other ROS identification as it was straightforward, reliable and offered the opportunity to evaluate and compare the importance of
different ROS to QD + CV PU activity. Catalase, mannitol and L-histidine scavengers verified
the release of H2O2, ●OH and 1O2 from the QD + CV PU surfaces, therefore light-activated
antibacterial activities were mediated through both Type I and II photochemical pathways.
Comparing the effect of the ROS inhibitors on QD + CV PU, the L-histidine scavenger caused
the strongest attenuation of QD + CV activity proving though Type I mechanisms were
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significant, Type II mechanisms were dominant. Between CV PU and QD + CV PU, results
showed that CV PU generated minimal levels of H2O2 and ●OH and 1O2 production was
significantly lower than QD + CV PU. As lethal activity was ROS-dependent, these mechanistic
studies explained why CV PU displayed lower antibacterial activity throughout and likewise,
the superior performance of QD + CV PU.

QD + CV PU surfaces performed better than CdTe QDs in aqueous solutions. After 8 h
irradiation of 100 nM CdTe in aqueous suspension with bacteria, 29% and 59% reductions of
patient isolates of MRSA and K. pneumoniae were observed respectively. For a clinical isolate
of MDR Salmonella typhimurium, growth was inhibited by 56% and for two MDR E. coli
isolates, 83% and 64% reductions in bacterial levels were noted respectively.377 QD + CV PU
surfaces demonstrated antibacterial activities of well over 99.9% (>3 log10) for almost all lab
and MDR bacteria (E. coli, S. aureus, MRSA, S. typimurium, L. monocytogenes) strains tested
within 4 h of light irradiation at 6000 lux (K. pneumonia not tested in this thesis). Activity was
superior despite the fact that QDs and CV were embedded in polyurethane and thus had no
direct contact with bacteria.

Other reported polymer surfaces incorporated with NPs and PS showed similar levels of
activity as QD + CV PU. For example, Perni et al. showed that methylene blue (MB), in addition
to 2 nm gold (Au) NPs, incorporated into polysiloxane demonstrated up to 3.5 log10 in the
viable count of E. coli and MRSA.402 Similarly, against S. aureus, Naik et al. found that when
2 nm Au NPs were added, the activity of MB-incorporated polyurethane increased from 2.8
log10 kill to 3.8 log10 and the activity of toluidine blue O (TBO)-incorporated polyurethane
increased from 4.3 log10 kill to 4.8 log10 kill.412 This study highlights the inherent light-activated
activities of MB and TBO dye molecules – trialling these PS into new QD-PS surfaces may
yield antibacterial surfaces that are more potent.

Sehmi et al. studied the effect of the addition of ZnO and MgO NPs to the photo-antibacterial
activity of CV-incorporated polyurethane. Both NPs when combined with CV enhanced
antibacterial activity against both MRSA and E. coli, with polymers embedded with a
combination of ZnO and CV showing the strongest photo-bactericidal activity against MRSA
and E.coli.407 This study showed that NPs capped with oleic acid ligands gave the best results
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therefore in the future, it may be worth considering the QD capping ligand as it may have a
critical role in the bactericidal activity of the QD + CV PU surfaces.

Therefore QD + CV PU substrates compare favourably with other substrates containing NPs
and PS. Crucially though, with QD + CV PU, more mechanistic insight could be gleaned as
the QDs are photoluminescent which enabled detailed photophysical studies of their
properties when inside the polymer.

7.2. Implications & Importance of Findings
The key finding in this thesis is that cadmium-free quantum dots can be combined with
conventional PS to develop powerful antibacterial surfaces. In the presence of CV dye
molecule, QDs can engage in Type I and Type II reactions, acting as an electron donor and
energy donor correspondingly. Our success in simultaneously incorporating QDs and PS into
commercially obtained medical grade polyurethane via a simplified swell-encapsulation-shrink
technique means that ordinary surfaces offers an easy, straightforward means of transforming
ordinary polymer substrates into potent antimicrobial surfaces. Industrialisation to enable
mass production of antibacterial surfaces is also realisable due to the uncomplicated nature
of this one-step procedure.
Since polyurethane is a clinically approved polymer widely used in medical applications, it is
fitting that this thesis demonstrates potent photo-bactericidal activity with this polymer.
Polyurethane is commonly used in general purpose tubing, surgical drains, dialysis devices,
medical garments, hospital bedding, wound dressings and more.555 Antimicrobial function can
be added to these various applications via swell-encapsulation-shrink. In addition to
polyurethane, swell-encapsulation-shrink was been employed to endow other medically
relevant polymers such as silicone with antibacterial properties, furthering the applications.
Generally, the biocompatibility, flexibility, and inexpensiveness of polymers makes them
preferable to other surfaces such as glass and titania. Polyurethane is also exceptionally
resistant to tear and abrasion, making it an ideal polymer to endow with antimicrobial functions.
Flexible antimicrobial polyurethanes can be moulded to fit any high-touch surface e.g. bed
rails, supply carts, over-bed tables, doorknobs and intravenous infusion pumps, reducing
transmission of bacteria form these surfaces.
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The QD + CV PU functional surfaces are also made from non-toxic materials: cadmium-free
indium-based QDs shown to be non-toxic in rat toxicological and biodistribution studies141, 476
and crystal violet, which has been FDA approved for various medical applications.481
Considering the biocompatibility of polyurethane, QD + CV PU may potentially be utilised with
short-term implants to prevent infection such as catheter tubing, endotracheal tubes, feeding
tubes and chemotherapy ports. Biofilm formation leading to infections such as UTIs, and
pneumonia are prevalent with tubing; incorporating QDs and CV can prevent planktonic
bacteria colonisation and thus prevent biofilm formation in the first place. In this thesis, it has
been shown that activation of QD + CV requires minimal light levels so light-activated
disinfection can take place at ambient light. In addition, various broad-band or narrow band
light sources can activate these materials. These findings are important as it means QD and
CV-incorporated surfaces can perform well under normal hospital lighting conditions. Also, in
situ sterilisation of indwelling devices such as catheters and endotracheal tubes can be carried
out using fibre-optic light delivery of a laser or LED.

Finally, as the photoactivity of QD + CV PU functional surfaces depends not on release of
QDs or PS from the polymer but rather depends on ROS generation, these surfaces are safer
as any adverse effect or damage to the host tissue as a result of ion release is severely
restricted. Secondly, as the materials are photo-active, there is low toxicity in the absence of
light activation. Finally, the material exhibit specificity when used internally as generated ROS
do not travel far beyond the target area (due to their short diffusion pathway) and when used
externally on inanimate surfaces, ROS are cytotoxic to bacteria, attacking multiple intracellular
sites however, ROS cannot penetrate the skin.

In this thesis, the focus has primarily been on the application of QD + CV PU surfaces in
hospitals, however, other healthcare facilities such as nursing homes, GP surgeries, clinics,
outpatient centres and even ambulances would benefit from the installation of these non-toxic
surfaces. Another area where QD + CV PU surfaces could be applied is in the food sector.

7.3. Future Work
In this thesis, the potent antibacterial activity of QD + CV PU surfaces has been demonstrated
against a number of common Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. The results have
shown that antibacterial activity is dependent on factors such as QD uptake into polymer,
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irradiation time and light intensity. For future application in the clinical setting and other
sectors, a number of issues must be addressed.

Firstly, it is important to determine the efficacy of these substrates against other
microorganisms such as S. epidermis, C. difficile, Acinetobacter spp., Candida albicans and
norovirus which are common colonisers of surfaces in healthcare facilties.556 In light of the
recent pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), which studies have shown
can persist on a variety of surfaces from hours to days, a very relevant and potentially highly
impactful study would be to test the ability of QD + CV PU surfaces to kill SARS-CoV-2.557

Secondly, future studies could also look at the effect of using other common PS such as
methylene blue and rose Bengal combined with QDs carefully selected to enable FRET
mechanistic interactions. Also, regarding mechanism, recent studies have identified another
mechanism could be involved that directly populates the CV triplet state - Dexter
energy transfer (DET), triplet energy transfer from the QD to the acceptor without populating
the singlet excited state or charge transfer intermediates. To investigate the possibility of DET,
ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy can be performed to monitor triplet-to-triplet
absorptions in QD-CV nanocomposites over different timescales, as has been done in recent
studies.441, 442

Finally, although the presence of QDs alone in the polymer failed to induce photo-antibacterial
activity, in the presence of CV, synergistic potentiation of the antibacterial activity of CV was
observed. This highlighted an important issue – optimising the uptake of the QDs into the
polymer. Future studies should focus on improving swell-encapsulation-shrink by varying
parameters such as swelling time and solvent ratios. Any improvement in the concentration of
NPs in the polymer would prevent waste of nanomaterial thus making production of the QD +
CV PU more attractively commercially. Also, more NPs in the polymer would increase PET
and FRET efficiency, boosting ROS production and potentially augmenting antibacterial
activity towards the level of ‘disinfection’ as defined by the CDC (≥ 6 log10 kill).313
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